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Our Story

During the development of our project it has been 
fundamental to note tidily, from the beginning to ‘the 
end’, all the activities and meetings done. Meeting 
several people among which autorities and the popula-
tion itself has been at the base of the entire process. 
Through this timeline is clear how complex has been 
the process for the realization of an architectural object, 
especially if in a foreign country.  

Meeting with the 
presidents of the 4 
parroquias around the 
lake and “Totora Sisa”

Choice of the Study 
Area: San Pablo Lake

23th of MARCH 2015
Arriving in Ecuador

Visiting of the barrios
San Roque and 
Atucucho proposed by 
FAU

12th of APRIL 2015
Visiting the third 
proposal: San Pablo 
Lake

8th of MAY 2015
Van Tour in San 
Rafael and meeting 
the Tourist Office
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8th of MAY 2015
Reach the project area 
in the Community of 
Cachiviru

14th of MAY 2015
Choice of the Parroquia 
San Rafael and meeting 
with it

21th of MAY 2015
Meeting in UCE to 
stipulate an agreement 
with San Rafael

26th of MAY 2015
Meeting with studio Al 
Borde Arquitectos 

29th of MAY 2015
1°Reunion with the 
community 

3rd of JUNE 2015
Meeting with Mr. 
Antamba to speak 
about the normative
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3rd of JUNE 2015
1° Participatory 
workshop 

7th of JUNE 2015
Meeting with planning 
director of Otavalo and 
Prefectura of Ibarra

9th of JUNE 2015
Officially signed the 
agreement with San 
Rafael

13th of JUNE 2015
Survey on site

17-18th of JUNE 2015
2° Participatory workshop 
in San Rafael 

1st of JULY 2015
Meeting with the 
environmental 
engeneer Mrs. Teran 

3rd of JUNE 2015
Meeting with Mr. 
Antamba to speak 
about the normative
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3rd of JUNE 2015
1° Participatory 
workshop 

7th of JUNE 2015
Meeting with planning 
director of Otavalo and 
Prefectura of Ibarra

9th of JUNE 2015
Officially signed the 
agreement with San 
Rafael

13th of JUNE 2015
Survey on site

17-18th of JUNE 2015
2° Participatory workshop 
in San Rafael 

1st of JULY 2015
Meeting with the 
environmental 
engeneer Mrs. Teran 

3rd of JUNE 2015
Meeting with Mr. 
Antamba to speak 
about the normative

2nd of JULY 2015
Meeting with the mayor 
and engeneers of 
Otavalo

13rd of JULY 2015
3° Participatory 
workshop 

14th of JULY 2015
Realization of the 
floating prototype 

16th of JULY 2015
Getting certificates by 
the municipality

17th of JULY 2015
Approvation

30th of JULY 2015
Meeting with the Junta 
Parroquial for dealing 
the money
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24-28th of AUGUST 2015
CONSTRUCTION 
1°week: preparation 
of site

31-5th of SEPT. 2015
CONSTRUCTION
2°week: starting of 
construction

Recolletting  Pro formas Meeting with  
Carpenters

18th of AUGUST 2015
Tranfer money to buy 
all materials needed
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18th of AUGUST 2015
Reunion with GAD: 
selction of winner 
proformas
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24-28th of AUGUST 2015
CONSTRUCTION 
1°week: preparation 
of site

31-5th of SEPT. 2015
CONSTRUCTION
2°week: starting of 
construction

Recolletting  Pro formas Meeting with  
Carpenters

18th of AUGUST 2015
Tranfer money to buy 
all materials needed
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18th of AUGUST 2015
Reunion with GAD: 
selction of winner 
proformas

7-12th of SEPT. 2015
CONSTRUCTION
3°week

14-20th of SEPT. 2015
CONSTRUCTION
4°week

28-2nd of OCT. 2015
CONSTRUCTION
6°week

5-12th of OCT. 2015
CONSTRUCTION
7°week:conclusion of 
the entire project

21-26th of SEPT. 2015
CONSTRUCTION
5°week: construction of 
floating modules

13th of OCT. 2015
INAUGURATION!
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La nostra tesi nasce da un forte interesse nei confronti 
del ruolo dell’architettura nei Paesi in via di sviluppo e 
da una sete di conoscenza che, combinata alla volontà 
di sperimentare sul campo, ci ha portato a viaggiare 
oltreoceano in America Latina, Ecuador. Ci siamo 
interrogate più volte su come l’Architettura possa 
essere risorsa e strumento utile al miglioramento delle 
condizioni di vita in Paesi nei quali notevoli sono le 
risorse culturali e ambientali, ma diffuso è il degrado 
socio-economico, arrivando a credere fortemente che 
le potenzialità di un luogo siano insite nella storia del 
territorio, della città e del suo tessuto connettivo, nelle 
persone che vi abitano e nella loro cultura. È attraverso 
la valorizzazione “de lo que hay con lo que hay” (di 
quello che c’è con quello che c’è) che è possibile rende-
re il patrimonio di un dato insediamento maggiormente 
noto e fruibile nella consapevolezza che il turismo sia 
una risorsa fondamentale per permettere lo sviluppo 
socio-economico della popolazione locale, se opportu-
namente coinvolta nelle dinamiche di attivazione e 
gestione delle attività connesse al turismo stesso. Lo 
que hay nel territorio del Lago San Pablo è un patrimo-
nio paesaggistico meritevole di valorizzazione ma 
contaminato dal modello urbano di città che provoca 
una sostanziale perdita di identità; è una forte contami-
nazione del Lago; è una marcata mancanza di connes-
sioni stradali; è la fortissima cultura ancestrale degli 
indigeni Kichwa che abitano il territorio; ed è la mancan-
za di turismo che pesa sull’economia degli abitanti.  
Bellezza paesaggistica, cultura Kichwa e la forte 
coesione della comunità sono le risorse e gli strumenti 
principali del nostro progetto: abbiamo ascoltato il 
Genius Loci considerando ogni aspetto delle tradizioni 
indigene radicate nella quotidianità degli abitanti e 
abbiamo coinvolto le persone stesse nell’intero proces-
so progettuale, dal disegno alla costruzione.“Networki-
ng hubs for communities” è la strategia che prevede la 
creazione di un Masterplan che abbraccia il Lago su tre 
livelli morfologicamente differenti (agua, tierra y sol con 
riferimento agli elementi Kichwa dominanti) sui quali 
s’insediano tre percorsi concentrici che uniscono punti 
d’interesse paesaggistico, storico e culturale meritevoli 
di una valorizzazione, che sia attraverso un intervento 
architettonico o meno, e per i quali abbiamo studiato la 
percorrenza a piedi, in bicicletta e a cavallo. L’obiettivo 
non è solo quello di rafforzare il tessuto connettivo e di 
coinvolgere direttamente la comunità affinché sia la 
principale beneficiaria delle ricadute economiche 
indotte dal turismo, ma soprattutto renderla consapevo-
le del valore sociale ed economico del proprio patrimo-
nio ambientale e culturale, stimolandola alla sua 
conservazione e valorizzazione. Analizzando i vari punti 
d’interesse, abbiamo individuato quelli valorizzabili 
semplicemente attraverso la loro collocazione all’inter-

no di un percorso guidato e quelli che invece hanno 
bisogno di un piccolo intervento architettonico di 
supporto (dall’info-point per i turisti al Lechero Pucarà 
nel percorso della tierra, al centro espositivo artigianale 
della Sombreria en Angla nel percorso del sol).Si crea 
così una rete tridimensionale all’interno della quale vari 
hubs sono interconnessi tra loro e funzionano perché è 
proprio lì che il locale può incontrare il globale: il turista 
ha la possibilità di entrare nella quotidianità di una 
comunità partecipando a un piccolo workshop all’inte-
rno di un centro espositivo gestito dalla stessa e 
comprando il prodotto realizzato con le sue mani, 
contribuendo al sostentamento della popolazione e alla 
valorizzazione della sua cultura. KAYMANTA, che in 
lingua Kichwa significa DA QUI, è il primo hub di questa 
rete pensato progettato e costruito insieme alla comuni-
tà locale, collocato a Cachiviru, nella Parroquia di San 
Rafael de la Laguna (percorso del agua). Lo que hay 
non è solo il patrimonio, ma sono soprattutto le persone 
ed è la loro partecipazione la risorsa più importante! 
Crediamo che l’architettura debba servirsi di una risorsa 
preziosa: la collettività. La somma di azioni individuali, 
seppur di una certa qualità, non porta al bene comune, 
mentre un’azione collettiva è la vera risposta al proble-
ma; per questo motivo crediamo che il disegno parteci-
pato sia uno strumento fondamentale per rafforzare un 
progetto dove la voce in campo non sia solo quella 
dell’architetto, ma dove tutti gli attori possano far parte 
di un coro unanime. Abbiamo collaborato con la comu-
nità di Cachiviru attraverso workshop partecipativi volti 
a supportare la nostra idea progettuale, affrontando gli 
aspetti non solo architettonici ma anche socio-antropo-
logici del rapporto “architetto–comunità”, diverso da 
quello “architetto–cliente” al quale siamo abituati in 
Europa. Il progetto sviluppato riguarda la riqualificazio-
ne di uno spazio pubblico inteso prima di tutto come 
spazio d’incontro per la comunità (pensato, costruito e 
gestito dalla stessa) e secondariamente per il turista.  
L’altro strumento di cui ci siamo servite è l’autocostruzi-
one, da sempre considerata un problema relazionato 
alla crescita informale di insediamenti umani, vista in 
questo caso sotto una lente diversa: parliamo della 
realtà della “Minga” insita nella cultura Kichwa, ovvero 
della costruzione dove i componenti della comunità si 
aiutano tra loro; parliamo di autocostruzione progettata 
e guidata, dove il budget economico è minimo. Il proget-
to, iniziato a Maggio 2015 con i workshop comunitari, si 
è concluso il 13 ottobre del 2015 con la sua inaugura-
zione. KAYMANTA non è solo il loro, ma è anche il 
nostro punto di partenza all’interno di una realtà dove 
continueremo a muoverci in quanto architetti e cittadine 
del mondo. KAYMANTA è una goccia nell’oceano ma ci 
piace pensare che, seppur piccola, abbia già provocato 
la sua onda.

path).This creates a three-dimensional network in 
which various hubs are interconnected with each other 
and they work because it is within the network that the 
local can really meet the global: the tourist has the 
opportunity to enter into the everyday life of a communi-
ty, participating to a small craft workshop in an exhibi-
tion center run by the community itself and buying the 
product made with his own hands, contributing to 
sustain the population and to the enhancement of its 
culture.
KAYMANTA, that in Kichwa language means FROM 
HERE, is the first hub of this network that has been 
thought, designed and built with the local community, 
placed in Cachiviru, in the Parroquia of San Rafael de la 
Laguna (agua path). Lo que hay is not only the heritage, 
but mainly the people and its participation is the most 
important aspect! We believe that architecture must 
make use of a valuable resource: the community. The 
sum of individual actions, albeit of a certain quality, does 
not lead to the common good, while collective action is 
the real answer to the problem; this is why we strongly 
believe that participatory design is a key tool to 
strengthen a project where the voice is not only the one 
of the architect, but where all actors can be part of a 
unanimous chorus.We collaborated with the community 
of Cachiviru through participatory workshops aimed at 
supporting our project idea, facing not only architectural 
aspects but also the socio-anthropological "architect - 
community" relationship, quite different from the one of 
"architect - client" to which we are accustomed in 
Europe. The project we have developed is the requalifi-
cation of a public space intended primarily as a meeting 
place for the community (designed and built with the 
community and run by the same) and secondly for the 
tourist. The other tool we used for developing the 
project is the auto-construction, that has always been 
considered a problem related to the growth of informal 
settlements, but seen in this case under a different lens: 
we speak about “Minga” that is a reality inherent to 
Kichwa culture, where the community members help 
each other in a participatory construction process; we 
speak about guided designed auto-construction, where 
the economic budget is lowered and the building hands 
increased. The project, started in May 2015 with partici-
patory workshops, ended the 13th of October 2015 with 
its inauguration.

KAYMANTA is not only theirs, but it is also our starting 
point in a reality where we will continue to move as 
architects and citizens of the world.
KAYMANTA is a drop in the ocean but we like to think 
that, though small, has already caused its wave.

Abstract
Our thesis stems from a strong interest in the role of 
architecture in developing countries and by a thirst for 
knowledge, combined with the desire to experiment in 
the field, that led us to travel overseas in Latin America, 
Ecuador.We questioned ourselves several times about 
how architecture can be a resource and a useful tool to 
improve living conditions in the countries with conside-
rable cultural and environmental resources, but also with 
socio-economic degradation, coming to strongly believe 
that the potential of a place are inherent in the history of 
the area, the city and its connective tissue, in people 
who live there and in their culture.It is through the exploi-
tation “de lo que hay con lo que hay” (literally: of what is 
there with what is there) that you can make the assets of 
any given settlement best known and usable, knowing 
that tourism is a key resource to enable the socio-econo-
mic development of the local population, if appropriately 
involved in the activation dynamics and in the manage-
ment of tourism-related activities. Lo que hay in the area 
of Lago San Pablo is a rural landscape heritage deser-
ving of enhancement but contaminated by the urban 
model of the city that causes a substantial loss of 
identity and beauty; it is a strong contamination of the 
Lake; it is a marked lack of road connections; it is the 
strong ancestral culture of the Kichwa indigenous 
people who inhabit the territory; and it is the lack of 
tourism that weighs on the economy of the inhabitan-
ts.Landscape beauty, Kichwa culture and the strong 
cohesion of the community are the resources and the 
main tools of our project: we listened to the Genius Loci 
considering every aspect of indigenous traditions rooted 
on daily life, and we involved the people themselves in 
the entire design process, from design to construction.
"Networking hubs for communities" is the strategy we 
provide for the creation of a master plan that embraces 
the Lake on three morphologically different levels (agua, 
tierra y sol with reference to the dominant elements of 
the Kichwa culture) on which we settle three concentric 
paths that combine points of landscape interest worthy 
of a historical and cultural enhancement, whether 
through an architectural intervention or not, and for 
whom we studied the journey by foot, by bicycle or on 
horseback.The goal is not only to strengthen the 
connective tissue and to directly involve the community 
so that it can be the main beneficiary of the economic 
effects induced by tourism, but above all make it aware 
of the social and economic value of their environmental 
and cultural heritage, stimulating it to its conservation 
and enhancement. Analyzing the various points of 
interest, we have identified those simply exploitable 
through their placement in a guided tour and those that 
need a little architectural intervention (from info-point for 
tourists at Lechero de Pucarà in the tierra path, to the 
crafts exhibition center at Sombreria en Angla in the sol 
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semplicemente attraverso la loro collocazione all’inter-

no di un percorso guidato e quelli che invece hanno 
bisogno di un piccolo intervento architettonico di 
supporto (dall’info-point per i turisti al Lechero Pucarà 
nel percorso della tierra, al centro espositivo artigianale 
della Sombreria en Angla nel percorso del sol).Si crea 
così una rete tridimensionale all’interno della quale vari 
hubs sono interconnessi tra loro e funzionano perché è 
proprio lì che il locale può incontrare il globale: il turista 
ha la possibilità di entrare nella quotidianità di una 
comunità partecipando a un piccolo workshop all’inte-
rno di un centro espositivo gestito dalla stessa e 
comprando il prodotto realizzato con le sue mani, 
contribuendo al sostentamento della popolazione e alla 
valorizzazione della sua cultura. KAYMANTA, che in 
lingua Kichwa significa DA QUI, è il primo hub di questa 
rete pensato progettato e costruito insieme alla comuni-
tà locale, collocato a Cachiviru, nella Parroquia di San 
Rafael de la Laguna (percorso del agua). Lo que hay 
non è solo il patrimonio, ma sono soprattutto le persone 
ed è la loro partecipazione la risorsa più importante! 
Crediamo che l’architettura debba servirsi di una risorsa 
preziosa: la collettività. La somma di azioni individuali, 
seppur di una certa qualità, non porta al bene comune, 
mentre un’azione collettiva è la vera risposta al proble-
ma; per questo motivo crediamo che il disegno parteci-
pato sia uno strumento fondamentale per rafforzare un 
progetto dove la voce in campo non sia solo quella 
dell’architetto, ma dove tutti gli attori possano far parte 
di un coro unanime. Abbiamo collaborato con la comu-
nità di Cachiviru attraverso workshop partecipativi volti 
a supportare la nostra idea progettuale, affrontando gli 
aspetti non solo architettonici ma anche socio-antropo-
logici del rapporto “architetto–comunità”, diverso da 
quello “architetto–cliente” al quale siamo abituati in 
Europa. Il progetto sviluppato riguarda la riqualificazio-
ne di uno spazio pubblico inteso prima di tutto come 
spazio d’incontro per la comunità (pensato, costruito e 
gestito dalla stessa) e secondariamente per il turista.  
L’altro strumento di cui ci siamo servite è l’autocostruzi-
one, da sempre considerata un problema relazionato 
alla crescita informale di insediamenti umani, vista in 
questo caso sotto una lente diversa: parliamo della 
realtà della “Minga” insita nella cultura Kichwa, ovvero 
della costruzione dove i componenti della comunità si 
aiutano tra loro; parliamo di autocostruzione progettata 
e guidata, dove il budget economico è minimo. Il proget-
to, iniziato a Maggio 2015 con i workshop comunitari, si 
è concluso il 13 ottobre del 2015 con la sua inaugura-
zione. KAYMANTA non è solo il loro, ma è anche il 
nostro punto di partenza all’interno di una realtà dove 
continueremo a muoverci in quanto architetti e cittadine 
del mondo. KAYMANTA è una goccia nell’oceano ma ci 
piace pensare che, seppur piccola, abbia già provocato 
la sua onda.

path).This creates a three-dimensional network in 
which various hubs are interconnected with each other 
and they work because it is within the network that the 
local can really meet the global: the tourist has the 
opportunity to enter into the everyday life of a communi-
ty, participating to a small craft workshop in an exhibi-
tion center run by the community itself and buying the 
product made with his own hands, contributing to 
sustain the population and to the enhancement of its 
culture.
KAYMANTA, that in Kichwa language means FROM 
HERE, is the first hub of this network that has been 
thought, designed and built with the local community, 
placed in Cachiviru, in the Parroquia of San Rafael de la 
Laguna (agua path). Lo que hay is not only the heritage, 
but mainly the people and its participation is the most 
important aspect! We believe that architecture must 
make use of a valuable resource: the community. The 
sum of individual actions, albeit of a certain quality, does 
not lead to the common good, while collective action is 
the real answer to the problem; this is why we strongly 
believe that participatory design is a key tool to 
strengthen a project where the voice is not only the one 
of the architect, but where all actors can be part of a 
unanimous chorus.We collaborated with the community 
of Cachiviru through participatory workshops aimed at 
supporting our project idea, facing not only architectural 
aspects but also the socio-anthropological "architect - 
community" relationship, quite different from the one of 
"architect - client" to which we are accustomed in 
Europe. The project we have developed is the requalifi-
cation of a public space intended primarily as a meeting 
place for the community (designed and built with the 
community and run by the same) and secondly for the 
tourist. The other tool we used for developing the 
project is the auto-construction, that has always been 
considered a problem related to the growth of informal 
settlements, but seen in this case under a different lens: 
we speak about “Minga” that is a reality inherent to 
Kichwa culture, where the community members help 
each other in a participatory construction process; we 
speak about guided designed auto-construction, where 
the economic budget is lowered and the building hands 
increased. The project, started in May 2015 with partici-
patory workshops, ended the 13th of October 2015 with 
its inauguration.

KAYMANTA is not only theirs, but it is also our starting 
point in a reality where we will continue to move as 
architects and citizens of the world.
KAYMANTA is a drop in the ocean but we like to think 
that, though small, has already caused its wave.

Abstract
Our thesis stems from a strong interest in the role of 
architecture in developing countries and by a thirst for 
knowledge, combined with the desire to experiment in 
the field, that led us to travel overseas in Latin America, 
Ecuador.We questioned ourselves several times about 
how architecture can be a resource and a useful tool to 
improve living conditions in the countries with conside-
rable cultural and environmental resources, but also with 
socio-economic degradation, coming to strongly believe 
that the potential of a place are inherent in the history of 
the area, the city and its connective tissue, in people 
who live there and in their culture.It is through the exploi-
tation “de lo que hay con lo que hay” (literally: of what is 
there with what is there) that you can make the assets of 
any given settlement best known and usable, knowing 
that tourism is a key resource to enable the socio-econo-
mic development of the local population, if appropriately 
involved in the activation dynamics and in the manage-
ment of tourism-related activities. Lo que hay in the area 
of Lago San Pablo is a rural landscape heritage deser-
ving of enhancement but contaminated by the urban 
model of the city that causes a substantial loss of 
identity and beauty; it is a strong contamination of the 
Lake; it is a marked lack of road connections; it is the 
strong ancestral culture of the Kichwa indigenous 
people who inhabit the territory; and it is the lack of 
tourism that weighs on the economy of the inhabitan-
ts.Landscape beauty, Kichwa culture and the strong 
cohesion of the community are the resources and the 
main tools of our project: we listened to the Genius Loci 
considering every aspect of indigenous traditions rooted 
on daily life, and we involved the people themselves in 
the entire design process, from design to construction.
"Networking hubs for communities" is the strategy we 
provide for the creation of a master plan that embraces 
the Lake on three morphologically different levels (agua, 
tierra y sol with reference to the dominant elements of 
the Kichwa culture) on which we settle three concentric 
paths that combine points of landscape interest worthy 
of a historical and cultural enhancement, whether 
through an architectural intervention or not, and for 
whom we studied the journey by foot, by bicycle or on 
horseback.The goal is not only to strengthen the 
connective tissue and to directly involve the community 
so that it can be the main beneficiary of the economic 
effects induced by tourism, but above all make it aware 
of the social and economic value of their environmental 
and cultural heritage, stimulating it to its conservation 
and enhancement. Analyzing the various points of 
interest, we have identified those simply exploitable 
through their placement in a guided tour and those that 
need a little architectural intervention (from info-point for 
tourists at Lechero de Pucarà in the tierra path, to the 
crafts exhibition center at Sombreria en Angla in the sol 
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Intro - the occasion(s)
How did we find ourselves in Ecuador?

A series of lucky events and courageous choices led 
us to the other side of the ocean. First of all the interna-
tional mobility agreement in between Politecnico di 
Milano and Universidad Central del Ecuador (Quito), 
thanks to which we have experimented on a “new 
ground” for almost a year, facing a completely different 
reality in respect to Europe. What we brought with us in 
Ecuador is for sure our background, related to our 
personal interests and to the academic experience 
matured during almost five years of studies at Politec-
nico di Milano, that gave us a certain point of view on 
architecture and society: 
the concept of Genius Loci, as to say the importance of 
“listening to the place” where we design something; 
the ability of thinking MACRO even if the final 
architectural product is micro, that means starting with a 
urban masterplan and ending with the architectonical 
detail; the capacity of team-working and the importan-
ce of sharing and discuss ideas listening to the others, 
in this case the community; the technical skills related 
to design and an idea of what “sustainable” means to 
us. What we missed from our academic experience 
was the possibility of “close the circle”: we had always 
designed theoretical academic projects without having 
the chance of building up our ideas in the real world 
and this was exactly what we expected to do in 
Ecuador.
In Quito we had the chance of working in AlBorde 
studio, led by young emerging architects, where we did 
a construction internship experimenting with recycled 
materials according to their personal interesting life 
philosophy and we also built up little projects regarding 
furniture and office restoration. 
They also introduced us in the world of participatory 
design through their projects and many books of their 
library we had the possibility to read: 
if in Europe the relation of the architect is mainly with 
the client, in Latin America we can also speak about a 
relation with the community, that is often involved in 
the process from design to construction through 
participatory workshops; it was a completely new world 
for us and we found it very brain-stimulating and for 
sure AlBorde contributed to open our mind giving us 
the possibility to do something practical and not just 
theoritical.
A part from our internship experience, we found oppor-
tunities even in the FAU of Universidad Central del 
Ecuador; in particular the program of “Vinculación con 
la Sociedad” gave us the chance of choosing a place, 
studying and analyzing it, designing a project and 
collaborating with a local community, experimenting in 
this way in the field of the participatory project. 

They proposed us three places where we could opera-
te: Barrio San Roque (a dangerous neighborhood of 
Quito where the social dimension has a great relevan-
ce on architecture due to the fact that the government 
proposed the demolishment of the main historical 
market and the community is fighting against it); 
Barrio Atucucho (a neighborhood of Quito grew 
informally on a mountain’s slope far from the urban 
center, where the scarsity of basic services and the 
lack of urban regulation are the main problems); 
and Lago San Pablo (beautiful natural rural landscape 
populated by indigenous Kichwa communities with a 
strong handicraft tradition but with a spread economic 
degradation, located in the province of Otavalo, region 
of Imbabura, 200 km north of Quito). 
We finally chose the Lake because of the landscape 
beauty that makes it a sort of natural paradise that 
from our first impression is unluckily not valorized at 
all: the communities around the Lake grew in an 
informal way and the buildings are more similar to 
urban constructions than to rural ones; additionally we 
didn’t find a lot of tourists as one could expect from 
such a significant place and we started to ask oursel-
ves why? 
Furthermore we were fascinated by the chance of 
collaborating with a native Kichwa community that 
could show us a different point of view on society and 
life, enriching without any doubt our project. 

What we present in this book is the result of the whole 
process, from analysis to design to construction.

Come ci siamo ritrovate in Ecuador?

Una serie di fortunati eventi e coraggiose scelte ci ha 
portato dall’altro lato dell’oceano. 
Prima di tutto l’accordo di mobilità internazionale tra il 
Politecnico di Milano e la Universidad Central del 
Ecuador (Quito), grazie al quale abbiamo avuto la 
possibilità di sperimentare su un “suolo nuovo” per 
circa un anno, affrontando una realtà completamente 
diversa da quella Europea.
Quello che abbiamo portato con noi in Ecuador è stato 
senza dubbio il nostro bagaglio culturale, relazionato 
ai nostri interessi personali e all’esperienza accademi-
ca maturata in quasi cinque anni di studio al Politecni-
co di Milano, che ha contribuito a darci un certo punto 
di vista sull’architettura e sulla società:
il concetto del Genius Loci, cioè l’importanza di “ascol-
tare il luogo” in cui vogliamo progettare qualcosa; 
l’abilità di pensare MACRO anche se il prodotto 
architettonico finale sarà micro, vale a dire iniziare da un 
masterplan urbano ad una scala territoriale per arriva-
re al più piccolo dettaglio architettonico di progetto;
la capacità di lavorare in gruppo e l’importanza di 
condividire e discutere le nostre idee ascoltando gli 
altri (in questo caso la comunità); le capacità proget-
tuali e un’idea di cosa “sostenibile” significa per noi.
Quello che però è mancato nell’esperienza accademi-
ca è stata la possibilità di “chiudere il cerchio”: abbia-
mo sempre pensato e disegnato progetti accademici 
teorici senza avere la possibilità di costruire le nostre 
idee nel mondo reale ed è questa la più grande oppor-
tunità che speravamo potesse offrirci l’Ecuador.
A Quito abbiamo avuto la possibilità di lavorare nello 
studio di architettura AlBorde, diretto da giovani 
architetti emergenti, dove abbiamo svolto un tirocinio 
di costruzione sperimentando con materiali riciclati in 
linea con la loro interessante e personale filosofia di 
vita, costruendo piccoli progetti d’arredo e riabilitando 
parte dello studio. Inoltre con AlBorde siamo entrate un 
po’ nel mondo per noi nuovo del disegno partecipato, 
attraverso i loro progetti e i libri della loro libreria che 
abbiamo avuto la possibilità di leggere: se in Europa la 
relazione dell’architetto è principalmente con il cliente, 
in Sud America possiamo anche parlare di una relazio-
ne con la comunità, che è spesso coinvolta nel proget-
to dal disegno alla costruzione attraverso workshops 
partecipativi. L’esperienza in questo studio di architet-
tura è stata stimolante sotto molti punti di vista e senza 
dubbio ha contribuito ad aprirci la mente, dandoci 
inoltre la possibilità di fare qualcosa di pratico e non 
solo teorico.
Altre importanti opportunità ci sono state date dalla 
FAU dell’Universidad Central del Ecuador; in particola-
re il programma di “Vinculación con la Sociedad” ci ha 

dato la possibilità di scegliere un luogo, studiarlo e 
analizzarlo, progettare qualcosa in quel dato luogo e 
collaborare con la comunità locale, sperimentando in 
questo modo nel campo del progetto partecipato.
Ci sono stati proposti tre luoghi diversi e interessanti:
il Barrio San Roque (un quartiere di Quito abbastanza 
pericoloso dove la dimensione sociale ha un impatto 
particolarmente grande sull’architettura, dovuto al fatto 
che il Governo ha deciso di demolire lo storico mercato 
locale e la comunità sta tuttora lottando contro questa 
scelta politica);
il Barrio Atucucho (un quartiere di Quito che è cresciu-
to in modo informale lontano dal centro urbano, dove 
la scarsità di servizi basici e la mancanza di regolazio-
ne urbana sono i maggiori problemi);
e il Lago San Pablo (incantevole paesaggio naturale 
rurale nella provincia di Otavalo, regione di Imbabura, 
200 km a nord di Quito; popolato da comunità indigene 
Kichwa, caratterizzato da una forte tradizione artigia-
nale e da un diffuso degrado economico).
Alla fine abbiamo scelto quest’ultimo luogo per la sua 
bellezza paesaggistica che lo rende una sorta di 
paradiso naturale ma che non è valorizzata al massi-
mo: tutte le comunità attorno al Lago sono cresciute in 
modo informale e gli edifici sono più simili a delle 
costruzioni urbane che ricordano l’idea che queste 
comunità hanno di “città” e che non si integrano nel 
paesaggio nel quale sono inserite; inoltre non abbiamo 
trovate la quantità di turisti che ci si aspetterebbe di 
trovare in un posto del genere e abbiamo iniziato a 
porci determinate domande. 
Infine siamo state affascinate dalla possibilità di 
collaborare con una comunità indigena Kichwa che 
avrebbe potuto mostrarci un punto di vista diverso 
sulla società e sulla vita stessa, arricchendo senza 
dubbio il nostro progetto, come poi è stato.

Quello che presentiamo in questo libro è il risultato 
dell’intero processo, dall’analisi al progetto alla costru-
zione.
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Intro - the occasion(s)
How did we find ourselves in Ecuador?

A series of lucky events and courageous choices led 
us to the other side of the ocean. First of all the interna-
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Milano and Universidad Central del Ecuador (Quito), 
thanks to which we have experimented on a “new 
ground” for almost a year, facing a completely different 
reality in respect to Europe. What we brought with us in 
Ecuador is for sure our background, related to our 
personal interests and to the academic experience 
matured during almost five years of studies at Politec-
nico di Milano, that gave us a certain point of view on 
architecture and society: 
the concept of Genius Loci, as to say the importance of 
“listening to the place” where we design something; 
the ability of thinking MACRO even if the final 
architectural product is micro, that means starting with a 
urban masterplan and ending with the architectonical 
detail; the capacity of team-working and the importan-
ce of sharing and discuss ideas listening to the others, 
in this case the community; the technical skills related 
to design and an idea of what “sustainable” means to 
us. What we missed from our academic experience 
was the possibility of “close the circle”: we had always 
designed theoretical academic projects without having 
the chance of building up our ideas in the real world 
and this was exactly what we expected to do in 
Ecuador.
In Quito we had the chance of working in AlBorde 
studio, led by young emerging architects, where we did 
a construction internship experimenting with recycled 
materials according to their personal interesting life 
philosophy and we also built up little projects regarding 
furniture and office restoration. 
They also introduced us in the world of participatory 
design through their projects and many books of their 
library we had the possibility to read: 
if in Europe the relation of the architect is mainly with 
the client, in Latin America we can also speak about a 
relation with the community, that is often involved in 
the process from design to construction through 
participatory workshops; it was a completely new world 
for us and we found it very brain-stimulating and for 
sure AlBorde contributed to open our mind giving us 
the possibility to do something practical and not just 
theoritical.
A part from our internship experience, we found oppor-
tunities even in the FAU of Universidad Central del 
Ecuador; in particular the program of “Vinculación con 
la Sociedad” gave us the chance of choosing a place, 
studying and analyzing it, designing a project and 
collaborating with a local community, experimenting in 
this way in the field of the participatory project. 

They proposed us three places where we could opera-
te: Barrio San Roque (a dangerous neighborhood of 
Quito where the social dimension has a great relevan-
ce on architecture due to the fact that the government 
proposed the demolishment of the main historical 
market and the community is fighting against it); 
Barrio Atucucho (a neighborhood of Quito grew 
informally on a mountain’s slope far from the urban 
center, where the scarsity of basic services and the 
lack of urban regulation are the main problems); 
and Lago San Pablo (beautiful natural rural landscape 
populated by indigenous Kichwa communities with a 
strong handicraft tradition but with a spread economic 
degradation, located in the province of Otavalo, region 
of Imbabura, 200 km north of Quito). 
We finally chose the Lake because of the landscape 
beauty that makes it a sort of natural paradise that 
from our first impression is unluckily not valorized at 
all: the communities around the Lake grew in an 
informal way and the buildings are more similar to 
urban constructions than to rural ones; additionally we 
didn’t find a lot of tourists as one could expect from 
such a significant place and we started to ask oursel-
ves why? 
Furthermore we were fascinated by the chance of 
collaborating with a native Kichwa community that 
could show us a different point of view on society and 
life, enriching without any doubt our project. 

What we present in this book is the result of the whole 
process, from analysis to design to construction.

Come ci siamo ritrovate in Ecuador?

Una serie di fortunati eventi e coraggiose scelte ci ha 
portato dall’altro lato dell’oceano. 
Prima di tutto l’accordo di mobilità internazionale tra il 
Politecnico di Milano e la Universidad Central del 
Ecuador (Quito), grazie al quale abbiamo avuto la 
possibilità di sperimentare su un “suolo nuovo” per 
circa un anno, affrontando una realtà completamente 
diversa da quella Europea.
Quello che abbiamo portato con noi in Ecuador è stato 
senza dubbio il nostro bagaglio culturale, relazionato 
ai nostri interessi personali e all’esperienza accademi-
ca maturata in quasi cinque anni di studio al Politecni-
co di Milano, che ha contribuito a darci un certo punto 
di vista sull’architettura e sulla società:
il concetto del Genius Loci, cioè l’importanza di “ascol-
tare il luogo” in cui vogliamo progettare qualcosa; 
l’abilità di pensare MACRO anche se il prodotto 
architettonico finale sarà micro, vale a dire iniziare da un 
masterplan urbano ad una scala territoriale per arriva-
re al più piccolo dettaglio architettonico di progetto;
la capacità di lavorare in gruppo e l’importanza di 
condividire e discutere le nostre idee ascoltando gli 
altri (in questo caso la comunità); le capacità proget-
tuali e un’idea di cosa “sostenibile” significa per noi.
Quello che però è mancato nell’esperienza accademi-
ca è stata la possibilità di “chiudere il cerchio”: abbia-
mo sempre pensato e disegnato progetti accademici 
teorici senza avere la possibilità di costruire le nostre 
idee nel mondo reale ed è questa la più grande oppor-
tunità che speravamo potesse offrirci l’Ecuador.
A Quito abbiamo avuto la possibilità di lavorare nello 
studio di architettura AlBorde, diretto da giovani 
architetti emergenti, dove abbiamo svolto un tirocinio 
di costruzione sperimentando con materiali riciclati in 
linea con la loro interessante e personale filosofia di 
vita, costruendo piccoli progetti d’arredo e riabilitando 
parte dello studio. Inoltre con AlBorde siamo entrate un 
po’ nel mondo per noi nuovo del disegno partecipato, 
attraverso i loro progetti e i libri della loro libreria che 
abbiamo avuto la possibilità di leggere: se in Europa la 
relazione dell’architetto è principalmente con il cliente, 
in Sud America possiamo anche parlare di una relazio-
ne con la comunità, che è spesso coinvolta nel proget-
to dal disegno alla costruzione attraverso workshops 
partecipativi. L’esperienza in questo studio di architet-
tura è stata stimolante sotto molti punti di vista e senza 
dubbio ha contribuito ad aprirci la mente, dandoci 
inoltre la possibilità di fare qualcosa di pratico e non 
solo teorico.
Altre importanti opportunità ci sono state date dalla 
FAU dell’Universidad Central del Ecuador; in particola-
re il programma di “Vinculación con la Sociedad” ci ha 

dato la possibilità di scegliere un luogo, studiarlo e 
analizzarlo, progettare qualcosa in quel dato luogo e 
collaborare con la comunità locale, sperimentando in 
questo modo nel campo del progetto partecipato.
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pericoloso dove la dimensione sociale ha un impatto 
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Kichwa, caratterizzato da una forte tradizione artigia-
nale e da un diffuso degrado economico).
Alla fine abbiamo scelto quest’ultimo luogo per la sua 
bellezza paesaggistica che lo rende una sorta di 
paradiso naturale ma che non è valorizzata al massi-
mo: tutte le comunità attorno al Lago sono cresciute in 
modo informale e gli edifici sono più simili a delle 
costruzioni urbane che ricordano l’idea che queste 
comunità hanno di “città” e che non si integrano nel 
paesaggio nel quale sono inserite; inoltre non abbiamo 
trovate la quantità di turisti che ci si aspetterebbe di 
trovare in un posto del genere e abbiamo iniziato a 
porci determinate domande. 
Infine siamo state affascinate dalla possibilità di 
collaborare con una comunità indigena Kichwa che 
avrebbe potuto mostrarci un punto di vista diverso 
sulla società e sulla vita stessa, arricchendo senza 
dubbio il nostro progetto, come poi è stato.

Quello che presentiamo in questo libro è il risultato 
dell’intero processo, dall’analisi al progetto alla costru-
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Following Norberg-Schulz theoretical phylosophy we 
believed that a simple urban analysis was not enough 
to really understand and “listen” the spirit of the place. 
WWe wanted to catch something more, that is not percei-
ved with the eyes or readable on maps. We believe that 
an olistic and multidisciplinary approach, at which many 
voices can take part, could enrich the general analysis, 
the process and the final result. 
In pratical terms we organize our methodology in three 
big steps: what we perceive (subjective), mainly related 
to our sensations and feelings walking around the lake, 
listen to the others (subjective), in which different voices 
are listened to get a wider panorama, and an objective 
analysis (objective), based on official documents and 
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Therefore, even the time cannot delete the ‘Genius 
Loci’; Places preserve their identity during a certain 
period of time as stabilitas loci, and the existential 
contents of the human kind remain the same in a broad 
period of time.
For Norberg-Schulz “Genius loci” has two connotations: 
meaning and structure. Meaning is the subjective 
aspect of Genius Loci. The meaning of any object 
consists in its relationships to other objects, that is, it 
consists in what the object ‘gathers’. A thing is a thing by 
virtue of its gathering. On the other hand, structure 
relates to the objective aspect of ‘Genius Loci’ denoting 
the formal properties of a system of relationships. 
However, man is part of a world: he is in the world and 
belongs to a totality that comprises nature and its 
components. In this way, meaning necessarily implies a 
world. Such a character is never simple, and in our time 
it is certainly full of complexities and contradictions, but 
this does not mean that it is without structure or 
meaning.
But how can we catch the Genius Loci of a Place?
“Genius loci” is manifested as location, spatial configu-
ration, and characterizing articulation. To preserve the 
genius loci, is actually respecting these factors: the type 
of settlement and way of building as well as characteri-
stic motif. If the primary structural properties are 
respected, the general atmosphere or Stimmung will 
not get lost. In other words, “To protect and conserve 
the ‘Genius Loci’ in fact means to concretize its essence 
in ever new historical contexts.” 
Thus, a work of architecture ‘keeps’ that essence 
through building. “Architecture means to visualize the 
‘Genius Loci’, and the task of the architect is to create 
meaningful places, whereby he helps man to dwell.” 
The man dwells when he can accomplished the basic 
psychic functions of “orientation” and “identification”. 
Dwelling therefore implies something more than 
“shelter”; it implies that the spaces when life occurs are 
Places. 
In this way, the task of architect is taking care of the 
things, and expressing the self-realization of the place 
through the works of architecture. Like saying that, if 
you thoroughly investigate, every place carries with it 
the signs of” what it is” or “what it wants to be or 
become”. The latter is a typically Roman expression, as 
mentioned above, and it is connected to all that is that it 
wants to be. Not by chance, an architect very much 
appreciated by Schulz like L. Khan, asks what a particu-
lar material wants to be. 
For Schulz, as he makes clear, this is not a natural 
determinism, he does not argue that in certain place 
longer exists just a single possible architecture but that, 
however, this architecture must be compatible with the 
place. 

In this way, the work of the architect, historian, or semio-
tic of the landscape becomes, in this case, a very 
delicate work of perceptive "digging", that should be 
able to identify in the deep sedimentation hidden in the 
Place, shreds of memories, narratives, relationships, 
identities, in order to recover its Genius Loci and, if 
possible, help it to revive.
Schulz concludes his thought penetrating directly into 
the aspects of Urban Planning. His is a strong attack 
towards the cities of the twentieth century arose through 
the reckless revivals of large-scale models of the 
masters of architecture. The result has been to create  
non-places that, as explained by Kevin Lynch, lead 
necessarily, according to a Marxist scheme of structure 
and superstructure, to alienation.
Schulz's theory seems to give to the contemporary city 
the loss of meaning of the place and, in the debate on 
the meaning of the cities in our time, it is equally intere-
sting to introduce the work of M. Augé, who, in his text 
"Non-Places: introduction to an Anthropology of Super-
modernity", expresses precisely the significance of 
non-place. The neologism non-place defines two 
complementary concepts but absolutely distinct: one is 
related to spaces built for a very specific purpose 
(usually transport, transit, commerce, leisure and 
recreation) and the other one is about the relationship 
that exists between the individuals and those same 
spaces.
M. Augé defines non-places as opposed to the anthro-
pological places, so all those spaces that have the 
prerogative of not being identitarian, relational and 
historical. Are part of the non-places both the structures 
necessary for the accelerated movement of persons 
and goods (highways, interchanges and airports), as 
well as means of transport, large shopping centres, 
refugee camps, ect. Non-places are only focused on the 
present and are highly representative of our age, which 
is characterized by the absolute precariousness (not 
only in the field of work), by the provisional condition, by 
the transit and the passage and by a solitary individuali-
sm. People pass in non-places but no one lives there.

Hence, those who builds or restores buildings, who 
projects urban centres, who plans a territory, should 
have the duty, first and foremost, to weave an intimate 
and profound relationship with the Place. They should 
put themselves in a situation of listening, groping to 
perceive the invisible behind the visible or, to paraphra-
se an old adage of Anaxagoras, “to get in touch with the 
essence of that spike fragment of the Earth on which he 
is called upon to intervene”. And this is exactly what we 
tried to do in San Pablo Lake. Yes, because the Places 
call, evoke, chase and when they want, they let to be 
discovered, even intimately.

that can help in understanding its actual use, mainly in 
the architectural field. 
“Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of Architectu-
re” it is the title of an important essay published in 1979 
and wrote by the architect Christian Norberg-Schulz. 
For him, “Genius Loci” is the essence of a Place, its 
environmental character, that the architect, engineer, 
designer have to understand and respect, to be able to 
build in this place in an harmonic way without overturn 
its characteristics.
Christian Norberg-Schulz wrote this book with the 
precise purpose of filling the gap until then presents: 
create a phenomenology of Architecture. Certainly 
influenced by the existentialist climate that pervaded 
Europe and deeply interested in the intimate problems, 
he studied architecture and especially its way of 
integrating into the territory and the ways in which this 
can turn it into place.
And the Place is the centre of his reflection, seen as a 
site with a precise identity and a distinct character, 
always recognisable, that is able to raise up, in everyo-
ne who crosses or sees it, emotions, sensations and 
suggestions not repeatable. 
Fundamental for Schulz is the distinction between 
natural and man-made place, both divided in the 
categories of romantic, cosmic and classic. The term 
“natural place” denotes a series of environmental 
levels, from continents and countries down to the 
shaded area till an individual tree. All these “places” are 
determined by the concrete properties of earth and sky. 
The term “man-made Place” denotes a series of 
environmental levels, from villages and towns down to 
houses and their “presencing” (being). It's romantic 
what impresses and scares, expresses the chthonic 
forces of nature and for this reason touches the deepest 
aspects of the human psyche. This typically happens 
for landscapes and northern cities like Prague. The 
cosmic landscape is vast, the gaze is lost in the infinite 
and indistinct horizon as that of the desert. The sky high 
and perfect seems necessarily expression of a cosmic 
order. Is not a coincidence that these are the landsca-
pes that inspired the monotheistic religions. An example 
of artificial cosmic place is the charming city of 
Khartoum born in meeting point between the Blue Nile 
and the White Nile. The classical landscape is typically 
the Greek or Italian one: various, with a human scale, 
opposed to the romantic microcosms, or the cosmic 
macrocosm. With Place, Schulz means a totality made 
up of concrete things having material substance, shape, 
texture and colour. Together these things determine an 
“environmental character” which is the essence of 
place, its Genius Loci. Although places change perma-
nently and never have a fixed structure; their ‘Genius 
Loci’ do not necessarily change and remains the same. 

Theoretical framework: Genius Loci
Nullus locus sine genio, or rather “none Place is without 
Genio”: is what wrote, in his Comment to the Eneide, 
Servio, Latin relator who lived between the IV and the V 
sec. A.C. He was referring to a concept that for his 
contemporaries was obvious, the one of “Genius loci”, 
that could be literally translated as the “spirit, the tutelary 
deity” of a Place. In any case, to really understand what 
is the “Genius Loci”, it is necessary to analyse also the 
different meanings that this expression assumed during 
the time, encompassing various disciplinary fields such 
as literature, philosophy, religion and, last but not least, 
architecture and anthropology. Without any doubt, the 
“Genius Loci’, founds its roots in the classic idea of 
places’ sacredness, that can be found in the Latin 
culture as well as in the Greek one. In particular, in the 
ancient Greece, the “Daimon”, the daemon, was 
interpreted with a different meaning from the actual one: 
it was a spirit, present in each human being, with the aim 
of helping him in fulfil his own destiny. And here is the 
connection with the Platonic philosophy, according to 
which each person comes to World because is called to 
do it, having been assigned to him a precise task to be 
accomplished. But the “Daimon” was not just assigned 
to people, but to all the things possessor of a soul that 
includes also Places; here is the relation with the Latin 
culture. 
For the ancient Romans, the “Genius Loci” indicates that 
every being has its ‘Genius’, its guardian spirit. This 
spirit gives life to people and places, accompanies them 
from birth to death, and determines their character. In 
this way, Places were recognized in an analogue 
situation to human being: they had to be respected, 
loved and valorised as real divinities, becoming personi-
fication of the natural elements. The Genius Loci was 
identified in natural places as well as in built locations: 
the conditio sine qua non was the only condition through 
which to these places was recognised a particular ‘force’ 
and capacity of influencing people that lived there. 
Hereafter, with the diffusion of Christianity, the cult 
towards pagan divinities and supernatural entities, such 
as the “Genius Loci”, obviously changes its features and 
appearance, but without never definitely disappear. It 
was always kept unchanged, in all the cultures and 
during different historical periods, the necessity, for man, 
to personify places and natural elements. Going on in 
time, we arrive to Romanticism, in which is re-discove-
red the fascination for the landscape and, mainly, the 
idea that each place has determined features that is 
necessary to discover and valorise in order to enter into 
a complete syntony with them. The romantic experience 
of “Grand Tour” is a concrete demonstration of this 
attempt of re-discovering the “character” of a place, 
through the study of its traditions and cultures. 
And it is exactly this romantic meaning of “Genius Loci” 
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Following Norberg-Schulz theoretical phylosophy we 
believed that a simple urban analysis was not enough 
to really understand and “listen” the spirit of the place. 

WWe wanted to catch something more, that is not percei-
ved with the eyes or readable on maps. We believe that 
an olistic and multidisciplinary approach, at which many 
voices can take part, could enrich the general analysis, 

the process and the final result. 
In pratical terms we organize our methodology in three 
big steps: what we perceive (subjective), mainly related 
to our sensations and feelings walking around the lake, 
listen to the others (subjective), in which different voices 
are listened to get a wider panorama, and an objective 
analysis (objective), based on official documents and 
interviews. Santiago Gomez, professor at FAU and in-
volvedvolved in the new urban regulation of Otavalo gave us a 

big help in this primary phase.
Discovering, walking, watching, talking and listening 
are the key words that followed us in this big adventure.

1.1Following Norberg-Schulz theoretical phylosophy we 
believed that a simple urban analysis was not enough 
to really understand and “listen” the spirit of the place. 

W

Photo: San Pablo Lake and Imbabura Vulcan, Otavalo, Ecuador.

Listening to the place:
Lago San Pablo
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Ecuador is a representative democratic republic in nor-
thwestern South America, bordered by Colombia on the 
north, Peru on the east and south, and the Pacific 
Ocean to the west. It is one of the  17 megadiverse na-
tions of the World with one of the highest grade of biodi-
versity on the planet (majority of the Earth species and 

a high number of endemic species).
Imbabura is one of the seven regions of Ecuador and is 
divided in six cantons. The capital is Ibarra. The people 
of the region speak Spanish and the Imbaburan Que-

chua language.
San Pablo lake is the biggest lake of the country. 

It is located in the oriental cordigliera of Andes  at 00° 
07’ 34‘’ N and 78° 14’  32’’ W, at 100 km north from 
Quito inside the canton of Otavalo which is divided into 
10 Parroquias. The ones that surround the Lake are: 
Otavalo, San Rafael,San Pablo, González Suárez and 
Eugenio Espejo. To be in an urban area, Otavalo pre-
sents one of greater population densities of the region 
ofof Imbabura, despite not being the capital. The Lake 
presents a high population in the N-W part and medium 
population in the rest of the surrounding area. There is 
evidence of a large area, especially around the Lake, 
that has been particularly eroded by processes of urba-
nizationand unsuitable crops (rururbanization), while 
most of the canton is occupied by shrub vegetation. Re
garding the climatic zones, they are 6 and change ac-
cording to the altitude (moderate and dry, moderate and 
humid, moderate and very humid, moderate and se-
mi-humid, cold and semi-humid); the area of the Lago 
San Pablo is included in a Equatorial moderate-humid 
and Equatorial moderate semi-humid area. Among the 
mayor volcanoes of the area, in the outskirts of Otavalo 
there are several minor hills  that do not exceed 500mt 
height. The hydrography is numerous and it is compo-
sed by rivers of permanent and intermittent course; 
some of them feed the Lago San Pablo. Most of the tou-
ristic attractions of the canton are placed in the surroun-
dings of Lago San Pablo and are mostly naturalistic 
strictly connected to the landscape beauty and hand

craft tradition of the area.

1.1.1Ecuador is a representative democratic republic in nor-
thwestern South America, bordered by Colombia on the 
north, Peru on the east and south, and the Pacific 
Ocean to the west. It is one of the  17 megadiverse na-
tions of the World with one of the highest grade of biodi-
versity on the planet (majority of the Earth species and 

a high number of endemic species).

Photo: Childern playing in the waters of the lake, Parque Araque, 
San Pablo, Otavalo, Ecuador.  

Where we are
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mi-humid, cold and semi-humid); the area of the Lago 
San Pablo is included in a Equatorial moderate-humid 
and Equatorial moderate semi-humid area. Among the 
mayor volcanoes of the area, in the outskirts of Otavalo 
there are several minor hills  that do not exceed 500mt 
height. The hydrography is numerous and it is compo-
sed by rivers of permanent and intermittent course; 
some of them feed the Lago San Pablo. Most of the tou-
ristic attractions of the canton are placed in the surroun-
dings of Lago San Pablo and are mostly naturalistic 
strictly connected to the landscape beauty and hand

craft tradition of the area.

1.1.1Ecuador is a representative democratic republic in nor-
thwestern South America, bordered by Colombia on the 
north, Peru on the east and south, and the Pacific 
Ocean to the west. It is one of the  17 megadiverse na-
tions of the World with one of the highest grade of biodi-
versity on the planet (majority of the Earth species and 

a high number of endemic species).

Photo: Childern playing in the waters of the lake, Parque Araque, 
San Pablo, Otavalo, Ecuador.  
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The study of the Place began from our perception and 
feelings of the Lake and its surronding.

From the Panamericana we walked along the main 
road that follows the shore of the Lake crossing all the 

six Parroquias. 
InIn our walk we discovered interesting places not signed 
on maps, not only urban but also rural, we saw the main 
turistic attractions and facilities, we met for the first time 
the population of the Lake and its culture, we saw the 
activities that occur in these spaces, we took pictures 

and we sketched all our perceptions on papers.
AtAt the end of our walk we had a first general idea of 
where we were: a potential beautiful landscape, with 
the “mother” Lake and the “father” Imbabura Volcano 
on the front, an uncontrolled spread urbanisation due to 
the lack of normative on this area, an indigenous popu-
lation proud of its culture, tradition and language, few 
touristic private structures and a general lack of valori-
sation of what could be, on our advise, one of the most 

amazing places of Ecuador.
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Photo: Walking on the main road that goes around the Lake 
in Eugenio Espejo, Otavalo, Ecuador.  
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in Eugenio Espejo, Otavalo, Ecuador.  
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We knew that our perception and idea was not enough 
to really catch the “spirit of the place”. We wanted to 
listen more voices, more stories, more opinions; not 
only the “official” ones, from presidents and professors,  
but mainly the ones that usually are not listened, the 
ones that comes from the lowest levels of society, the 
ones that have a lot to say but rarely are taken into con-
sideration.sideration. We decided to organize an “open questio-
nary” paper and to go around the lake interviewing 
about 40 people of different gender, age and social 

class.
It was interesting the debate and the dialogue that born 
with each one of them. Someone was more shy and dif-
fident, someone more curious of who we were and from 
where we arrived, and others more open  with a big will 

to talk and be listened.
We realized that there is not just one “truth” but many 

“truths” according to different people and their stories. 

1.1.3We knew that our perception and idea was not enough 
to really catch the “spirit of the place”. We wanted to 
listen more voices, more stories, more opinions; not 
only the “official” ones, from presidents and professors,  
but mainly the ones that usually are not listened, the 
ones that comes from the lowest levels of society, the 
ones that have a lot to say but rarely are taken into con-
sideration.

Photo: Maria dressed with her tradicional indigenous clothes on the 
site work, Cachiviru, Otavalo, Ecuador.

Listening to the others
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POPULATION INTERVIEWS

Male   50% 50%  Female   

INTERVIEWED for GENDER MESTICE and INDIGENOUS INTERVIEWED for PROVENIENCE

Indigenos  40% 60%  Mestice 

20% 40% 30%

17-25 26-45 46-65

INTERVIEWED for AGE

QUESTIONS

Have you always lived here?

10%

> 65

San Rafael        San Pablo       E. Espejo         G. Suaréz        La Compañia

90%

10%

Yes

No

Has the landscape of the lake changed much over the years?

70%

30%No

Yes

Do you think that now the lake is more contaminated?

70%

30%No

Yes

There is fish in the lake?

70%

30%No

Yes

What do you do in your life?

80%

20%

Work

Study

Do you have potable water in your house?

0%

100%

Yes

Do you have a sewage system?

Do you use the garbage collection service?

100%

0%

0%

10-17

No

90%

10%

Yes

No

No

Yes
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Do you think that the concrete constructions reflect your 

40%

60%

There is navigation in the Lake?

There are dangerous places where you don’t like to go?

80%

20%

Yes

No

There are some activities around the lake during the night?

10%

90%

No

Yes

100%

0%No

Yes

30%

50%

No

Yes

Which is your mean of transport?

Which are the public spaces where people usually meet?

What would you wish for you Lake in the future?

20%

30%

40%

10%

0% Bycicle

Taxi

By foot

Car

Autobus

Which are the traditional materials of construction?

30%

20%

20%

20%

10% Brick

Roof Tile

 Wood

Straw

Tapial

More Tourism

10%

10%

20%

30%

30%

10%

10% Town Hall

Playita

 Square

Parque Araque

Football Field

Which are the sacred places that you know?

10%

20%

10%

10%

10% Vertiente Atunpuyo

Playita

Lechero Tupatán

Tablo Loma

Lechero

Cascada de Peguche

Parque Condor

10%

30%

Less Pollution More services

Better infrastructure
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Name: Miriam
Age: 24 years old
Job: seller
Parroquia:  San Rafael de la Laguna

“I“I was born here and l remember that, when l 
was a child, after school, l was always going to 
the lake with my friends. We were used to swim 
there and to play into the water. Nowadays the 
children prefer to stay at home watching televi-
sion; that’s also due to the pollution of the lake 
that doesn’t make it accessible and enjoyable 
as before ”as before ”

Name: Pablo
Age: 50 years old
Job: owner of a restaurant
Parroquia:  Eugenio Espejo

“I“I am the owner of this restaurant but after the 
gold period nobody comes here nowadays. 
Look around you: everything is dismessed and 
abandoned, we dont have any financial help 
from the governament and now we are just ren-
ting boats for the few toursits that still come 
here. There is a lack of interest in the valoriza-
tion of this amazing place. That’s a pity!”

Name: Cesar 
Age: 67 years old
Job: farmer
Parroquia: San Luis

“I’m“I’m indigenous and l always believed in the 
power of Nature. I love this place, its my home, 
and l would never change it for nothing else. I 
worked the Earth for all my life and her products 
maintained me and my family in these years. 
Look how beautiful is the lake, its calm, its 
peace. And the Taita Imbaura, there, is pro-
tecting us.”tecting us.”
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The third phase was aimed to find and get official infor-
mation in order to have a strong objective base on 
which build up our proposal. For achieving it we started 
from the documents of each Parroquia, asking to Presi-
dents the official “Plano de desarollo Terriotorial” of their 
own Parroquia in which were defined the problems and 
potencialities of the area. The following step was a 
direct meeting with the Municipality of Otavalo and the 
director of Urban Planning department Byron Velasco 
that was not really helpfull, telling us that the only way 
to get the documents was through an official permis-
sion. We also went to the touristic office of Otavalo, that 
gave us some usefull websites, interesting books and 
papers. At the end, we also talked with the director of 
the “Antopology Museum” in Otavalo to know more 

about local people, their origin and their culture.
All these documents were re-elaborated according to 
our startegy extracting the most usefull informations in 
terms of society, economy, urbanism, environment, 
nature, tourism and politics and re-organized in this 
chapter in  five macro thematics: indigenous and their 
culture, nature and landscape, politics and develop-

ment, collateral effects and the analytical synthesis.
These key-themes are the starting point of a process 
that became, during its development, much more com-

plex, interesting and multidisciplinary.

1.1.4The third phase was aimed to find and get official infor-
mation in order to have a strong objective base on 
which build up our proposal. For achieving it we started 
from the documents of each Parroquia, asking to Presi-
dents the official “Plano de desarollo Terriotorial” of their 
own Parroquia in which were defined the problems and 
potencialities of the area. The following step was a 

Photo: Panamericana high-way crossing the Parroquia of San Rafael 
de la Laguna, Otavalo, Ecuador.

Objective analysis
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1.2.4.1 Indigenous and their culture

Otavalo has been decleared “Capital Intercultural of 
Ecuador” thanks to its landscape beauty, its cultural 
richness and its history. Here we can find the indige-
nous ethnic group ‘Kichwa’, famous for their ability in 
the textile handcraft through which sell objects in the 
Otavalo Market, the biggest artisan market in South 
America. This ethnic group is divided in 2 sub-group: 
Kichwa Otavalos, which represent the biggest percent-
age of population, and Kichwa Kayambis. 
After the occupation by incas which last 17years, this 
population has been subjected to the Spanish suprem-
acy because Otavalo and its population were consid-
ered a rich source for its development in agriculture and 
craftsmanship. According to a census of 2010, Otavalo 
has the biggest proportion of indigenous population 
inside the province of Imbabura with a percentage of 
55,35 of indigenous. Even if almost everyone can 
speak Spanish, this ethnic group has maintained its 
original language: quechua. The majority of Otavaleños 
are Christian (either Catholics or Evangelicals), their 
religion does not conflict with the spirituality found in 
their cosmovision. 
Indigenous calendar represent the conception of time 
on one side and show clearly the observation of Nature 
and stars. In the quichua language the word ‘pacha’ 
expresses the indissoluble notion of space-time. A 
cyclic notion of time expressed through the sign of the 
spiral. The observation of sky, moon cicles, sunrise and 
sunset, stars, planets helped to mark time and space 
and also to regulate the reproduction of society, social-
ly, economically, symbolically and spiritually speaking. 
For the andin society astronomical phenomes reveal 
direct relation with human events, type cause-effect. 
From the obseravtion of cyclical phenomenal celestial 
they created predictions and calendars. The case of 
extraordinary phenomenous are intended as bad 
omens. 
According to the indigenous cosmovision there are 3 
levels in the cosmo: Hanan Pacha, Kai Pacha, Uku 
Pacha. The indigenous people of Otavalo maintain a 
close spiritual link with the environment. A main compo-
nent includes their work with the land and the sacred 
sites that are interconnected with their spirituality. They 
venerate Pachamama (mother-earth) Cochamama 
(water-mother), Saramama (mother-corn)etc.. which 
are feminine archetypes that protect humans. Accord-
ing to this conception feminine will be always joined to 
masculine. For that reason mountains, lakes, rivers, 
astros are considered to have a sex exactly as man and 
woman. 
Indigenous conception is related to a strong symbol-
ism, for example, the “cruz cuadrada” represent a 
fundamental symbol within the cosmovision. 

Objectified elements of the lakes become sacred; they 
include the sun (known as ‘inti’), the mountains, trees, 
and large rocks... Along with purification rituals, there 
are also festivals, myths, rites, ceremonies and 
celebrations that are associated with the sacred sites. 
Kichwa Otavalo and Kichwa Cayambi celebrate four 
famous rituals which coincide with the two solstices and 
equinoxes during the year. Celebrations strictly related 
to the andin agricultural cycle for which corn is the main 
source of job and subsistance. There are 2 feminine 
celebration, Qoya Raymi and Paukar Raymi, and 2 
masculine celebrations, Inti Raymi and Capac Raymi. 
According to the ancestral indigenous cosmovision of 
Imbabura in San Pablo lake are identified six different 
ecological levels known as Allpakuna that means 
‘Earth’. Wampu Allpa is a zone of lacustrine directly 
close to the lake, Ura Allpa is the zone related to human 
settlements and cultivation, Jawa Allpa is a zone of 
forest and dispersed cultivation, Sacha Allpa is a zone 
of bush and native forest, Uksha Allpa is a zone 
Highland grassland or pajonal and Rumi allpa that is a 
zone of high mountain.
The traditional clothes are, in the case of women, a 
suede dress long to the ankle, they can be blue or 
black; a white shirt with usually flowers decoration hand 
sewn and a dark cloth that covers the hair and usually 
they wear gold colored necklaces. Regarding men, 
they dress white trousers and a dark poncho with a 
dark hat. Women and men both wear particular shoes 
known as espadrillas, black for the woman and white 
for the men; and their hairs are always organized in a 
bautiful tress.
Moreover it is important to mention a concept that we 
had the opportunity to know in Ecuador and that helped 
us to build up our project. In Ecuador ‘Minga’ is the first 
traditional method of collaboration to get things done  
and is something which has grown organically over 
centuries. Minga by definition is collaborative work in 
which friends and neighbours volunteer their time, 
effort, and sometimes funds to achieve a shared goal 
for the betterment of the community (for example, 
building a home, harvesting food or repairing roads). It 
was created as a way of developing a town of village to 
benefit the whole community. Basically every member 
of a town or village would chip in a day here and there, 
to work on community projects such as fixing or laying 
a road, cleaning up a park etc. If there are emergencies 
then people gather together and work through the 
problems.
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1.2.4.1 Indigenous and their culture
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1.2.4.2 Nature and Landscape

San Pablo lake is the biggest lake of the country. It is 
located inside a natural  “hoja” (valley) between the 
active vulcan Imbabura (4609m a.s.l), on the North, 
and the vulcan Mojanda on the South. Between the 
local popolation the vulcan Imbabura is known as the 
“Tayta Imbabura”, the father-god, and many legends 
are told about it.  The lake has an altitude of 2660 m 
a.s.l., a surface of 7 km2 and a maximum deepness of 
35m (media of 24.6m).
Its main tributary is the Itambi river which brings around 
44 cubic hectometros of water every year. The rains 
brings 5 Hm3 every year and others tributaries that 
come form the gorges of  Mojanda, Cusin and Imbabu-
ra bring 1.5 Hm3 every year.

The basin of San Pablo lake is characterized by a 
variety of soils, mainly classified in relation to their 
altitute, and its famous for the richness of ecosystems 
and biodiversity which includes a variety of trees, 
herbaceas, climing plants, bush, epiphytes and flowers. 
Some of these plants in additon to their ornamental and 
decorative function,  are still used by the population as 
medical plants according to thei recognized magical 
and energetic value.
Moving from the lake level we found the humedal, the 
wet soil characterized by the presence of totora, the 
antropized land with cultivation fields, the wood layer 
with native trees, and the down and upper paramo, with 
shrubs and small plants that now we are going to 
describe deeplier.

The soil around the lake is charcterized for a great 
percentage by cultivated lands since the life of indige-
nous population is strongly related to the earth and is 
organized following the kichwa solar calendar (which 
includes 13 months, of 28 days every one, in a total of 
364 days) that regulates the agricultural cycles.
This activity was strongly developed in the last years 
destroying partly of the natural enviroment through 
wrong methods and use of chemical products.  The 
corn is the most cultivated product in the region, 
followed by beans, potatoes, wheats, barleys, 
pumpkins and others; they constitute the ‘poor’ meals 
of native population. 
Another large percentage of the soil is occupied by 
paramo, Andean ecosystems constituted by wide areas 
of straw, typical of higher altitudes from 2900mt to 
5000mt. 
Around the lake it is possible to meet also areas 
occupied by woods of eucaliptos which are sometimes 
used in the traditional construction industry. 
Along the littoral it grows a waterplant known as totora 
which works as a depuration filter that affect positively 

the lake ecosystem. Moreover it is a raw material that 
represents in some cases an evident  productive 
resource as it is traditionally worked and treated in 
order to produce seleable handcrafted objects.

The entire environment of San Pablo lake is distingui-
shed for its richness in terms of vegetation and clima, 
for that reason it portays an ideal habitat for different 
species of animals. 
The fauna that characterized the lake is especially fish 
fauna that includes mainly trouts arco iris and carpas; 
unfortunately in the last decades the lake has suffered 
serious problems of contamination and due to that the 
quantity of fish is dramatically decreased: most of 
fishes are at the risk of extinction first among all the 
preñadillas. The surrounding enviroment is charcteri-
zed by a great amount of fowls such us  colibrìs, cormo-
rant, ducks and so on. Also in this group there are some 
species at the risk of extinction such us blackbirds, 
garzas, turtledoves and golondrinas. 
At the same time the territory is inhabited by wild 
animals such us Andin wolfs, deers and rabbits.
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occupied by woods of eucaliptos which are sometimes 
used in the traditional construction industry. 
Along the littoral it grows a waterplant known as totora 
which works as a depuration filter that affect positively 

the lake ecosystem. Moreover it is a raw material that 
represents in some cases an evident  productive 
resource as it is traditionally worked and treated in 
order to produce seleable handcrafted objects.

The entire environment of San Pablo lake is distingui-
shed for its richness in terms of vegetation and clima, 
for that reason it portays an ideal habitat for different 
species of animals. 
The fauna that characterized the lake is especially fish 
fauna that includes mainly trouts arco iris and carpas; 
unfortunately in the last decades the lake has suffered 
serious problems of contamination and due to that the 
quantity of fish is dramatically decreased: most of 
fishes are at the risk of extinction first among all the 
preñadillas. The surrounding enviroment is charcteri-
zed by a great amount of fowls such us  colibrìs, cormo-
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1.2.4.3 Politics and Development 

Lago San Pablo is politically and administratively part 
of a more complex scenario in which different public 
corporations and political authorities are involved. They 
must be taken into consideration when a wide urban 
and architectural project is becoming established. 
To better understand this political and administrative 
situation we tried to define a sort of pyramid of citizen-
ship that see at its top the Prefectura of Imbabura 
province, followed by the Municipality of Otavalo 
represented by its Mayor Gustavo Pareja. 
Two people are especially required in our type of 
project: the environmental menagment official of 
Imbabura Prefecture, mrs.Karen Teran, and the 
director of the department of Urban planning of Otava-
lo, mr.Byron Velasco. 

The city of Otavalo is composed by a central urban 
core and a large number of GADT (Gobiernos Autóno-
mos Descentralizados Parroquiales) more known as 
‘Parroquias’ which are defined ‘urbans’ or ‘rurals’. Each 
of them is run by a ‘junta parroquial’ primarily 
represented by its president. Around the lake there are 
six parroquias belonging to Otavalo region: two urban 
and four rural. El Jordán and San Luis are the urban 
parroquias but of them just two communities are direct-
ly related to the lake, La Compañia and Camuendo.
As rural ones we find: Eugenio Espejo (24 050m2), 
San Rafael de la Laguna (19 590m2),  González 
Suárez (50 920m2) and San Pablo del Lago (64 
570m2).
Till 2014 all the decisions taken by each president 
should be beneathed the approval of mr.Juan Flores, 
president of Mancomunidad. Nowdays there is not that 
figure and, for that, all the parroquias deal directly with 
the municipality of Otavalo. 
Each Parroquia includes a number of ‘comunidades’ 
that can be mainly indigenous or mestice. 
The ones of the lake are characterized by a high 
presence of indigenous and several association 
operating in different fields. 

The basin of San Pablo is crossed by the via Panameri-
cana which connects with the province of Carchi and 
reaches the frontier with Colombia. This high-way is a 
functional infrastucture, able to fastly connect the 
extremes of the region, but at the same time is a strong 
intervention for the lake which it not able to provide 
bridges and connections between the two sides: many 
people prefer to run crossing the high way in order to 
reach the other side than use the bad-mainteined 
bridges and many of them were run over

Historically, the basin of the lake was born as few 
centralized urban nucleos, that now correspond to the 
historical center of each Parroquia.. With time, in 
absence of a normative that regulates the lake and its 
surronding, the urbanisation spreads on the territory 
becoming more and more diffused and a serious 
enviromental danger.
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new modern houses
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67%

AGRICULTURE OF SECANO SEWAGE SYSTEM AND GARBAGE OTHERS ACTIVITIES
(LIVESTOCK, LAUNDRY...)

20%13%

The “secano” agricultural 
activity, without measures of 
menagement of soil and water, 
generates an agressive 
process of hidric erosion and 
production of sediments that, 
through rivers and gorges, 
reach the dampness level of 
the lake. Here they release 
substances, like fosforo, that 
accelerate the ageing process. 
Morover, the use of chemical 
products in this activity 
increments the level of toxicity 
in the lake. 

Only 32% of the buildings 
around the lake are covered by 
the sewage system while the 
other 68% goes directly to the 
soil and to the lake’s. The 
municipality is trying to cover 
this problem through the 
installation of 14 fito- depura-
tion pools. Morover, 48% of the 
garbage is not collected but 
throw into gorges, grounds 
and lake.

Other events that contribute to 
increase the level of pollution 
in the lake are the laundry 
activity, in the lake’s tributary 
and shores, though the use of 
chemical soap and the 
livestock activity near to the 
lake and its waters.
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Contamination: solution
Phyto-depuration pools

In order to eliminate the pollution coming from sewage,
to return water to the environment with quality parame-
ters specified by the environmental legislation (TULAS), 
and decrease  the eutrophication process of the lake, 
14 treatment plant pools (2x50m) have been built for 
purify the water of the communities close to Lago San 
Pablo. This system of pool aims to collect, treat and 
purify black waters generated by a population on 
26.132 habitants and cover the population growth till 
39.527 habitants handling a flow of 71.62 l/s. 
These pools started to work between 2011-2012 with 
some problems of legality and opposition.

Phyto-depuration pool in San Rafel

First step:  ACUATIC LENTILS

The black waters that comes from 
the sewage system are collected 
into tubes and go into the phyto-de-
puration pools. Here, the first steep 
is the filtration in the lentils pool. 
Lentils, a plant that grows fastly, 
allow to remove the largest amount 
of contaminants present in the water 

through their absorbation.

Second step: WATER LETTUCE

From the lentils pool the water flows 
into the second pool characterized by 
the presence of water lettuce, a 
floating plant. In this step the water is 
subjected to another level of purifica-
tion removing the remaining contami-
nants and allowing the water to flow 
towards the last natural filter: the 

totora.

Third step:  TOTORA FILTER

The last filter before the lake is the 
natural barrier of totora. This acuatic 
plant stops the last contaminants 
present in the water by assorbing 
them and release the purifided water 
into the lake. The actual process of 
cutting and removing big portions of 
totora in the humedal is a real danger 

for the lake and its ecosystem.
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35%

65%

Foreigners

Nacionales

International tourists

Tourist Gender

41%

59%

Transport

53% Public Transport

12% Touroperator

35% Own means of transport

8%

14%

59%

9%

Ibarra

Cotacachi

Otavalo

San Pablo 
Lake

Where Tourists Go

Tourism

Most of the tourists that come in the region of Imbabura  
have as destination the city of Otavalo, especially its 
artesan market or they go to Ibarra, famous for its 
shopping center. San Pablo lake and its surrounding it’s 
just a fast view along the Panamericana where usually 
people don’t stop. This low affluence of tourists in San 
Pablo is due to the lack of enhancement of its natural 
and cultural values. The inhabitants of the lake are the 
first who would like to improve tourism: to valorize their 
beautiful landscape, their culture and their artesanal 
products.
Anyway the majority of tourist come from Ecuador, 
usually from nearby cities. They are almost all adults or 
families that usually stay there for only one day prefer-
ing for their stay private structures. They used to reach 
the place by their own car or by public buses which 
tickes have a very low price. But probably the attrac-
tions are not enough!
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LANDSCAPE

1. Lago San Pablo
2. Lechero de Pucará
3. Parque Cóndor
4. Rey Loma
5. Cascada de Peguche
6. Lechero Tupatán
7. Playita
8. Parque Araque
9. Terrazas Tradicionales
10. Loma de Atallaro
11. Mirador Miralago
12. Bosque nativo Rinconada
13. Muelle Chicapán
14. Kuchapunku - Rio Itambi 
27.Vertiente de Araque
28. Arboles ancestrales de 
     cedro andino
30. Piscicultura de la Rinconada
32. Mirador Kuri Tola

HISTORY & CULTURE

2. Lechero de Pucará
4. Rey Loma
5. Cascada de Peguche
6. Taki Sami en el Lechero
10. Loma de Atallaro
15. Kalluma Inti Raymi
16. Chawpi Inti Caluqui 
      museo
17. Tabla Rumi piedra 
      ceremonial
29. Tolos de Caluquí

HANDCRAFT & TRADE

18. Caballitos de Totora
19. Sunday Market
20. Textile Handcraft
31. Paradero Apangora
33. Sombreria en Angla
34. Totora Sisa

HOSPITALITY & LEISURE

21. Club Nautico
22. Hosteria Jatuncocha
23. Cabañas del Lago
24. Puerto Lago
25. Hotel Laguna San Pablo
26. Hotel Cusin

Touristic attractions

Some of them

Ferrocarril Otavalo - Salinas

Cabañas del Lago
It is a private touristic structure 
located in San Pablo on the shore 
of the lake and, together with 
Puerto Lago on the other side, is 
one of the most famous. This 
touristic complex is organized in 
different functions and provided 
with high-standards facilities: a 5 
stars restaurant, a hotel with 
comfortable bedrooms, a mini-golf 
area and a  private dock for practi-
sing different sports: swimming, 

water sking, canoa or windsurf.

Totora Sisa
It is a  micro-enterprise aimed to 
support and promote the tradicional 
techniques and handcraft products 
of the lake communities based on 
the use of totora. This plant is a 
flexible water cane and local people 
knows how to work and plait it 
realizing amazing objects It’s 
located in San Rafael de la Laguna 
and is composed by a small shop 
and a laboratory where you can 
directly see all the working process 

to get the final product.  

Lechero tree
This tree, located on a small hill in 
the Parroquia of Eugenio Espejo,  
is a very rare plant for this area. For 
this reason, it is surronded by many 
local legend and  people consider it 
as a sacred plant provided of 
magical power.  It says that this tree 
gives new energy to who touches it. 
But despide the great cultural value 
of this tree it’s very hard to get there 
due to the lack of good signage, the 
bad maintance of the road and its 

hidden location..
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1.2.4.5 Analytical synthesis

At the end of the analytical process the intent was to  
extract the essence of each map underlining what is 
important for  our project and what can be left in the 
background. We though that could have been intere-
sting to have a general overview of the multidiscipli-
nary analysis putting the different maps in comparison 
between each others.
What come out was a deep reflection about the 
complexity and the fragility of the lake system, its lacks 
and its potentialities.

1.

4. 5. 6.

2. 3.

7.

10.

13. 14.

11. 12.

8. 9.

1_Political borders
2_Historical development
3_Morphology
4_Lake’s veins
5_Lake’s ecosystem
6_Lake’s infrastructure
7_Paramo
8_Filters
9_Agriculture
10_Touristic attractions
11_Cultural sites
12_Schools & medical centers
13_Infrastructural system
14_Services-bus
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After the analytical synthesis it was time for us to get 
some conclusions. The following map is a conceptual 
synthesis that aims to sum up, following Archizoom the-
oretical approach on diffused metropolis, the main 

points analysed before.
 A new relationship is showed between the enviroment 
and its objects: the physical ground is converted in a 
homogeneous geometrical grid, that works like a back-
ground, while the objects loose their real character be-
coming fluxus that move and distribute on it. More orga-
nic are the natural fluxus, which penetretas in the grid 
and spread in it,  more rigid are the artificial ones which 
cut the grid defining borders and barriers. The intere-
sting points for our masterplan are defined like key dots 
to underline their punctual character on an diffused 

base.
According to this map, to the interviews, to the docu-
ments and to the dialogues, we were able to define the 
main problems and potentialities that characterize the 
Place. The firsts are mainly related to a lack of valorisa-
cion, education and interest in the cultural and enviro-
mental heritage of the place, while the seconds underli-

ne the importance of their presence.
Having clear these points we could also define our final 
design concept that follows the project in all its aspects 

and scales: “valorise what there is with what there is”. 
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valorisacion de lo que hay con lo que hay
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Panamericana cut
Lack of connections

City model in rural contect
Effect: loose of identity

Lack of tourism

Contamination of the lake

Landscape beauty

Indigenous culture 
and traditions

Strong sense of community
and cooperation

POTENCIALITIES
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nous, the government of Ecuador started to increasin-
gly finance projects in order to improve the poor 
condition of rural communities. Tourism started to 
became soon an economic activity and a powerful 
weapon for the development. In 2009, president Rafael 
Correa called tourism “the country’s future, an industry 
without chimneys”. According to France's “Ecotourisme 
Magazine”, CBT is first and foremost a form of tourism 
wherein local communities themselves host tourists. 
Consequently, they have control over tourist activities 
on their territory and they can themselves generate 
money funds. FEPTCE (Federación Plurinacional de 
Turismo Comunitario del Ecuador) calls community-ba-
sed tourism “a sustainable development strategy that 
maintains the own identity” where the main principle is 
‘defender la vida de los pueblos’. According to them, the 
CBT is an economic activity that combines eco and 
correct tourism with the aim to contribute to: 
• Strengthen community from an organizational point of 
view. It is a social-economic activity that needs consul-
tation, supports and cooperation. Infrastructure must be 
provided and the managing of money must be organi-
zed. • Protect the natural resources, in particular if we 
think about how much Pachamama is important for 
local communities. Nature must be before protected 
and then exploited, in a positive sense. • Strengthen 
cultural identity. Music, dance, gastronomy, spirituality 
and cultural traditions should be enhanced and so 
shared with tourists. 
FEPTCE considers tourism as a means to 'decolonise' 
the tourist’s way of thinking, living and being. As all 
strategy that incudes territory and people, tourist 
projects can go wrong, usually because communities 
enter into business. They invest heavily in hosting 
capacity but have little understanding of other aspects 
such as promotion. For this reason, FEPTCE open a 
school, ‘escuela de interaprendizaje’, where witnesses 
of each project can learn from each other. 
But, on the other hand, some researches started to see 
in CBT some limitations and negative aspects. They 
argued that this process, that expects that tourists open 
up to the indigenous culture, is not so obvious and easy. 
In particular, how much indigenous are ready and able 
to adapt to the tourist and especially to the image that 
the tourist has of them? 
Culture is not a static thing, culture evolves. They have 
to find a balance between conservation and progress, 
between folklore and respect. 
One of the most famous organization that operates 
since 1977 in the Ecuadorian territory is The Belgian 
Development Cooperation which signed in 2006 the 
‘Programa de Desarrollo Rural del Norte’. One of the 
organisations supported through the PdRN is Runa 
Tupari, known in the field of community-based tourism 

in the province of Imbabura. Since 2001, the organisa-
tion from the tourist region of Otavalo-Cotacachi has 
offered visitors the opportunity to stay with local 
families.
The reflection we made is how it is possible to agree an 
idea of conservation with a community that doesn’t 
know the real concept of environmental, social, 
architectural heritage conservation, or has another way 
to conceive it. CTB can be a useful tool, replicable in 
several context, that allows to use optimally environ-
mental and natural resources which represent the key 
elements to develop tourism. In addition, to respect the 
social-cultural authenticity of the hosting communities, it 
preserves the cultural heritage and the traditional 
values through a cultural practice of comprehension 
and tolerance. Moreover, it ensures long-term econo-
mic transactions, it offers social and economical benefi-
ts for all subjects interested contributing to the reduction 
of poverty. We believe that a tourism of this type can be 
part of the development process for the communities of 
San Pablo lake thanks to its environmental and cultural 
resources. 
But analysing deeply the CBT we individuated that one 
of its weaknesses lies inside the proposal of these 
eco-tourism based projects as single punctual interven-
tion out from more global visions and strategies. Many 
times the CBT operates for the creation of a hub that 
works alone, disconnected, close in its space and 
focused on present. Sometimes can be enough, some-
times not, mainly if this hub is not enough “strong” for 
working alone. That’s why, in our project, we proposed 
a different way of intervention that starts from a general 
masterplan and, going deeper and deeper, reaches the 
local project in the community of Cachiviru: Kaymanta is 
“only” one of the proposed structures inside the networ-
king system of hubs spread on the territory of San Pablo 
lake. Our strategy is opened in time and space: the 
tourist is attracted by a net of culturally and environmen-
tally interesting hubs, each one with specific functions 
related to the characteristics of the site, that we hope, 
with time, can spread on the territories connecting new 
spaces and becoming more attractive. 
In this sense we really hope that Kaymanta, even if 
small, can be a starting point to improve the living 
conditions of local population generating long-term 
synergies.

tion should be ensured: a transparent organisation, 
recognised by all stakeholders, should be established 
to represent the interests of all community members 
and to reflect true ownership. 
CBT projects should provide collective benefits (for 
example providing funds for community assets), 
individual benefits (paid employment full or part-time) 
and opportunities for micro-enterprise earnings (for 
example craft sales). 
Why is it suggested to  experience CBT? We can have 
the opportunity to see, hear, touch, taste, and do things 
we might never have done otherwise; we can interact 
with population and gain immediate knowledge about 
people and place; we can gain a new perspective on 
culture and on how it influence our/their lives; we can 
perceive where our money goes ensuring that our 
money supports local communities in beneficial and 
sustainable ways.
Professional training is necessary to reach specific 
guiding and hospitality skills, and also in order to avoid 
disjunctures between local conceptions of community 
and the ways in which communities are imagined by 
visiting tourists. This involves the necessity to find the 
right balance between economic gain and cultural 
integrity. We cannot underestimate this last sentence! 
 
Ecuador is one of the countries characterized by an 
amazing natural beauty and cultural richness. With its 
Coast, its sierra, the Amazon Rainforest and the 
Galapagos Islands, Ecuador includes four ecosystems 
and a rich biodiversity. 25% of the population is indige-
nous and still cherishes age-old traditions. It is a world 
composed by customs, beliefs, attitudes that are strictly 
related to the sacred concept of Nature. Nature, 
omnipresent, run the daily life of this population. It is 
clear that experiencing this world can be for us exciting 
and fulfilling. Indigenous along the year became more 
aware about their rich tradition and that allows Ecuador 
to be a pioneer in developing community-based 
tourism. 
At the beginning of 70es and 80es tourism started to be 
part of the Ecuadorian context but often it was not 
respectful of the surrounding environment, destruction 
and exploitation affected in particular the Amazon 
region. Soon they discovered that there are others ways 
of dealing with Pachamama.  
From that point, the first ecotourism projects emerged 
during the early 1990s, often with the support of 
European NGOs. In 1992, America celebrated the 
500th anniversary of Colombus’ discovery of the 
continent that the indigenous communities turned into 
the commemoration of ‘500 years of indigenous and 
popular resistance’. 
Due to this increasing political awareness of the indige-

Theoretical framework: C.B.T.
A community is, by definition, a group of individuals with 
some kind of collective responsibility, and the ability to 
make decisions by representative bodies. Many of the 
world beautiful resources exist in vulnerable communi-
ties. Professionals have tried to promote community-ba-
sed tourism (CBT) since the 1970s. 
Community-based ecotourism is a form of ecotourism 
that emphasizes the development of local communities 
raising living standards (particularly in poor rural or 
marginal areas) and allows local residents to have 
substantial control over its development and manage-
ment, and a major proportion of the benefits.
Unfortunately, irresponsible tourism practices can 
exhaust natural resources and exploit local communi-
ties. For that, it is fundamental that CBT projects are 
carefully planned and part of a larger community 
development strategy. Tourism is no panacea; commu-
nity-based ecotourism and responsible tourism should 
be part of wider sustainable development strategies in 
which to communities should be given guidance on how 
to develop a successful community based operation. 
CBT invites tourists to visit usually poor, rural and 
economically marginalized communities with the 
provision of accommodation. Here, the tourist has the 
opportunity to know local inhabitants and wildlife, to 
appreciate cultures, rituals and believes. At the same 
time, the community itself learns to be aware about its 
commercial, cultural and social value: a process that 
should foster the conservation of its resources. 
The three key words related to CBT are: indigenous 
leadership, sustainability and cultural immersion. 
Community-based tourism can became a sustainable 
alternative to many travel organizations, which often do 
not work in solidarity with the communities and environ-
ments they use. The quickest and most effective way for 
achieving sustainable benefit is by the access direct 
jobs of poor population in the tourist sector. Strengthe-
ning the capacity of local communities often lies at the 
heart of these initiatives. In particular, for undermining 
economic and social exclusion, it is important to find 
measures that blur the geographic isolation of some 
communities. For example, technical or language 
training for indigenous populations can help them 
access the tourism value chain; infrastructure develop-
ment and the use of tourist taxes to raise the human 
capacity of poor communities can similarly improve the 
participation of the poor. Four dimensions are conside-
red equally important for sustainable development 
(Rozemeijer, 2001, p. 15): (1) CBT should be economi-
cally viable: the revenue should exceed the costs; (2) 
CBT should be ecologically sustainable: the environ-
ment should not decrease in value; (3) there should be 
an equitable distribution of costs and benefits among all 
participants in the activity; and (4) institutional consolida-
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Strategy: networking hubs 
for communities

Our conceptual strategy is focused on 2015; for this 
year we conceived a general masterplan related to the 
indigenous kitchwa Cosmovision (in which natural ele-
ments regulate the World) and based on 3 physical con-
centric “rutas”: “ruta del agua”, “ruta de la tierra”, “ruta 
del sol”, that from the Lake level rise up till de moun-
tains and volcanoes. Each “ruta” meets in its path diffe
rent existing key places related to its specific theme 
(water, earth, sun) that for us need to be valorised and 
expolited, and than runs towards its next point or to 

another “ruta”.
Physically each ruta was designed following the mor-
phology of the Place, its difference of levels and propo-

sing the reuse of the existing connections. 
Each ruta is different and unique: that’s why for each 
one of them we calculate its path in terms of difference 
of levels and in terms of time and difficulty for covering 
it through different ways of transportation: foot, horse, 
bike or boat, avoiding the use of any polluting mean of 

transportation.
ButBut the masterplan is not closed in time and space: it’s 
tought as a potential, open and free system and that’s 
the reason why it looks beyond 2015. The general idea 
for the future is to expand the concentric path into an 
open net, able to reinforce the connections around the 
lake and at the same time to connect the lake to new 

spaces and systems.

InIn some of these selected places some light architectu-
ral devices are necessary and could help in enhancing 
the landscape and the socio-cultural aspects of the 
Place, becoming hubs where the global meets the 
local. We set some guidelines for composition regar-
ding the most important aspects to take into considera-

tion designing these devices.

1.2Strategy: networking hubs 
for communities

Our conceptual strategy is focused on 2015; for this 
year we conceived a general masterplan related to the 
indigenous kitchwa Cosmovision (in which natural ele-
ments regulate the World) and based on 3 physical con-
centric “rutas”: “ruta del agua”, “ruta de la tierra”, “ruta 
del sol”, that from the Lake level rise up till de moun-
tains and volcanoes. Each “ruta” meets in its path diffe

Photo: San Pablo Lake and its surronding from Lechero hill.
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NETWORKING HUBS STRATEGY:
GUIDLINES FOR COMPOSITION

1_RESPECTING
THE SURRONDING

2_PARTICIPATORY
DESIGN PROCESS

3_MAX. HEIGH3_MAX. HEIGHT 4m

4_MAX. SURFACE 30m2

5_PRIMARY USE OF
LOCAL MATERIALS

6_CO-CONSTRUCTION & 
TRADITIONAL TECH.

7_ASSEMBLAGE/
DISASSEMBLAGEDISASSEMBLAGE

8_LOW COST

9_LONG TERM 
COMMUNITY 
RESPONSABILITY
FOR THE PROJECT
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1_INFOPOINT
Lechero Pucarà
2_LAUNDRY
Desaguadero
3_BIKE RENT
Puerto Lago
4_MIRADOR4_MIRADOR
Cachiviru
5_GREENHOUSE
Terrazas
6_MUSEUM
Tolos de Caluqui
7_CRAFT SELL/EXPO
Sombreria enSombreria en Angla
8_FISH FARMING
Bosque Rinconada
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HUBS



RUTA DEL AGUA



RUTA DE LA TIERRA



RUTA DEL SOL



CONNECTIONS



SELECTED AREAS
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We could have choosen anyone of the black potentially 
exploitable areas individuated through a territorial and 
social analysis to develop our project. To decide the 
best area where to work we made interviews to the local 
communities and meetings with the presidents of the 
Parroquias around the Lake, that led us to the choice of 

San Rafael de la Laguna. 

InIn San Rafael we had the chance to realize a project 
from masterplan to screw: the GAD of San Rafael told 
us that they won a contest of ideas but they needed so-
mebody that could help them to do the design of a spe-
cific area. Thanks to the UCE programme known as 
‘Vinculación con la sociedad’ we have been able to sign 
an agreement between the university and the GAD of 
San Rafael (see attached document pag.356) and to 
collaborate with a real community for the final thesis 
project with the future perspective to realize it. Their 
idea was to design private cabañas for tourists but we 
changed the function according to our vision and the 
support of participatory design process. This opportuni-
ty, the strategic position, the enthusiasm of the people 
and the money of the contest (10.000$) are the main re-

asons why we chose to work here.
The contest won by San Rafael already defined a given 
project area (1728mq) located in the rural community of 
Cachiviru along the Lake shore, surrounded by cultiva-
ted and livestock fields. We have done a series of visits 
to the site with the community and the GAD. The only 
construction already present on site was an “illegally” 
self-constructed wooden house not finished and wi-
thout walls, used as a meeting space by the community. 

We know that the first thing to do now, after the signatu-
re of the contract with the Parroquia, was to get in con-
tact with the Prefectura of Imbabura, that promoted the 
contest, and the authorities of the Municipality of Otava-
lo to have a clear idea about the normative that regula-

tes the Lake and its sourronding area. 

1.3We could have choosen anyone of the black potentially 
exploitable areas individuated through a territorial and 
social analysis to develop our project. To decide the 
best area where to work we made interviews to the local 
communities and meetings with the presidents of the 
Parroquias around the Lake, that led us to the choice of 

San Rafael de la Laguna. 

In

Photo: GAD parroquial of San Rafael de la Laguna and us on site, 
Cachiviru Community, Otavalo, Ecuador.

Changing scale: 
the contest
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Photo: San Pablo Lake, view from the Parroquia of San Rafael de la Laguna, Otavalo, Ecuador.
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Photo: San Pablo Lake, view from the Parroquia of San Rafael de la Laguna, Otavalo, Ecuador.
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MASTERPLAN: SAN PABLO LAKE
scale 1: 50 000

THE OCCASION:
SAN RAFAEL DE LA LAGUNA
scale 1: 10 000

PROJECT AREA: COMMUNITY OF
CACHIVIRU
scale 1: 1 000

SAN RAFAEL DE LA LAGUNA:
THE CONTEST

8th of May

VAN TOUR IN SAN RAFAEL 
WITH GAD
8th of May

VISIT ON  SITE, CACHIVIRU 
WITH GAD
8th of May

THE CONTEST
When we met the GAD (Gobierno autonomo decentrali-
zado) of San Rafael, the first thing they  told us was that 
they won a contest of ideas but they needed somebody 
that could help them with the design. 
The contest, called “Imbabura: Diversa y Productiva”, 
was promoted by the Prefectura of Imbabura in order to 
exploite and enhance the region (see attached docu-
ment pag.364). San Rafael won with the idea of 4 floa-
ting cabañas in Lago San Pablo lake in order to impro-
ve the community eco-tourism in the area.  The four ca-
bañas, according to the contest, should have been of 
16 m2 each one and made in totora (a natural water 
plant of the area similar to bamboo). Their fuction was 
thought as private, for couples of tourists that arrive on 
the lake.The contest already defined a given project 
area (1728mq) located in the rural community of Cachi-
viru along the Lake shore, surrounded by cultivated and 
livestock fields.
Economically, the total budget avaiable for this project 
was of 25 000 dollars. 10 000 $ was the prize of the win-
ning contest but with a condiction: the project should 
have been built within December 2015. The rest of the 
money (15 000$) was given by the GAD of San Rafael. 
The management of the entire project was organized 
between different actors: the Gobierno autonomo de-
centralizato Parroquial de San Rafael (GAD), the asso-
ciacion of community based tourism “Rey Mola Kucha” 
and the community of Cachivru.

OUR IDEA
Since the begging we were surprised that a project of 
so much impact on the lake was proposed as “private”, 
destinated only to tourists, without taking into conside-
ration the necessities, hopes and needs of the commu-

nities who live there.
Our approch, based on the community based tourism, 
would rather propose a project that could work as “hub”, 
where the local meets the global in a synergy that di-
rectly benefits the communty. For make this real we 
should have started from local people, their culture, 
economy and social activities. We wanted a project 

open to everybody and that everybody could enjoy.
We agreed for the use of local materials: totora, but not 
only. The area surronding the lake is full of natural 
usable construction material (carrizo, stone, wood) and 
people of the lake used them, before the coming of “city 
models”, according to different tradicional building tech-
niques that came from their ancestors. We wanted to 
exploite and revalorize these techniques conceived as 

important aspect of the indigenous culture.important aspect of the indigenous culture.
Local natural materials, “mingas” (communitarian con-
struction) with local people, and traditional building te-
chniques aimed to realize a project of minimum budget, 
cutting the extra costs of transportations and man 

power.  
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The contest, called “Imbabura: Diversa y Productiva”, 
was promoted by the Prefectura of Imbabura in order to 
exploite and enhance the region (see attached docu-
ment pag.364). San Rafael won with the idea of 4 floa-
ting cabañas in Lago San Pablo lake in order to impro-
ve the community eco-tourism in the area.  The four ca-
bañas, according to the contest, should have been of 
16 m2 each one and made in totora (a natural water 
plant of the area similar to bamboo). Their fuction was 
thought as private, for couples of tourists that arrive on 
the lake.The contest already defined a given project 
area (1728mq) located in the rural community of Cachi-
viru along the Lake shore, surrounded by cultivated and 
livestock fields.
Economically, the total budget avaiable for this project 
was of 25 000 dollars. 10 000 $ was the prize of the win-
ning contest but with a condiction: the project should 
have been built within December 2015. The rest of the 
money (15 000$) was given by the GAD of San Rafael. 
The management of the entire project was organized 
between different actors: the Gobierno autonomo de-
centralizato Parroquial de San Rafael (GAD), the asso-
ciacion of community based tourism “Rey Mola Kucha” 
and the community of Cachivru.

OUR IDEA
Since the begging we were surprised that a project of 
so much impact on the lake was proposed as “private”, 
destinated only to tourists, without taking into conside-
ration the necessities, hopes and needs of the commu-

nities who live there.
Our approch, based on the community based tourism, 
would rather propose a project that could work as “hub”, 
where the local meets the global in a synergy that di-
rectly benefits the communty. For make this real we 
should have started from local people, their culture, 
economy and social activities. We wanted a project 

open to everybody and that everybody could enjoy.
We agreed for the use of local materials: totora, but not 
only. The area surronding the lake is full of natural 
usable construction material (carrizo, stone, wood) and 
people of the lake used them, before the coming of “city 
models”, according to different tradicional building tech-
niques that came from their ancestors. We wanted to 
exploite and revalorize these techniques conceived as 

important aspect of the indigenous culture.important aspect of the indigenous culture.
Local natural materials, “mingas” (communitarian con-
struction) with local people, and traditional building te-
chniques aimed to realize a project of minimum budget, 
cutting the extra costs of transportations and man 

power.  
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Photo: project area, Cachiviru Community, San Rafael de la Laguna, Otavalo, Ecuador.
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Photo: project area, Cachiviru Community, San Rafael de la Laguna, Otavalo, Ecuador.
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All together now!2Photo: meeting with the Mayor of Otavalo  
and the community on the project area, 

Cachiviru, Otavalo, Ecuador
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The method does not dictate the final object to build 
because the participatory design helps to strengthen 
the project, not to do it!  But the output of participatory 
sessions can provide valid insight into priorities and can 
motivate strategic design decisions. To involve actively 
all stakeholders (consumers, end-users) in the design 
process helps to ensure the result meets their needs. 
Recent research suggests that designers create more 
innovative concepts and ideas when working within a 
co-design environment with others than creating ideas 
on their own. Basically it is “participatory design”, 
therefore active and socially visible, if and when it is 
composed not only by architects, but also by a synerge-
tic cooperation between all actors involved. One of the 
most famous aphorism of De Carlo is: “Architecture is 
too important to leave it to the architects”. He invites to 
move the ego of the architect from the pedestal in order 
to involve in the process who beforehand had been 
excluded. In fact, he defined architecture as a heterono-
mous (not autonomous) activity, an activity that 
dialogues with other disciplines and realities.
Participation means cohesion, security and social 
identity; a long and complex task that should continue 
also after the object is built, at least between people 
who has participated for the creation of it. 
An accurate investigation by “Community Gardens 
Movement” (Francis, Cashadan, Stone, 1980-New 
York) proved that the costs of realization and mainte-
nance managed in a participation manner are definiti-
vely lower than the ones related to a conventional 
design. Related to cost reduction some contributions 
are the use of “poor” or recycled materials, the availabi-
lity of manpower inside the community we work with, a 
possible voluntary programme for the management, 
eventual agreements of co-management stipulated by 
local public/private institution. 
Since Architecture is in charge of man and the relation 
between them, a process well-run can contribute to 
reconstruct the network of social interaction and mutual 
aid that after the realization of a project allows to 
manage more effectively all sources engaged. Already 
some architects like Giancarlo De Carlo recognized the 
importance to know the place and to interact -if not 
physically at least mentally- with people who live in. 
Inhabitants, complete and active persons, producers of 
territory, are not anymore passive subjects for which a 
project is built, according to statistic neutral and aseptic 
data. They instead become active individuals producing 
a clear qualitative leap. 
Looking at its outcomes, “Villaggio Matteotti” in Terni, 
one of the first participatory italian example, acquires a 
pragmatic and instructive value and show us how De 
Carlo, the designer, was able to interpret collective and 
specific requests generating shapes to live approved by 

a group of inhabitants; he produced an object of collecti-
ve value. 
In his essay “L’architettura della partecipazione” he 
spoke about a “realistic utopia”: Architecture must 
participate to all phases for the realization of a project, 
from design to construction.
Architects became entertainer, facilitator and mediator. 
It is clear that such a route is not easy, neither assumed. 
Nevertheless some risks can exist, general traps 
described by Fareri (1999): participation can be elected 
as a method but cannot be underestimated, in other 
words, to have different characters around a table is not 
enough to produce a well done design; participation can 
be easily manipulated or exploited, in favour of specific 
interests regarding the most powerful persons within a 
participatory setting. Another risk mentioned by De 
Carlo is the fact that along the years participation has 
been become a tool used a lot by public administrations 
to enlarge the group of actors that often brought to a 
general delay in the process.  An indispensable and 
propaedeutic act should be the definition of a sort of 
“contract” between who manages the meetings and 
each participants, within which the common aim is 
defined, starting from each expectations, each role and 
each task or responsibility. As well as it is suitable to 
determine time-schedule and workload so that each 
component has clear idea about his own contribution. 
There are some useful devices that can lead to succes-
sful outcomes: to arrange a conceptual strategy of the 
process sufficiently flexible, but also sufficiently defined 
in order to allow everybody to understand the key steps; 
to verify, at each phase, the efficiency of the used 
techniques and to plan in detail the activities of the next 
phase; pre-order, before and during the work, all the 
instructive supports finalized to put the actors in 
condition of equal opportunities. 
Today horizontal participatory design represents an 
unavoidable approach because indispensable for the 
creation of social projects, not for ideological or value 
reasons, but essentially for methodological and conten-
ts ones. De Carlo leads us to a “narrative” architecture, 
able to listen, host, annex the tensions of inhabitants. 
Architecture that is Process where the architect “must 
get his hands dirty” to be contaminated with the Place. 
If we operated a well-done process of participation, the 
community should take possession of the project 
realized, feeling co-author of the outcome. Architecture 
works if it becomes integral part in the cultural process 
of a community and if participation becomes the mean 
through which a society build its future existence, its 
“space”.  

architecture: to be aware of the reality that surrounds 
you; to analyze and synthesize abstract ideas; to 
translate those ideas into space; to know the materials 
and the construction process. The design methodology 
consists in a process that doesn’t have preconceived 
ideas. Now, the children and their parents are proud of 
their school. Proud of the change that this school has 
made, been a motif of union and self-esteem for the 
whole community. When people from outside admire it, 
when they see it and know it.
It has been observed that this kind of designing can 
generate a sort of democracy reflected in the “shared” 
deliverable. Moreover it enriches the cultural baggage 
of the professional through the obtaining of new 
information and thanks to the experience provided by 
the end-users of the object or programme. 
Usually the first steps are to recruit participants and 
audience and to choose a place where participants feel 
comfortable in order to schedule from 60 to 90 minutes 
meetings for each session. There are many ways we 
can learn from people about their memories, their 
current experiences and their ideal experiences.
All these objectives are obtained through some chosen 
techniques in which designers act as facilitators or 
visual translators for people who may not be skilled or 
confident in idea expression. Usually the most common 
ones create a tool-kit of visual stimuli such as shapes, 
pictures, or symbols to offer expression to non-desi-
gners. Generally, the meetings forecast information and 
feedbacks, comprehension and analysis, opportunity 
and outcomes.        
It is also fundamental to say that there are not absolute 
rules for operating with the participatory design. In fact, 
participatory design is a methodology universal but not 
absolute, that supports different ways of acting, different 
techniques depending on the context we are going to 
work with. When we speak about “context”, we are 
referring to all the elements that form it: people, space, 
time, politics, economy and so on, that are inevitably 
specific and typical of each place/area. A project with a 
Kichwa community in Ecuador is completely different 
from the project made with the same methodology (but 
different variables) in a small town in Sicily. And here it’s 
the interesting point: the experience will be always 
unique in itself because the same variables can’t be find 
somewhere else; maybe similar, but never the same.  
Due to these variables, it is not obvious that the partici-
patory process works. For example it is indispensable, 
at the beginning of the process, to clarify if people are 
truly interested to participate in a design process. It is 
important that both project and process obtain the 
consent. Without this starting certainty the architect is 
forced to go backwards trying to adopt another way of 
designing.                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Theoretical framework: participatory design

The adjective “participatory” refers to a methodology that 
could be, in different manners, applicable to several 
settings from architecture to computer science. But 
participatory experience is firstly a mind-set and an 
attitude of people. It’s based on the involvement of final 
users in the process of participation. 
Here, we will briefly debate the theme of participation 
from the point of view of territory and its architectural 
objects. Participatory design is a shift in attitude from 
designing for users to designing with users and by them. 
It is a new design movement that requires new ways of 
thinking, feeling and working. It is about the statement 
that all people have something to offer and that they, 
when given the means to express themselves, can be 
both articulate and creative avoiding the risk to realize 
standardized models. If we can learn to access people’s 
experiences (past, current and potential), then we can 
make user experience the source of inspiration and 
ideation for design. 
Yet in the post world period Northern Europe countries 
developed initiatives for the community design/planning 
due to reconstruction; in the USA the participatory design 
is known since decades: from the ‘advocacy planning’ in 
the ‘60es with P. Davideoff who focused on the needs 
and viewpoints of minority and lower-income communi-
ties, to the researches brought on by Christopher 
Alexander, urban planner who focused his postulates in 
the social participation within the design of public 
spaces. He is known for his famous project “University of 
Oregon”, urban context within which design and organi-
zation of spaces were decided through the involvement 
of student’s community. 
Also in the Eastern Europe some practices related to 
participation have been applied through some simple 
technics such as ‘Planning for Real’, invented in the 70s 
by the professor Tony Gibson at the Nottingham Univer-
sity, “for giving local people a ‘voice’ and professionals a 
clear idea of local people’s needs in order to bring about 
an improvement to their own neighborhood or communi-
ty.” (Neighborhood Initiatives Foundation 1995) 
On the other side, in the countries of the southern 
hemisphere, NGOs play a relevant role and usually the 
process of participation, which includes a process of life 
improvement of community, is strictly related to 
auto-construction through the adoption of technologies 
that exploit natural and local materials.
One of the example we had the opportunity to study in 
Ecuador is the project “Escuela de Nueva Esperanza” for 
the realization of a school for a community of fishermen 
at the coastal village of rural Ecuador. This project has 
been realized with a low amount of money confirming 
that resources are not only money, but also materials, 
hands, brains. The architectural studio Al Borde wonde-
red about what is essentially necessary to make 
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Believing in the participatory design as a key tool for the 
reinforcement and enrichment of the design proposal 
we decided to involve the people of the Parroquia of 
San Rafael in our design process. We subdivided the 
work in 4 workshops during a total period of one month 
and half (29th of May- 13rd of July). Each workshop 
was related to a specific topic and organized in different 
activitiesactivities to involve people in its partecipation. The first 
reunion was also the first meeting with local people 
where we  knew each others and we defined the next 
calendar of meetings and activities; the second work-
shop was related to identity and history in order to di-
scover their origin and culture; the third was focused on 
traditional building techniques and handcrafts that we 
wanted to re-enhance with our project; in the last one 
we presented our final design proposal, developed in a 
parallel way with the workshops, and we discussed it 

with  the community.
Meanwhile this face-to-face experience we had to face 
another still quite “unknown” world: the one of normati-

ves and authorities.
Since the project was born from the winner idea of a 
public contest, the first institution we had to meet was 
the Prefectura of Imbabura and the delegated techni-
cians Arturo Myar and Vinicio Puente. They gave us in-
formations about the contest regulation but they were 
not in charge for the normative that regulates the Lake 
and its sourronding. For getting this knowledge we had 
to alternate the workshops’ schedule with diffent reu-
nions in the Municipality of Otavalo (sometimes very 
hard to plan), meeting different figures with different 
roles: Pedro Antamba, technician of Otavalo Municipali-
ty, Byron Velasco, Director of Urban Plannig Depart-
ment, Karen Teran, Director of the Enviromental Mana-
gement Department, Gustavo Pareja, Mayor of Otavalo 
and many others engineers and technicians. The confu-
sed and undefined starting situation about the normati-
ve of the Lake, that didn’t let us building up anything in 
the Lake’s water or  in its 70m borders, get more and 
more clear and districated in each meeting despite 
some contrasting affirmations. The key-meeting was 
the one with the Mayor of Otavalo on the project area 
where we obtained the final approval and an “easy way”  

to get the needed documentation in the Municipality.
Each workshop and meeting with local authorities was 
foundamental and gave its own contribute, even small, 

in shaping the final project result. 
The 17th of July the project was officially approved.
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Photo:  the community and the GAD of San Rafael discussing with 
us the final design proposal before its approval.
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2.1.1
¡Trabajamos Juntos!

May 29th, 2015

Location: San Rafael de la Laguna

N° of participants: 25

Objective

The first objective of the reunion was to meet the 
community and introduce ourselves, explaining who we 
are, where we come from and why we were there; at 
the same time our aim was to know the community: 
who they are, their history, how and if they can coopera-
te with us through their technical constructive and 
human knowledge, also sharing the potentialities of the 
available local materials. The second objective was to 
organize the following participatory workshops and 
mingas on the basis of their free time. The third objecti-
ve was to clarify the compromise between the commu-
nity and us, in terms of conditions and limitations, 

economic budget and administration of the project.
Prof. Arch. Carlos Hidalgo, thanks to his experience in 
the participatory processes, helped us both in the 
organization of all the following workshops and in the 
reunions with the authorities about normative matters 

(together with Prof. Arch. Marlown Cuenca). 
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2.1.1
Activities

The reunion started with a general presentation of the 
Institution from our Professors of Universidad Central 
del Ecuador, introducing the aim of the meeting and the 
work we will do together. Than to better know the 
participants, we played a little game called “thread 
game”: standing on a circle we passed each other the 
thread ball saying something about ourselves, creating 
a physical and social network between us. After that we 
prepared a deeper presentation about who we are, 
what we do and why we chase Lago San Pablo and 
San Rafael for our thesis: we were fascinated by the 
biodiversity and the natural, rural context where it’s 
located and as foreign and tourists we think that the 
Lake has a great tourism potential but still not exploited. 
Furthermore the majority of the population is indige-
nous and we think that include and enhance the Kichwa 
culture may be one of the most strong and interesting 
points of our project. We visited the whole basin of the 
Lake but in San Rafael we found a concrete architecto-
nical need; we also perceived this Parroquia as the 
most interesting where to work for its closeness to the 
Lake, its panoramic strategic position facing the Volca-
no Imbabura, its traditional totora craft and because 
they already begun a program of flora recovery with the 
replantation of native species. At the same time the 
community seemed very interested and available to 
work as a whole with us. After hearing what the partici-
pants wanted to say about their past, their stories and 
their community, we discussed the timetable for the 
next months of work, setting a date for the workshops 
and explaining that what we will do together is a partici-
patory design process ending with the construction of a 
project as a sort of “guide” that will remain for a future 
further development of the entire masterplan. Finally 
we spoke about the available resources in terms of 
knowledge, materials and money, defining conditions 
and limitations. All was written on big papers on the wall 
while the participants were speaking. 
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Presentation

Thread game to know each 
other creating a social and 
physical network between us.

Organization

Using a spiral representing the 
time, we approached the 
indigenous cosmovision to 
organize the following 
workshops and “mingas” 
checking their availabililty.

Agreements

We spoke about the available 
resources in terms of knowled-
ge, materials and money, with 
the aim of defining conditions 
and limitations. 
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Results

What we learned hearing their stories is that there is 
not just one history common for everybody but a lot of 
single truths depending on their past and their own 
imagination. They told us that San Rafael was the 
ancient settlement of Otavalo and it’s recognized as the 
land of  “Coraza” and Yamor; there are 21 sacred 
places (tolas), 19 heritage properties, three churches 
made of tapial and the biggest potentiality for them is 
the tourism. Regarding the traditional materials they 
spoke about barro, straw, tapial made with bull excre-
ment and horse crine, bareque, aliso wood, cabuya, 
carrizo, totora. They all know how to work totora and 
carrizo and in the past there were people specialized in 
making tapial construction. They spoke about the 
competition they won with the idea of cabañas flotantes 
and about the money they have: 10.000$ from the 
Imbabura province and 15.000$ from the Junta Parro-
quial. We spoke about a possible management model 
of the future project setting a mixed economy enterpri-
se made by Cachiviro community, ReyMolaKucha 
association and Junta Parroquial. We perceived a mix 
of confidence and mistrust: they were really interested 
in working with us but they collaborated in the past with 
students from different universities and the experience 
was not always positive. Finally we organized the first 
workshop on June 3rd and the second on June 
17th-18th.

- Confidence
- Dialogue
- Historical & cultural knowledge

- Mistrust
- Scepticism

2.3.3
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Photo: Carlos writing about conditions and limitation, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Organization of workshops’ schedule with the spiral of time, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Pedro Antamba speaking about normative, San Rafael de la Laguna.



1° Reunion: 
How can you win a contest for building 
up floating cabañas if you cannot build 

up anything in the Lake?  

June 3rd, 2015

Location: San Rafael de la Laguna

Before starting the first participatory workshop with the 
community we wanted to have clear in our minds the 
legislative situation, so we decided to contact the 
Municipality of Otavalo asking for someone to speak 
with. The Municipality sent a technician of the Urban 
Planning Department, Arch. Pedro Antamba, at the 
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, where we spent some 
hours trying to get normative’s clarifications. Basically 
we asked him to explain us the current legislation about 
the Lake’s shore, the Lake itself and the soil around it. 
We also wanted to know at which norms the contest 
won by San Rafael was subjected to. He told us that for 
all the matters regarding the contest we should spoke 
with the Prefecture of Ibarra that released and mana-
ged the contest matters, but anyway in his opinion it 

was not possible to build up anything in the Lake. 
How can you win a contest for building up floating 
cabañas if the normative prohibits it?! So we tried to 
understand what was possible to build up in the pre-de-
fined area of the contest (Cachiviru community) 
thinking of an alternative project. He told us that the 
only sure thing was that in the 70 meters of protection 
from the Lake’s shore is forbidden to build up anything 
permanent with basic services, but the normative was 
currently work in progress and he suggested us to 
speak directly with the director of Urban Planning 
Department, Byron Velasco. In conclusion, Pedro 
Antamba was really accomodating with us but we didn’t 

get the expected clarifications.  

2.1.2

- Willingness

- Lack of clear normativa
- Forbidden to build up in the Lake

- Few informations
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2.3.2 2.1.2 2.1.3
1° Workshop:

¿Quienes somos? 

June 3rd, 2015

Location: San Rafael de la Laguna

N° of participants: 15

Objective

The first objective of the workshop was to know and 
detect the identity, problems and expectations of the 
people living around the Lake, in order to understand 

what they want for their community.
The second objective was to approach and remember 
the constructive traditions and the history of San Rafael 

and the Lake, in order to value its territory and labor. 
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2.3.3 The reason of this third visit was to make the partici-
pants reflecting on the potentiality of a traditional 
material such as the totora: why not using it as a 
construction material instead of using modern empty 
construction as storage? During the walking trip we 
recollect some kind of materials: totora, carrizo, 
cabuya, straw…and we asked the participants to tell us 
how they work them, the possible uses, the durability 
and the products they can make. 
We left the participants with the invitation to the next 
workshop scheduled for June 17th 2015. 

.

.
 

Activities

The workshop started with a question: “WHO ARE WE 
AND WHERE ARE WE?” introducing the topic of 
“identity” to understand what people think of themsel-
ves and how they recognize their own culture and 
identity. The question was written on a big paper stick 
on the wall where we noted down the answers while 
people were speaking. First of all they recognize their 
cultural identity defining themselves as Kichwa Otavalo 
Indigenous, feeling represented by natural elements 
such as the Lake and the Volcano Imbabura and they 
told us how “mingas” (collective works in favor of the 
community) are part of their culture. Than we divided 
the participants into three small groups of five people, 
each one headed by one of us, with the aim of investi-
gate in the past, present and future of the people 
through simple questions related to their life, daily 
acitivities and future dreams: What did you usually do 
when you were a child? How was your house? What do 
you usually do in your working and holiday days? How 
are the relationships inside the community? What is the 
biggest problem of the Lake? What would you wish for 
the future of your community and your Lake?
In the second part of the workshop we did a small 
walking trip through out San Rafael together with the 
participants that showed us three different houses: a 
patrimonial one, a modern one and a “mixed” one. We 
visit the first one, discussing how uncommon is finding 
a traditional house in San Rafael: wooden structure 
from eucalyptus tree, tapial walls and pitched tile roof. 
The second one was chosen in between hundreds of 
modern houses because it was the only one completely 
finished (not just the main façade): concrete structure, 
three floors, plan roof, weird decorations and columns 
in between balconies without a structural function. To 
the question “Do you like it?” we obtained fifteen “yes!” 
so we tried to understand why they liked such a modern 
weird construction far from their identity and close to 
their concept of “city”. They recognize this house as the 
“home of rich people who travel a lot”; in their mind 
modern house = richness = city and it is part of their 
vision of life: get married, have a family, have a modern 
house, have a car. We were a bit astonished hearing 
that the young generation wants to go away: why do 
they built giant modern houses for their kids if they 
don’t even want to stay in San Rafael? This question is 
just an additional one to many others: why do they start 
a construction they cannot finish for economic 
reasons? Where this “fashion” of modern weird houses 
comes from? Why there are so many empty houses?
We called the last house “mixed” because it was a 
modern concrete not finished construction where the 
owners placed bundles of totora leaning against the 
façade in order to make them dry; moreover the first 
floor of the house was used as a storage for it.   

2.3.4
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2.3.4

Identity topic

WHO AND WHERE WE ARE? 
had been the opening 
questions , written on a paper 
stick to the wall, to introduce 
the community into the topic of 
identity. 

Past, Present & Future

We divided the participants into 
3 small groups of 5 people, 
asking them questions related 
to their life, daily activities and 
future dreams.

Walking Trip

We visited with the community 
3 different houses: a patrimo-
nial one, a modern one and a 
“mixed” one and we discussed 
all together about them.

2.3.5
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Results

They speak a lot about their past, showing a bit of 
nostalgia, telling us that the kids were really different 
before: they always played at open air, they used to 
swim in the Lake using life vests made of totora, they 
didn’t go to school or wear shoes; while now internet 
and technology replace nature and the Lake is too 
much contaminated to swim in it. Their houses were 
traditional ones, made of just one floor, with a porch, 
two rooms, straw or tile roof, with the bathroom outside, 
no electricity and a big fire in the center where they 
used to eat all together (and all the community could 
participate). About the present they told us basically 
they don’t have holiday days but they work hardly 
during all the week (someone rests on Sundays) but 
they have entire weeks of party during their sacred 
festivals. A typical working day for a woman starts at 3 
am: they basically cook and weave the totora (they 
prefer to work it when there is no natural light and no 
wind). A typical working day for a man consists in 
working in the agricultural fields during the early 
morning and in flower crops (mainly roses). At Sundays 
they weak up at 7 am, they go to church, sometimes 
they practice sports and go to Parque Araque but the 
places to meet are really few: they mainly meet at the 
community hall or at the football fields. Usually the 
community meets up when  the President of the Junta 
Parroquial convokes the Presidents and leaders of the 
communities. About the future of the Lake they would 
like to improve the environmental conditions, lower the 
contamination of the water, valorize their own indige-
nous culture and they would like to have more tourism; 
about the future of their community they would like 
more rules and norms to regulate the constructions, 
more green spaces and to improve the social collective 
education. At the end we found out that the biggest 
problems of the lake are:
- CONTAMINATION 
(they cannot swim, no safe public access to the Lake, 
lacustrine dangerous areas, dirty water).
- LACK OF TOURISM 
(aim: communitarian tourism).
- LACK OF COLLECTIVE EDUCATION TO TAKE 
CARE OF THE LAKE 
(most of the people wash their clothes and cars in the 
Lake with chemical soaps, they don’t collect garbage 
but they burn or bury it in the soil or throw it in the rivers, 
use of non-traditional materials of construction building 
non-finished houses that ruin the landscape).
- LACK OF VALORIZATION OF INDIGENOUS CULTU-
RE AND HISTORY OF SAN RAFAEL
(they recognize themselves as indigenous and they 
want to valorize it, even in order to attract more 
tourism).
 

We tried to discuss about some possible solutions:
- Fit depuration, creation of a safe public access to the 
Lake, collective education in order to avoid contamina-
tion (use of natural soaps if they want to wash clothes 
in the Lake, education to garbage collection, no use of 
chemical products in agriculture).
- Generation of tourism through the valorization of the 
natural landscape, the local handicrafts, the indigenous 
culture.
- Process of sensitizing through little discussions and 
meeting within the community.
- Valorization of natural landscape through native plants 
(and decontamination), use of traditional local materials 
of construction, valorization of local cuisine, history, 
handicrafts through an exposition area, valorization of 
Kichwa language through the promotion of trilingual 
(Spanish-Kichwa-English) in the road signing.

The problems of San Rafael are all connected to each 
other: what they basically want is more tourism, less 
contamination and the valorization of their culture; to 
get a sustainable tourism we need to decontaminate 
the Lake and to valorize their culture; to decontaminate 
the Lake we need a collective sensitization; to have a 
collective sensitization we need a united community 
and to have a united community we need to make them 
conscious of their own identity and the potentiality of 
being indigenous with their own traditions, materials, 
culture. 

 

- Participation
- History
- Traditions
- Identity

- Less people

2.3.5
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Photo: Marta opening the topic of identity, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Walking trip, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Walking trip, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Walking trip, San Rafael de la Laguna. Photo: Municipality and Prefecture round table, Otavalo Municipality.



Photo: Walking trip, San Rafael de la Laguna. Photo: Municipality and Prefecture round table, Otavalo Municipality.

2.1.3
2° Reunion: 

Otavalo’s normative Vs Contest  

June 7rd, 2015

Location: Municipality of Otavalo

The objective of this reunion with the Municipality of 
Otavalo and Ibarra Prefecture, was to get more 
information about the normative to which the contest 
won by San Rafael is subjected: we already knew, 
speaking with Arch. Pedro Antamba, that it should be 
forbidden to built anything in the Lake, but the contest 
emanated by the Prefecture approved the idea of 
building up floating cabañas. Moreover we wanted to 
understand the conditions regarding materials, techno-
logy and functions of the project understanding contest 
limitations: can we change the parameters of the 
winner idea? How should we move in respect to the 
normative? We already had in our mind a potential 
alternative idea for the project: what if we build up a 
public space with a dock and a panoramic pavillion? 
What if we build something in the Lake but just using 
natural materials? And what about the existing wooden 

structure in the Lake’s shore of the project area? 
Since we didn’t get enough answers from the first 
reunion, we aimed to create a round table discussion 
face to face with all the actors involved: the director of 
Urban Planning Department Byron Velasco and the 
technician Pedro Antamba representing Otavalo 
Municipality, the tourism responsable Arturo Myar and 
the economic development responsable Vinicio Puente 
representing Ibarra Prefecture, the authorities of GAD 
and Cachiviru representing San Rafael. Regarding the 
normative, they told us that in respect to the Decreto 
Ejecutivo 1999 art. 646, it’s possible to build outside the 
70m of protection from the Lake’s shore; it’s forbidden 
to build up anything with basic services inside those 
70m, but if we propose something light and not invasive 
using natural materials there is a chance to discuss it 
for a possible approval. If we want to build up 
something IN the Lake we should talk to the Environ-
mental Management Department director Eng. Karen 
Teran. Regarding the existing wooden structure inside 
those 70m of protection, it was illegaly built (like most of 
the constructions around the Lake!) and they said we 
cannot do anything with that, no rehabilitation nor 
interventions. Regarding the contest, Ibarra Prefecture 
told us that a parameter that cannot change is the main 
function: it must be something related to tourism, but 
since the normative does not allow to build floating 
cabañas, we can change the product. The only 
conditions is that what we propose must obviously be 
approved by San Rafael and by Cachiviru community. 

2.1.4

- Limitations
- Contest idea --> Our idea

- Limitations
- Lake       -->   K. Teran
- <70m>   -->   Nothing!
- +70m     -->     May be
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2.3.4 2.1.4 2.1.5
2° Workshop:

¿Como sabemos construir?
                                                       

June 17th-18th, 2015

Location: San Rafael de la Laguna

N° of participants: 10

Objective

17th, June:
 

The first objective of the workshop was to verify the 
problems detected in the first taller, than to propose 
possible solutions, to know better the community life 
understanding more specific problems in terms of 

spaces and activities for the community itself. 

18th, June:
 

The objective of the second day was to know more 
about the natural local materials we could use in our 
project and the generation of architectonical elements 
through the available materials (totora, carrizo, 

cabuya).
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2.3.5
Activities

June, 17th:
 
The workshop started with the presentation of the 
problems detected in the last taller and the possible 
solutions: we wrote the problems on a paper stick to the 
wall and we discussed about it with the people. 
Than we showed them a drawing representing the Lake 
full of tourists, since from the last workshop it seemed 
that the biggest problem of the Lake was the lack of 
tourism. Starting from that, knowing that the Lake 
needs tourism, we tried to understand what THEY 
need: if they need common spaces to meet up during 
the week, if they need relax spaces and what does 
relax mean for them, which kind of activities they would 
like to practice in the surroundings of the Lake and so 
on. We also asked questions related to the needs of 
families and kids, workers, teenagers: we asked where 
the kids stay after school, if they stay with the parents or 
there is a need of a space dedicated to them, if the 
teenagers have particular necessities and which kind of 
spaces they would like to have, if the existing wooden 
house could be used for community’s activities or if they 
imagine it just for the tourist; we also asked them to 
explain us the entire process of the totora to understand 
which kind of spaces they need in relation to the 
handcraft and if the presence of Totora Sisa is enough 
or not. 

Junes, 18th:
 
The workshop started with a discussion around the 
local natural materials: we asked people to tell us 
everything they know about their durability and possibi-
lities of use. After that we split in two groups, each one 
had the task to build up a wall panel made of totora and 
than we discussed about it and the chance to introduce 
one of the two models in our project.

2.3.6
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2.3.6

What does the lake need?

We talked about the problems 
detected in the last workshop 
writing them on a paper stick to 
the wall, discussing possible 
solutions.

Building up!

We split into 2 groups, each one 
had the task to built up a wall 
panel made of totora using 
cabuya and two different techni-
ques; than we discussed about 
them.

What do you need?

Understanding that the main 
problem for them is the lack of 
tourism, we tried to focus on 
more specific community’s 
problems through more specific 
questions.

2.3.7
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2.1.5

- Participation
- Enthusiasm
- Space and functions’ definition

- Less people

Results

17th, June:
 
Regarding the last workshop’s results, the community 
confirmed us the problems detected and agreed with 
the solutions, always underlying that the biggest 
problem for them is the lack of tourism. They told us 
that “relax” means “sit down and eat”, so they express 
the need of a big space (“salon”) where to meet and 
relax. Regarding the existing wooden house they 
conceived it both for the community and tourists, a 
space for the tourist where you can meet indigenous 
people working and living the space. The teenagers 
expressed the need of a place with Wi-Fi to study 
together and doing working groups, an artistic taller 
where they could play instruments and a circular space 
for dancing and fireplace. The families expressed the 
needs of their kids: a space to relax and eat after 
school, a space for doing homeworks, a playing area 
and the possibility to swim safely in the Lake. The 
workers would like to have a totora handcraft workshop 
closed to the Lake since Totora Sisa is seen more like a 
storage and is far from the Lake. Regarding the totora 
process, they told us that this plant grows in the water 
with a deepness of 70-100cm and floating roots and 
must be cut 20-30cm outside the water; it needs three 
weeks to be completely dried (ten days on the water for 
the pre-dry and the other ten days to completely dry 
horizontally on the floor). The minimum space for a 
taller is 80mq (one person need a space of 1,50m x 
2,50m to work the totora) with the necessity of 
protection from wind and rain where the walls could be 
done in totora or Carrizo.

18th, June:

Regarding the durability of the materials the community 
suggest us to use carrizo instead of totora for the 
external spaces: totora has an higher quality but it lasts 
less (just 3 years). Cabuya can be used to tie totora and 
Carrizo. The groups built up two kinds of wall panels: in 
the first one they tied totora’s bundles together with 
wooden beams with cabuya rope making three different 
type of nodes; in the second one they tied totora’s 
bundles on a wooden mark with cabuya rope. During 
the discussion about the two types of walls came out 
that the second type of wall panel is better because of 
the possibility to built it in a modular way and because 
it’s more resistant thanks to the wooden mark. We 
finally discussed about the possibility to introduce it in 
our project using Carrizo instead of totora. The best 
local wood for the exterior is Seike.
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Photo: José showing the best prototype of totora wall, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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2.3.8

Photo: Building up!, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Building up!, San Rafael de la Laguna. Photo: Karen Teran reviewing our proposal, Otavalo Municipality.



Photo: Building up!, San Rafael de la Laguna. Photo: Karen Teran reviewing our proposal, Otavalo Municipality.

3° Reunion: 
Environmental normative: the Lake  

July 1st, 2015

Location: Municipality of Otavalo

The objective of the reunion with the Environmental 
Management Department of Otavalo Municipality was 
mainly to talk about the Lake’s regulation proposing our 
design idea: is it possible to build something “light” and 
easily dismountable inside the Lake without using any 
concrete foundation? What if we build up a dock with a 
floating part made of wood and recycled plastic tanks?
We also wanted to know which kind of certificates we 
needed to get the municipal approval of the project and 

the related timing. 
In this meeting with us there were the authorities of 
Junta Parroquial of San Rafael and the technician of 
Ibarra Prefecture Arturo Myar. The engineer Karen 
Teran confirmed us that our project respects the 
environmental requirements since we decided to use 
just natural local materials such as wood; furthermore 
the plastic tanks we planned to use are recycled and 
didn’t contain any contaminating substance but honey. 
The bad news were about the timing and certificates: 
one of the problems was that neither the community 
knew the exact property of the soil where we will build 
up the project! It came out that we needed: the “uso de 
suelo-linea de fabrica” certificate (that was about the 
use of the soil) to be asked to the Municipality; the 
“permiso ambiental” (environmental permit) that she 
would release; the “permiso arquitectonico” (architectu-
ral permit) released by the director of the Urban 
Planning Department Byron Velasco after the revision 
of the plans; and finally the “permiso de construcción” 
(construction permit) released by the director of Civil 
Engineer Department Vicente Gualsaqui. After this 
reunion it was clear that the whole process would have 
been long and difficult.

    

2.1.6

- Approval of the idea!

- Long timing
- Lots of certificates needed
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Activities

June, 17th:
 
The workshop started with the presentation of the 
problems detected in the last taller and the possible 
solutions: we wrote the problems on a paper stick to the 
wall and we discussed about it with the people. 
Than we showed them a drawing representing the Lake 
full of tourists, since from the last workshop it seemed 
that the biggest problem of the Lake was the lack of 
tourism. Starting from that, knowing that the Lake 
needs tourism, we tried to understand what THEY 
need: if they need common spaces to meet up during 
the week, if they need relax spaces and what does 
relax mean for them, which kind of activities they would 
like to practice in the surroundings of the Lake and so 
on. We also asked questions related to the needs of 
families and kids, workers, teenagers: we asked where 
the kids stay after school, if they stay with the parents or 
there is a need of a space dedicated to them, if the 
teenagers have particular necessities and which kind of 
spaces they would like to have, if the existing wooden 
house could be used for community’s activities or if they 
imagine it just for the tourist; we also asked them to 
explain us the entire process of the totora to understand 
which kind of spaces they need in relation to the 
handcraft and if the presence of Totora Sisa is enough 
or not. 

Junes, 18th:
 
The workshop started with a discussion around the 
local natural materials: we asked people to tell us 
everything they know about their durability and possibi-
lities of use. After that we split in two groups, each one 
had the task to build up a wall panel made of totora and 
than we discussed about it and the chance to introduce 
one of the two models in our project.

2.3.6

Photo: Presentation of the project’s idea to the Mayor and authorities, Cachiviru.
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2.1.6 2.1.7
4° Reunion: 

Mayor approval! 

July 2nd, 2015

Location: Cachiviru

We decided to participate to a survey-reunion of the 
Cachiviru community in the project site with the Otavalo 
Mayor Gustavo Pareja, the Director of Urban Planning 
Byron Velasco, the Civil Engineering director Vicente 
Gualsaqui and other authorities of Otavalo Municipality 
and Ibarra Prefecture. Our objective was to speak 
directly with the Mayor in order to get the approval from 
the highest office of the Municipality and  to have a 
general overview about how to get fastly and easily the 

required certificates.
In front of all those people we had the chance to 
present and explain our project idea, asking and 
answering questions: we finally got the general appro-
val! The Mayor gave us the exact list of certificates 
needed, telling us we could simplify the  procedure 
since it was a little “light” project done with the commu-
nity inside a university course and furthermore we just 
wanted to use natural materials. We also got an 
appointment with Ing. Vicente Gualsaqui for getting the 
construction permit. This final reunion was positive 
from many points of view and we started to prepare all 
the necessary documents and technical plans in order 
to present everything to the community and to the 
Municipality for the official approval.

  

- Dialogue
- General idea’s approval!

- Burocratic facilitation 
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2.1.7 2.1.8
3° Workshop:
¿Que opinan?

July 13th, 2015

Location: San Rafael de la Laguna

N° of participants: 25

Objective

The objective of the last workshop was to present and 
discuss the design of the project elaborated to the 
community, in order to get the general approval before 

delivering the plans to the municipality.
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2.3.8
Activities

First of all we presented the complete design of our 
masterplan, explaining to the community that for 
reasons of money and time we will procede in terms of 
“phases”: the first part to be constructed will be the 
“Muelle-Mirador”, the second one will be the part of the 
70 meters of protection (with the community garden 
and the relax-dance space) and the last one the 
coffee-bar. We prepared a power point presentation 
with the panels representing our design (plans, 
sections, elevations, 3D views and details) in order that 
the project could be visible from all the participants and 
we explained it trying to be as clear as possible. Since 
we knew that the technical drawings might be not 
understandable for the majority of people, we also 
brought a physical model showing our masterplan and 
we discussed the design around it.
We also presented the economic pro-forma in order to 
get the approval from the Junta Parroquial and at the 
end we signed the plans.
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understandable for the majority of people, we also 
brought a physical model showing our masterplan and 
we discussed the design around it.
We also presented the economic pro-forma in order to 
get the approval from the Junta Parroquial and at the 
end we signed the plans.

Project presentation

We presented the design of the 
project, focusing on the 
Muelle-Mirador, with the 
projection of the technical 
drawings through  a power 
point presentation.

Model discussion

We discussed the project 
around a physical model we 
brought with us in a way that 
the project could be easily 
understandable by everyone.

Approved!

At the end of the day all the 
authorities signed the technical 
plans to be delivered to the 
municipality.
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Results

At the end of the day the community approved our 
design and the economic budget: the technical plans 
have been signed by us, the architect Marlown Cuenca, 
the  president of the Junta Parroquial Estela Aguilar, the 
president of Cachiviru Gregorio Anrango Aguilar and by 
Jose Espinosa, in representation of ReyMolaKucha 
association.

- Participation
- Enthusiasm
- Confidence
- General approval
- Signature of plans

Photo: Estela signing the technical plans, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Estela signing the technical plans, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Estela signing the technical plans, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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Photo: Discussion of the project around the model, San Rafael de la Laguna.
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After the approval of the project by the Community and 
the President of San Rafael, Estela Aguilar, who signed 
the official plans on 13th of July, we needed the final ap-
proval of the Municipality of Otavalo for starting the con-

struction.
The Mayor, Gustavo Pareja, gave us a “vocal” approva-
tion but it was not enough; we need to exploite and 
don’t miss this occasion for getting the needed docu-
ments. Our professor Marlown Cuenca gave a founda-
mental contribution with his experience following us in 
the Municipality and helping us in the most difficult 

steps and dialogues with authorities.
The process broght us into the Municipality for two 

entire days running from one office to the others.
FirstFirst we went to “Catastro” office to get the “Linea de fa-
brica” (see attached document pag.369) which defines 
the limits of the area; then we met Karen Teran who re-
leased us the “Enviromental permission” (see attached 
document pag.371) and finally we talked with the engi-
neer Gualsaquì, director of the Civil Engineering de-
partment, who gave us the so desired “Construction 
permission” (see attached document pag.377). With the 
signature of Byron Velasco, director of the Urban Plan-
ning department of the Municipality, the project was offi-

cially approved! (see attached document pag.378)

2.2After the approval of the project by the Community and 
the President of San Rafael, Estela Aguilar, who signed 
the official plans on 13th of July, we needed the final ap-
proval of the Municipality of Otavalo for starting the con-

struction.

Photo: the President of San Rafael, Estela Aguilar, and us, in front of 
the Municipality of Otavalo after the official approvation of the project

Approved!
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6_Municipality
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(Director of Urban
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Photo: sketch of the project and its relation with landscape3Kaymanta | desde aquì
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The eye observes and investigates, whereas the touch 
approaches and feels. The sense of touch is the tool to 
provide information of texture, weight, density and 
temperature but it can also reveal the history and the 
origin of the matter. Hearing is a very incorporating 
sense and provides a three-dimensional atmosphere. 
Sounds reflect in a space, and that way it gives us an 
impression of its form and material.  Steven Holl wrote 
on the subject of sound: “We could redefine space by 
shifting our attention from the visual to how it is shaped 
by resonant sounds, vibrations of materials and 
textures.” Smell is essential to capture one’s memory of 
the place. The nose makes the eyes remember. We 
need only a little amount of molecules of substance to 
trigger an impulse of smell in a nerve end, and we can 
smell more than ten thousand different scents. 
Architecture can stimulate the sense of taste. It means 
that architecture does not literally mean to kneel down 
and try to eat the stone bricks, but it means that 
architecture can make our mouth water just by the sight 
of appealing materials. 
And Architects have this powerful and delicate tool: to 
contemplate design solutions in holistic terms that users 
will ultimately perceive. In that sense, architects are 
experience designers, brand developers and environ-
mental psychologists. Beyond shelter, architecture is a 
stage set for life, a multisensory experience.

the sense of sight is very dominant. We could pay more 
attention to the other senses, as the combined percep-
tion of all the senses gives us our total experience of a 
space. 
We leave so much of our spatial experience to chance if 
we leave the other senses untouched during the design 
process. Juhani Pallasmaa, an important Finnish 
architect, says about this: “[…] modern design at large 
has housed the intellect and the eye, but has left the 
body and the other senses, as well as our memories, 
imaginations and dreams, homeless.” The other senses 
also have powerful influence on our experience of a 
space. From our childhood we learn from our experien-
ces with the world around us. By a variety of experien-
ces the child quite instinctively learns to judge things 
according to weight, solidity, texture, heat-conducting 
ability. All this also holds true for architecture. As young 
children and infants we are constantly reaching 
grasping, fondling everything (as well as putting it in our 
mouths) as this is the best way to learn the “shape” of 
the world around us. 
Each of the five senses uses different cues for exploring 
the environment and features a different perception 
range. When the architectural experience becomes 
multi-sensory, all the senses are equally experiencing 
the quality of the space, which will strengthen the 
existential experience.  J. Gibson, famous American 
psychologist, said about it: “The senses define the 
interface between the skin and the world, the interface 
between the opaque interiority of the body and the 
exteriority of the world.”  And Peter Zumthor remembers 
(from Thinking Architecture, 2005): “There was a time 
when I experienced architecture without thinking about 
it. Sometimes I can almost feel a particular door handle 
in my hand, a piece of metal shaped like the back of a 
spoon. I used to take hold of it when I went into my 
aunt’s garden. That door handle still seems to me like a 
special sign of entry into a world of different moods and 
smells. I remember the sound of the gravel under my 
feet, the soft gleam of the waxed oak staircase, I can 
hear the heavy front door closing behind me as I walk 
along the dark corridor and enter the kitchen, the only 
really brightly lit room in the house. [...] Memories like 
these contain the deepest architectural experience that 
I know. They are the reservoirs of the architectural 
atmospheres and images which I explore in my work as 
an architect.”  
Already in early times the vision was the leading sense 
and as result architectural design is meant to please it. 
One opportunity to dethrone this sense is to combine it 
with the others. Shadows and darkness are essential 
for the sense of vision to determine the depth and 
distance. The eye is the organ of distance, whereas 
touch is the sense o nearness, intimacy and affection. 

Theoretical framework: Perception
According to our academic background we decided to 
focus our design on two main aspects related to 
architecture: perception and modularity. The first one, 
more related to the Genius Loci is the poetry that 
accompanied us in our design process, believing that 
architecture doesn’t involve just the eye but all the 
senses, paying attention to the relation between the 
place and the spectator; the second one is a more 
technical aspect related to the construction that helped 
us in developing a project dividable in modules that the 
community could be easily understand and build up.

Architecture, as creator of a space, is strongly related to 
people. This is why before creating it, we must, first of 
all, understand how we see space, how we perceive it. 
Thus, the last decades can be considered to have been 
an effervescent period during which architects and 
psychologists alike have been attempting to link 
Architecture with the psychology of the individual, seen 
as the user of these spaces. Perception is the first step 
we take when we interact with a space. It is the interface, 
our first contact with the surrounding environment. This 
is why, in a discipline such as Architecture, which is 
attempting to establish a relationship between the 
individual and their environment, it becomes essential to 
identify what perception really is and how can this 
process influence our interconnection with space - as 
users and as designers, as well. Architecture means 
light, form, colour, sound, movement, texture and smell. 
They are all tools through which architects can create 
certain atmospheres. Because the architectural product 
always addresses a user, who will react in a certain way 
towards the architectural object, towards built space, 
towards his environment in general. This relationship is 
bidirectional and its effects are visible on both ways: we 
modify the environment through the designing process 
(architecture, urban planning, design in general) and the 
environment (natural or built) modifies our behaviour. In 
this context, it is crucial to understand the functioning 
mechanism of the perceptual processes that is very 
complex; that involves gathering information through our 
senses; processing it - which implies analysing the 
received information and comparing it against previously 
gathered knowledge, based on past experiences; and 
formulating particular responses - also based on 
previous experiences. 
Perception is in essence a highly creative process: 
although we relate to the same reality, we will perceive it 
in a different way according to what that environment 
means to each of us. In other words our experiences are 
the result of our perception with the senses. We 
experience by what we see, what we hear, smell, taste 
and touch. Without our senses there would be no 
experience. In architecture all senses are important, but 
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rigorous use of well-defined modular interfaces and 
making use of industry standards for interfaces can 
characterize a modular system. Besides reduction in 
cost (due to less customization, and shorter learning 
time), and flexibility in design, modularity offers other 
benefits such as augmentation (adding new solution by 
merely plugging in a new module), and exclusion. 
Moreover the shorter learning time is a great advantage 
in the context of auto construction where people without 
any architectural knowledge have to build up their own 
construction following a procedure that has to be as 
easy as possible. We can also say that modular design 
is an attempt to combine the advantages of standardi-
zation (high volume normally equals low manufacturing 
costs) with those of customization. 
The beauty of modularity also lies in its link to Nature: 
the hexagonal cells in a honeycomb are the most 
poetical image of a modular living space created by a 
cooperating community.

proportions changed for different styles, recommended 
for different types of buildings, in function of their size. 
The use of the module, though never completely 
shelved, and although no longer inspired by the column 
but to other units, was revived in the Renaissance 
period thanks to architects such as Filippo Brunelleschi, 
Leon Battista Alberti and Andrea Palladio with his “I 
quattro libri dell’architettura” (1570). 
In the modern period, the birth of the science of 
construction allowed assessing the safety of design 
choices on scientific knowledge, making useless the 
use of the classical proportions that have been almost 
abandoned. The industrial productions have at the base 
of their development the serial repetition of a same 
element. The module reborn as a tool to simplify the 
construction: If the building is created with the assembly 
of a number of identical elements, we can speak about 
modular construction, where the module is the repeated 
structural element that from being "measure-module" 
becomes "object-module”. An example of modular 
construction is Paxton's Crystal Palace in London 
(1850).  Anyway the Swiss born – French architect Le 
Corbusier (1887–1965) developed the Modulor, an 
anthropometric scale of proportions in the long tradition 
of Vitruvio, Leonardo Da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man, the work 
of Leon Battista Alberti, and other attempts to discover 
mathematical proportions in the human body and then 
to use that knowledge to improve both the appearance 
and function of architecture. The system is based on 
human measurements (height of a man with his raised 
arm), the double unit, the Fibonacci numbers, and the 
golden ratio.  Le Corbusier described it as a "range of 
harmonious measurements to suit the human scale, 
universally applicable to architecture and to mechanical 
things".
In 1943, in response to the French National Organisa-
tion for Standardisation's requirement for standardizing 
all the objects involved in the construction process, Le 
Corbusier asked to consider a scale based upon a man 
with his arm raised to 2.20 m in height and he built up 
buildings considering the Modulor: the most famous 
example is the Unité D’Habitation in Marseille (1950).In 
contemporary architecture, modularity can refer to the 
construction of an object by joining together standardi-
zed units to form larger compositions, and/or to the use 
of a module as a standardized unit of measurement and 
proportion. 
The beauty of modular architecture is that you can 
replace or add any component (module) without 
affecting the rest of the system: we speak about a 
design approach that subdivides a system into smaller 
parts called modules that can be independently created 
and then used in different systems. 
Functional partitioning into scalable reusable modules, 

Theoretical framework: Modularity
Modularity, by definition, is “the degree to which a 
system's components may be separated and recombi-
ned”. The meaning of the word, however, can vary 
somewhat by context.
In nature, modularity refers to the construction of a 
cellular organism by joining together standardized units 
to form larger compositions, as for example, the hexago-
nal cells in a honeycomb. In the study of networks, 
modularity is a benefit function that measures the quality 
of a division of a network into groups or communities. In 
industrial design, modularity refers to an engineering 
technique that builds larger systems by combining 
smaller subsystems. In construction, modules are a 
bundle of redundant project components that are 
industrially produced before installation. Modularity as a 
means of measurement is also intrinsic to certain types 
of building; for example, brick construction is by its 
nature modular insofar as the fixed dimensions of a brick 
necessarily yield dimensions that are multiples of the 
original unit. Attaching bricks to one another to form 
walls and surfaces also reflects a second definition of 
modularity: “the use of standardized units that physically 
connect to each other to form larger compositions”.
The modular design in architecture is based on a 
module, as to say a unit that is repeated several times 
giving balanced proportions to the architectural product, 
assigned by the designer who guides the definition of all 
manufacturing steps.
In antiquity, the lack of universal measurement units 
made the use of the module absolutely essential: design 
using a module allowed to overcome the difficulties 
arising from the presence of different sizes in different 
locations of the world. This difference existed because, 
according to the power of a community, this could 
impose other communities the most advantageous units 
in carrying trade: for example in building construction 
where materials were combined from various places, 
such differences created problems that the architect 
resolved initially by establishing the reference unit to 
carry out the construction.
In classical architecture, from Vitruvio’s essay “De 
Architectura” (15 a.C) as main reference, we know that 
the architectural module was considered not only a 
measure of magnitude or a unit that is repeated several 
times, but the system to achieve balanced forms in a 
building. These proportions were rules that defined the 
structural elements. The measurements of all the 
elements were taken with precise mathematical propor-
tion relationships: the module was the diameter of the 
column; the thickness of the beam and the upper frames 
had to be twice the diameter of the column (2 modules) 
and the height of the column 10 times its diameter (10 
modules). To compensate for the different stresses that 
occurred with the increase of the size of the building, the 
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Local population and the GAD helped us in better un-
derstanding and knowing the project area but the lack 
of official documents obliged us to do a survey on site 

through the use technical instruments.
The project are is located in Cachiviru community on 
the shore of the lake and its surrounded by coltivated 
fields on both sides and closed by a totora wall at the 

border with the lake. It has a total area of 1728 sqm.
ThisThis place, thanks also to its closeness to the lake, is 
very important for the community and is used by local 
people as space for festivities, events and important ce-

rimones.
When we arrived, the only structure already present on 
site was a wooden structure of two floors built “illegaly” 
from the community and used as meeting space; they 
wanted to transform it in a coffee bar for the tourist that 

arrive there.
TheThe 13th of June we started our measurement from the 
land perimeter, its difference of levels and its natural ob-
stacles such as the totora pant. We misured the level of 
water knowing that it changes of 0.50 m during the year.
The hardest part was the survey of th existing wooden 
structure made through the use of technical instruments 

such the tape measure and the distance-laser.
This survey allowed us to define the base on which 

build up the next design.

3.1Local population and the GAD helped us in better un-
derstanding and knowing the project area but the lack 
of official documents obliged us to do a survey on site 

through the use technical instruments.

Photo: Sketch of the area and its borders during the on-site survey,
 the 13th of June 2015 
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On-site survey: 
perimeter and difference of levels

WWe started our survey by measuring the peri-
meter of the area and its shape sorrounded by 
private coltivated fields. The hardest part was 
the undefined and irregual border of the lake. 
The total area was calculated of 1728 sqm with 
any rilevant difference of levels, just a small 
bump in proximity of the lake made artificially.

Existing structure survey:
plan and elevation

On-site survey: 
totora wall and water level

SecondlySecondly we analyzed the presence of physical 
natural elements on the site such as the wall of 
totora that, from the water level, rises up till 3 
meters of height for a width of about 10 meters 
from the land border inside the water.
TheThe water level, measured in that period one 
meter below the soil level, changes of 0.5m 
during the year according to the “rain” season 
or the “dry” one.

On-site survey: 
existing wooden structure

TheThe hardest measurement was the one of the 
existing structure made by wooden pillars and 
beams and based on concrete blocks. The roof, 
composed by brick tiles, reaches an height of 
5.20 meters when the structure is developed on 
two floors. Due to its unaccesible height we 
needed technical instruments such as the di-
stance-laser to complete the measurement.stance-laser to complete the measurement.
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Photo: Measurement of the existing wooden structure beams and their diameters Photo: Measurement of the wooden structure height and roof inclination 
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Photo: Measurement of the existing wooden structure beams and their diameters Photo: Measurement of the wooden structure height and roof inclination 
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Photo: Chiara checking the perimeter of the area with measuring tape. 
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Location: Community of Cachiviru, Parroquia de San 
Rafael del la Laguna, Otavalo.

TheThe basic concept of our project was to “valorize what 
there is with what there is”. We propose an architecture 
with low enviromental impact that, respecting the 
Genius Loci of the Place, valorizes the natural enviro-
ment of the lake and exploites its materials (wood, 
totora, carrizo, light, water, air and people). We also 
wanted to create architectural spaces that can generate 
didifferent atmospheres influencing the emotional state of 

a person, tourist or local.
What we proposed is a reinterpretation of the tradicio-
nal concept of “pier”, intended as a journey through 
which the tourist, or better “traveller” can walk inside the 
every-day life of the community that, due to strong glo-
balization and city model, it’s loosing its own identity. 
On the base of a 3x3m grid, that is the dimention of mi-
nimun spaces, of the max span that wooden beams can 
reach as structural elements and that allowed us a 
great  functionality and speed in the construction, we di-
stributed linearly the different functions inside the area. 
Our site was characterized by a massive “wall” of totora 
that didn’t allow to reach and see the lake. With our 
project we emphazided this closness giving at the same 
time two different ways to surpass it: up above the 
totora level (360°) or down at the water level (180°). We 
conceived the lake as a living element and we wanted 
people to experience it. That’s why we projected 
wooden dock-modules that float, move and dance with 

the waves.
But, as we described in the previous chapter, we had to 
deal also with the confused normative on land use and 
property. After all the meetings with the authorities of 
the Municipality and the Major Gustavo Pareja the final 

normative defines that:
-the-the water area of the lake in not subjected to any restri-
ctions but any service or installation can’t be proposed. 

Forbidden the use of concrete.
-the first 70m from the water towards the inside land are 
a protected area in which basic services or solid wastes 

are not allowed.
-outside the limit of 70m everything can be built accor-

ding to local normative.
This physical division became, during the approvation 
meeting, also a temporal strategic division of the con-
struction phases of which, the Muelle-Mirador Kayman-

ta, was the first one to be approved.

3.2Location: Community of Cachiviru, Parroquia de San 
Rafael del la Laguna, Otavalo.

TheThe basic concept of our project was to “valorize what 
there is with what there is”. We propose an architecture 
with low enviromental impact that, respecting the 
Genius Loci of the Place, valorizes the natural enviro-
ment of the lake and exploites its materials (wood, 
totora, carrizo, light, water, air and people). We also 
wanted to create architectural spaces that can generate 
di

Photo: Sketch of the masterplan intended as a “travel” ihrough the 
every-day life of the community.

Masterplan
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Project axonometry
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Spaces & functions

1_MUELLE MIRADOR: 
composed by 12 modules to expe-
rience the lake from different levels 
and perspectives.

2_EXISTING STRUCTURE: 
is reorganized as a space for work-
shops with totora.

3_LEISURE SPACE: 
under traditional textile courtains 
aims to create a space for relax and 
leisure.

4_EVENT SPACE: 
circular space used as meeting 
point during festivities and events.

5_COMMUNITARIAN GARDEN: 
where the community can coltivate 
its own typical food.

6_COFEE BAR: 
36m2 as internal space + external 
space outside to enjoy views and 
tastes.

7_N7_NATIVE PLANTS: 
replantation of native plants to valo-
rize the natural landscape and its 
various vegetation.        
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The Muelle-Mirador is composed by 13 modules (6 
no-floating and 7 floating, 9mq each) based on a geo-
metrical grid of 3x3m. Starting from this grid we consi-
der each module as a platform on which we can put two 
kinds of devices: earth and water ones. The four 
non-floating modules of the walking path are conceived 
as simple platforms leading to the other two static pla
tforms on which we placed the stairs and the Mirador 
(earth devices) from where you can experience the 
place through the sight sense; the Mirador is composed 
by an upper level to contemplate the lake standing 
above the totora wall (3 meters height) that grows on 
the shore and a lower level that works like a window on 
the Imbabura volcano and as an access to the floating 

dock. dock. 
For the water modules the idea is that the client, in rela-
tion to its needs and desires, can assemble them in an 
organic development that can expand, reduce, or tran-
sform. In some of these modules we propose to use 1/3 
of the surface for fornitures and devices (seats,-
deckchair,net,ladder,docking) in order to live the water 
and enjoy the landscape view. These fornitures occupy 
1x3 smq and are located on the right or on the left of the 

module in order to leave a central walkable path.
Regarding the choice of materials we selcted natural 
materials related to the site such as SEIKE wood 
(structural elements), COLORADO wood and carrizo, a 
water plant similar to bamboo which usually grows at 

the border of the lake.
Since the project is intented to and for the community 
we decided to adopt easy techniques of construction 

trying to exploit their traditional techniques. 

DuringDuring the construction process, if for the part of 
walking path and mirador we were supported by the 
knowledge and experience of Darwin and his team of 
carpeters, for the floating module we verified its functio-
nality and capability through a careful calculation and 

the realization of a prototype. 
With an engineer we carried out some calculations 
obtaing 10 as number of plastic tanks needed to make 

one module floating properly.
But to be sure at 100% of the validity of these calcula-
tion we also build up the 14th of July, with the helps of 

Darwin and a collaborator, a prototype in scale 1:1.

. 

3.3The Muelle-Mirador is composed by 13 modules (6 
no-floating and 7 floating, 9mq each) based on a geo-
metrical grid of 3x3m. Starting from this grid we consi-
der each module as a platform on which we can put two 
kinds of devices: earth and water ones. The four 
non-floating modules of the walking path are conceived 
as simple platforms leading to the other two static pla

Photo: Sketch of the Muelle-mirador showing the perception views 

Muelle-mirador & prototype
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Before delivering the project to the Municipality we 
wanted to ensure that the floating modules were going 
to be secure and stable. With an engineer we carried 
out some calculations considering the number and 
weight of the wooden beams, the weight of the floor 
slabs and hypotetically thinking about 20 as the max 
number of people that could physically stand on our 
module (see attached document pag.386).module (see attached document pag.386).
Computing the calculation we got that the number of 
plastic tanks needed to make the module floats proper-
ly was 10. But to be sure at 100% of the validity of these 
calculation we also build up, the night of the 14th of 
July, with the help of Darwin and his collaborator, a pro-
totype in scale 1:1. The material used (wooden beams 
and tanks) and the compensation for the carpenters 
work were payed by our professor Patricio Yacelga.
The day after we put it in the water of San Pablo lake 
and we stand on it. We decided that for higher security 
and stability was better to add two more tanks on the 
two sides reaching a total number of 12 tankes needed 
for each floating module. 

14th of July 2015
Building up the prototype

TheThe night of the 14th of July we built up, in the 
house of Ramon Burgas, together with the car-
penter Darwin and his collaborator, the first flo-
ating prototype. All the material needed (woo-
den beams and floor, tanks, metallic elements 
and working tools) where payed by our Profes-
sor Patricio Yacelga. The morning of the fol
lowing day the prototype was ready to be 
tested.

15th of July 2015 
Transportation of the prototype to the shore

DueDue to its weight and dimention it was impossi-
ble for us to transport the module till the water. 
Thanks to a small van of the community rented 
for that day we were able to transport the 
module to a small area close to the shore of the 
lake. Here, we tied the steel ropes around the 
tanks and we assured all together.

The prototype is tested!

ItIt was quite difficult for us, that were only six, to 
turn this heavy structure into the water. So we 
asked to some local people their help and, 
thanks to a great team work, we put it in the 
water holding it with a rope to the land. We 
jumped on it: first one, than two, three, four, 
five! It was supporting us very well but the 
waveswaves of the lake made it a bit unstable. We de-
cided that, for higher security and stablity, was 
better to add two more tanks, reaching 12 at 
total number of tanks  needed for each module. 

_______ 1400Kg

__ 89,1Kg

__ 29,7Kg

____ 76,1Kg

TOTAL 
1654,2Kg

1654,2 : 208 = 9,65 = 10 
(number of necessary 
tanks for each 3x3 meter 
floating wood module)

Prototype
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Photo: Us and our professors Marlown Cuenca and Patricio Yacelga on the floating prototype.
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Photo: Us and our professors Marlown Cuenca and Patricio Yacelga on the floating prototype.
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Photo: View of the project area arriving with the boat from the Lake during the “Caballitos crossing” competition.
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FLOATING MODULE
1) SEIKE wood ............................1,8x10x240 cm
2) SEIKE beams:  
-4 perimetral beams ........................4x20x300 cm 
-4 beams .........................................4x10x300 cm 
-2 beams .........................................2x20x300 cm 
3) Plastic tank55gal .............................d:58-90cm3) Plastic tank55gal .............................d:58-90cm
4) Galvanized steel rope

MIRADOR
5) Carrizo covering + wooden frame
6) SEIKE wood ............................1,8x10x240 cm
7) Wooden structure: 
-SEIKE wood columns ..........................10x10 cm
-SEIKE wood beams ............................10x10 cm-SEIKE wood beams ............................10x10 cm
8) SEIKE wood .............................1,8x10x240 cm
9) Wooden structure: 
-2 COLORADO trasversal beams....6x13x600 cm 
-5 COLORADO longitudinal beams6X13X300 cm
10) PALM SHOOT Supporting columns.........d:20

WALKING PATH
111) SEIKE wood ...........................1,8x10x240 cm
12) Wooden structure: 
-3 COLORADO trasversal beams....6x13x600 cm 
-5 COLORADO longitudinal beam  6X13X300 cm
13) PALM SHOOT Supporting column... .d:20 cm

SEIKE WOOD
Local wood, optimal for outdoor envi-
ronments due to its resistance to water 

and rain.

COLORADO WOOD
Local wood, similar to Seike but lighter 
and with the advantage of reaching 6 

meters lenght.

CARRIZO
Local plant similar to bamboo that 
grows in the lake shore. Useful for fini-

shings.

PALM SHOOTS
Palm shoots used for foundations be-
cause of its resistance to water and its 

lenght (max. 12 meters).

PLASTIC TANKS
Recycled plastic tanks PLASTIGAMA 
of 55gal; dimensions of 58cm (diame-

ter) and 90cm lenght.

GABION + STONES
Gabion with stones (1x1x3meters) 
used for foundation to avoid concrete.

METALIC ELEMENTS
Metalic profiles and elements used for 
junction and reinforcement of the main 

materials.

Structure & materials
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Following Norberg-Schulz theoretical phylosophy we 
believed that a simple urban analysis was not enough 
to really understand and “listen” the spirit of the place. 
WWe wanted to catch something more, that is not percei-
ved with the eyes or readable on maps. We believe that 
an olistic and multidisciplinary approach, at which many 
voices can take part, could enrich the general analysis, 
the process and the final result. 
In pratical terms we organize our methodology in three 
big steps: what we perceive (subjective), mainly related 
to our sensations and feelings walking around the lake, 
listen to the others (subjective), in which different voices 
are listened to get a wider panorama, and an objective 
analysis (objective), based on official documents and 
interviews. 
Discovering,Discovering, walking, watching, talking and listening 
are the key words that followed us in this big adventure.

Photo: construction site as children playground!4Photo: construction site as children playground!

Came to the World
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accompanied by the ability to participate in the common 
effort and motivation, to communicate with the group 
and to understand the internal dynamics.
An important example of guided auto-construction 
ideology is the Elemental program of the Chilean 
architect Alejandro Aravena, who especially deals with 
social housing and developed what he calls “incremen-
tal housing”; if with the economic resources available 
we can build a house of 40 m2 (usually the most difficult 
part: structure, kitchen, bathroom), we must ensure that 
the family is able to build the other 40 m2, but to obtain 
a quality result, the incrementality must be designed 
and people must be guided through meetings, surveys, 
workshops and should be aware of the restrictions in 
this regard. He thinks that  we must not simply leave a 
building in half and wait for an individual to complete it, 
but it is necessary that the initial shape of the dwelling 
advances the way in which the self-construction allows 
a family to reach an acceptable living standard.�Under 
this lens, the self-construction may cease to be seen as 
a problem but rather as part of the solution to the 
problem. The slum are usually seen as the impossibility 
of the population to access to formal homes, but can 
also be viewed as the enormous capacity of the popula-
tion of self procure their own living space outside of the 
traditional mechanisms of society.
An example of auto-construction for the integration of 
disadvantaged groups is the Italian project of “Villaggio 
della Speranza”.
It responds to the need expressed by 30 Gypsy (Sinti) 
from Veneto residents at the former municipal area of 
Via Tassinari in Padova, to improve their living 
conditions and to go out of exclusion. The creation of 
the Village combines the Municipal Administration 
availability with respect for Sinti traditions, as to say 
their will to live with their extended families. The project 
included the participation of the community to the 
technical meetings with the authorities of the City of 
Padua during the whole process of the project. The Sinti 
have attended a vocational training course for 
construction workers, took part in the concrete phase of 
self-building and entered by Cooperativa Muratori 
Padovana, they left 1/3 of the monthly salary as 
co-financing of the work. Currently the area and the 
accommodation is owned by the Municipality of Padua 
and were awarded for rent to Sinti families that, unlike 
what happens in municipal nomad camps across Italy, 
have entered into the contracts of utilities in their own 
name, paying their bills. 
Unfortunately there are also negative experiences such 
as what happened in Ravenna. In 2003 the Municipality 
started the realization of 4 self-building projects: Piangi-
pane, Savarna, Filetto and Sant-Alberto. Of the four 
projects, the fourth planned was never started, the first 

was finished after six years with an enormous unforese-
en investment of money, the second was completed 
after eight years, at a double cost with respect to the 
economic budget and the third one was abandoned 
because of association bankrupt.
It is anyway important to underline the positive aspects 
of auto-construction. 
First of all it has an economic value because the people 
having a low income can access a home and be directly 
involved in the process, since the self-construction is a 
time of participation; it’s especially aimed at those 
vulnerable groups who despite having an income do not 
have access to a house (young people, couples, 
immigrants) playing a strong role of aggregation, social 
inclusion and integration of immigrant families. Admini-
strations, without incurring huge costs, can provide 
social housing and enable social inclusion initiatives, 
knowledge and stimulation for active citizenship.
It also has a social value because usually the projects 
are looming as a civil society workshop, not without 
tensions and conflicts, in which the members participate 
in the design and construction of living spaces, working 
cooperating together and knowing each other, 
implementing forms of mutual solidarity and mediation 
that facilitate collaboration and the dialogue between 
families, especially in view of possible future initiatives 
aimed at creating a genuine sustainable communities.
The environmental value of auto-construction is another 
important point: self-made architecture is usually 
attentive to quality, types, choice of materials and 
techniques to the new demands of environmental 
sustainability, trying to reduce as much as possible the 
environmental impact; being a participatory process 
initiatives they should have a major role in raising 
awareness of the environment and renewable sources. 
We strongly believe that self-construction must be 
guided by professional figures to really work; it must be 
directed and assisted by professionals, defining precise 
arrangements and construction technology depending 
on the local context and culture. Furthermore particular 
attention should be given to the management over time 
of products made through a maintenance program to be 
implemented periodically.
The enthusiasm and attitude of the homebuilders group 
is a fundamental element for the success of the process 
on time and within budget, and it is one of the most 
difficult things to implement and maintain, given the 
enormous effort both physically and mentally needed to 
participate in a self-building initiative.

a national policy encouraging the development of 
precisely structured and organic programs can ensure 
greater coverage and continuity over time. 
The self-construction is also a common practice in 
developing Countries and many NGOs, associations or 
public administrations, support it even drafting operatio-
nal manuals intended for self-builders. 
Traditional, innovative, guided, utopic and integrative: 
many are the faces of auto-construction around the 
world depending on the approach, the aim, the knowle-
dge, the context, the culture and the people. 
Regarding the traditional one, from ancient times the 
inhabitants of villages or peripheral urban neighborho-
ods are used to independently build the homes they 
need. The isolated or marginal communities also 
realize, thanks to the voluntary work, collective buildin-
gs of common interest. The work is usually unpaid and 
in these cases motivated by a relative scarcity of 
financial resources, which generally corresponds to a 
limited level of organization and specialization of local 
production structures. The technology is usually 
derived, without special attention, from the historical 
and geographical context that welcomes the 
construction; traditions are deeply rooted in places, so 
the persistence of building technologies is seen as a 
defense of the distinctive characteristics of a culture. 
Often, however, amateur builders reproduce the draft of 
functional technologies for rich and advanced 
production systems, as in the case of the metropolitan 
suburbs in developing countries where self-built shacks 
are crowded in unhealthy neighborhoods. 
A symmetrical way of understanding the self-con-
struction is the involvement of designers in the actual 
implementation of the project or prototype. For resear-
chers, the investigation and innovation object is 
precisely the technology, used both in design as in 
building; technology that is extrapolated from the 
established relationship between disciplines and 
specializations to make it more appropriate in environ-
mental and anthropological terms. 
In the self-construction applied in an innovative way 
may be necessary that someone, technically most 
experienced than self-builders, guides them and assists 
them in the yard. It is not the case of the revival of the 
classic figure of the foreman that the builders probably 
would live as an external imposition, but a sort of 
counselor who knows how effective integrates into the 
group. His role will obviously not be of purely technical 
nature, which is to provide advice for a more expedi-
tious execution of the work in progress, but will also 
have to act as a liaison between the group and the 
designer in order to make the self-construction an 
enriching experience for everybody. Technical compe-
tence cannot certainly be missed but it has to be 

Theoretical framework: Auto-construction

The term auto-construction (or self-construction) in 
architecture outlines “the strategies to replace with 
amateur actors the companies that, in an evolved 
productive structure, deal normally with the construction 
of the building on behalf of its future users”. 
Self-building is a practice always existed in human 
history; it was the main way in which our town centers 
have been built up. In Italy since the beginning of the 
century until the ‘50s an important part of the overall 
production of houses was self-constructed, mainly with 
individual and spontaneous initiatives. Later, with the 
strong specialization of labor and the increased legislati-
ve oversight, this practice gradually disappeared only to 
be rediscovered in the ‘70s in an organized and guided 
way. The northern European countries (England, 
Denmark, the Netherlands) and the United States, soon 
identified the auto-construction as a means to respond 
to housing needs, developing the first models of the new 
way of self-building. This practice raised the national 
interest in 1946 during the reconstruction phase so that 
in 1966 the government has taken charge of a rigorous 
national program. In the United States already during 
the '30s through the political "self help", the self-con-
struction has seen its circulation coming to date with 
well-structured national programs such as S.H.O.P 
(Self-help Home Ownership Opportunity Programs) that 
annually makes available funds for the auto-con-
struction managed through organization that are 
selected on the entire national territory. In Italy the first 
experience of self-construction was developed mainly in 
the north, thanks to the birth of no-profit associations 
and figures of interest such as Giuseppe Cusatelli. He is 
an architect, former professor of Politecnico di Milano, 
who in the ‘70s developed a constructive model easily 
approachable by non-professional builders; this was 
also possible thanks to the use of lightweight materials, 
easily used by a workforce of amateurs, that is not 
equipped with all the skills and high-technologies.
The self-construction has been transformed from 
spontaneous phenomenon to an organized guided 
process by which community citizens are able to build 
their own home, according to all the norms that regulate 
the building system, so as to provide all the performance 
of a building realized with traditional production method.
Today the self-construction is quite widespread in Italy 
also thanks to the presence of many cooperatives and 
associations that promote and inform on the subject, the 
presence of a good number of publications, the interest 
of public opinion, but above all the comforting experien-
ce of many initiatives successfully concluded and a 
number of ongoing initiatives.
There are, however, legislative gaps that often slow 
down or hinder the birth of the initiatives and the lack of 
a national policy encouraging the development of 
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attention should be given to the management over time 
of products made through a maintenance program to be 
implemented periodically.
The enthusiasm and attitude of the homebuilders group 
is a fundamental element for the success of the process 
on time and within budget, and it is one of the most 
difficult things to implement and maintain, given the 
enormous effort both physically and mentally needed to 
participate in a self-building initiative.

a national policy encouraging the development of 
precisely structured and organic programs can ensure 
greater coverage and continuity over time. 
The self-construction is also a common practice in 
developing Countries and many NGOs, associations or 
public administrations, support it even drafting operatio-
nal manuals intended for self-builders. 
Traditional, innovative, guided, utopic and integrative: 
many are the faces of auto-construction around the 
world depending on the approach, the aim, the knowle-
dge, the context, the culture and the people. 
Regarding the traditional one, from ancient times the 
inhabitants of villages or peripheral urban neighborho-
ods are used to independently build the homes they 
need. The isolated or marginal communities also 
realize, thanks to the voluntary work, collective buildin-
gs of common interest. The work is usually unpaid and 
in these cases motivated by a relative scarcity of 
financial resources, which generally corresponds to a 
limited level of organization and specialization of local 
production structures. The technology is usually 
derived, without special attention, from the historical 
and geographical context that welcomes the 
construction; traditions are deeply rooted in places, so 
the persistence of building technologies is seen as a 
defense of the distinctive characteristics of a culture. 
Often, however, amateur builders reproduce the draft of 
functional technologies for rich and advanced 
production systems, as in the case of the metropolitan 
suburbs in developing countries where self-built shacks 
are crowded in unhealthy neighborhoods. 
A symmetrical way of understanding the self-con-
struction is the involvement of designers in the actual 
implementation of the project or prototype. For resear-
chers, the investigation and innovation object is 
precisely the technology, used both in design as in 
building; technology that is extrapolated from the 
established relationship between disciplines and 
specializations to make it more appropriate in environ-
mental and anthropological terms. 
In the self-construction applied in an innovative way 
may be necessary that someone, technically most 
experienced than self-builders, guides them and assists 
them in the yard. It is not the case of the revival of the 
classic figure of the foreman that the builders probably 
would live as an external imposition, but a sort of 
counselor who knows how effective integrates into the 
group. His role will obviously not be of purely technical 
nature, which is to provide advice for a more expedi-
tious execution of the work in progress, but will also 
have to act as a liaison between the group and the 
designer in order to make the self-construction an 
enriching experience for everybody. Technical compe-
tence cannot certainly be missed but it has to be 

Theoretical framework: Auto-construction

The term auto-construction (or self-construction) in 
architecture outlines “the strategies to replace with 
amateur actors the companies that, in an evolved 
productive structure, deal normally with the construction 
of the building on behalf of its future users”. 
Self-building is a practice always existed in human 
history; it was the main way in which our town centers 
have been built up. In Italy since the beginning of the 
century until the ‘50s an important part of the overall 
production of houses was self-constructed, mainly with 
individual and spontaneous initiatives. Later, with the 
strong specialization of labor and the increased legislati-
ve oversight, this practice gradually disappeared only to 
be rediscovered in the ‘70s in an organized and guided 
way. The northern European countries (England, 
Denmark, the Netherlands) and the United States, soon 
identified the auto-construction as a means to respond 
to housing needs, developing the first models of the new 
way of self-building. This practice raised the national 
interest in 1946 during the reconstruction phase so that 
in 1966 the government has taken charge of a rigorous 
national program. In the United States already during 
the '30s through the political "self help", the self-con-
struction has seen its circulation coming to date with 
well-structured national programs such as S.H.O.P 
(Self-help Home Ownership Opportunity Programs) that 
annually makes available funds for the auto-con-
struction managed through organization that are 
selected on the entire national territory. In Italy the first 
experience of self-construction was developed mainly in 
the north, thanks to the birth of no-profit associations 
and figures of interest such as Giuseppe Cusatelli. He is 
an architect, former professor of Politecnico di Milano, 
who in the ‘70s developed a constructive model easily 
approachable by non-professional builders; this was 
also possible thanks to the use of lightweight materials, 
easily used by a workforce of amateurs, that is not 
equipped with all the skills and high-technologies.
The self-construction has been transformed from 
spontaneous phenomenon to an organized guided 
process by which community citizens are able to build 
their own home, according to all the norms that regulate 
the building system, so as to provide all the performance 
of a building realized with traditional production method.
Today the self-construction is quite widespread in Italy 
also thanks to the presence of many cooperatives and 
associations that promote and inform on the subject, the 
presence of a good number of publications, the interest 
of public opinion, but above all the comforting experien-
ce of many initiatives successfully concluded and a 
number of ongoing initiatives.
There are, however, legislative gaps that often slow 
down or hinder the birth of the initiatives and the lack of 
a national policy encouraging the development of 
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After the official approval in the Municipality the most 
difficult and delicate phase was the dealing with money.
The 30th of July we met the GAD of San Rafael in order 
to know how to financiate the purchase of materials and 
the first phase of construction that had been brought on 

by a little group of carpenters.
SinceSince we operated with a public Institution all the mat-
ters regarding money should have been managed 
through a legal telematic system according to which we 
had to provide three different pro-formas for each mate-
rial (wooden pieces, plastic tanks and working tools) 
and between them select the winner ones which means 
the cheapest. In any case the total price of these mate
rials should not have exceed our quote proposed with 
the project, which means a total budget lower than 

25000 dollars.
We went around Quito and Otavalo for about two weeks 
recollecting all the needed proformas; without the help 
and the experience of our professor Marlown Cuenca 
and Patricio Yacelga this step would have taken much 

more time and money.
AfterAfter the official reunion with the Junta Parroquial and a 
brief discussion the three winner proformas were se-
lected. The next step was to come back to each winner 
provider in order to get the original “invoice” for each 
material, the only document through which was possi-

ble to officially transfer the money.
The 18th of August Jaime, the official treasures of GAD, 
realized the online payment (after some technical pro-
blems). We had to wait around 5-6 days before getting 
the recepit of the transition and the confirmation of the 

arrival-time of each material. 
Paralleling to this phase we also had to deal with the re-
search of some professional and competent figures that 

could help us in the construction of the mirador.
Our professor, Patricio Yacelga, put us in contact with 
the carpenter that usually works with him: Darwin Zapa-
ter. He and his collaborator helped us in the con-
struction of the first floating prototype and, saw the 
well-done job, we proposed him and his team (4 car-
penters in total) to the GAD for the construction phase 

of the mirador
We also partecipated as mediators to the meeting 
between the Junta Parroquial and the carpenters where 
they discussed about their salary and the timetable re-
lated to the construction of the first part.  Everything 

was signed in an official contract.
With the arrival of the first materials on site the con-

struction could definitively start!
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Since

Photo: Children playing in the football field of Cachiviru with the 
arrived tanks for the floating modules.

Bureaucratic process
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30th of July 2015
Reunion with GAD 

BeforeBefore starting the process of construction one 
of the first important step was the dealing of the 
money. For that reason we met the Junta Par-
roquial in order to know how to financiate the 
purchase of materials and the first phase of 
construction that had been brought on by a little 
group of carpenters.

Recollecting proformas

SinceSince we operated with a public Institution all 
the matters regarding money should have been 
managed through a legal telematic system ac-
cording to which we provided three pro formas 
for each material (see attached document 
pag.388) in order to select the winner one that 
means the most affordable.

Meeting with Carpenters

WWe partecipated also to a meeting between the 
GAD and the carpenters intended to build the 
static part of the project -el Mirador- in order to 
decide about the money for their compensation 
and the time related to the construction of the 
first part.  Everything was signed in an official 
contract.

Winner proformas

AfterAfter a reunion with the Junta Parroquial the 
three cheapest proformas (one for wood, one 
for tanks and one for working tools) were se-
lected (see attached document pag.400). At 
this point we had to come back to each winner 
provider in order to get the original “invoice”, 
the only document through which was possible 
to oto officially transfer the money.

18th of August 2015 
Transfer of money

TheThe 18th of August the Junta Parroquial gave 
the start to the online payment. We had to wait 
around 5-6 days before getting the recepit of 
the transition. The next step was the arrivals of 
the first material on site!

27th of August
Arrival of first materials

ThatThat day the wooden beams and columns arri-
ved on site and with the help of community we 
started to verify if all materials ordered arrived 
in the correct quantity and in a good condition. 
We located them in a secure place protected 
from rain and sun.
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4.2Construction process

The construction process, started on August 24th, 2015 
and ended on October 12th, 2015, has been the result 
of the strict collaboration between us and the communi-
ty of Cachiviru: we can speak about participatory 
construction thanks to the indigenous tradition of 
“mingas”, for which the community was already used to 
work helping each other and on which we based our 
construction process. “Minga” by definition is “a collabo-
rative work in which friends and neighbours volunteer 
their time, effort, and sometimes funds to achieve a 

shared goal for the betterment of the community”.
The construction can be divided into two phases accor-
ding to the actors working on site. We have been 
always present on site with FAU Professors Arch. 
Marlown Cuenca (who took the technical responsability 
of the project since we were just students) and Arch. 
Patricio Yaselga. In the first phase we have been 
helped by the group of four carpenters to build up the 
foundations, the boardwalk, the Mirador structure and 
stairs. We unfortunetly had some problems with them 
since we questioned many times their way of working 
and they had to rebuild part of the stairs because it was 
not correct: for this reason they worked on site one 
week more with respect to their contract. In the second 
phase we were more “autonomous” and we worked in 
collaboration with the community for building up the 
floating part that was easier (thanks to the floating 
prototype previously built with the carpenters) and we 
knew exactly how to assemble the various pieces. We 
didn’t miss problems also in this phase: from the absen-
ce of the community to the constant need of buying 
more materials that seemed to be never enough, due to 
their loss or damage. Regarding materials, when we 
planned the floating modules’ construction we realized 
that the ordered wood was not enough for building up 
all the seven modules with furnitures, so we decided 
with the community to build up just five modules 
(including the protoype of which we just changed the 
damaged flooring) and two seat-furnitures; the surplus 
tanks have been stored by the community to be used in 
case of necessity or to build up an other floating module 
in the future. We documented day by day the whole 
process of construction through a “libro de obra” signed 
by us and by the president of Cachiviru (see attached 

document pag. 410). 
What we surely learned is the enormous difficulty of an 
organization that has to deel with a lot of actors: today 
is often tomorrow and everything on construction site 

changes with respect to the paper drawings!

Photo: Children playing and carpenters working, 
construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Filling the gabion with stones, construction site, Cachiviru.

1° Week
August 24th-28th, 2015

Planned activities

In the first week of construction we planned to (1)Prepa-
re, clean and level the construction soil. (2)Clean the 
Lake’s shore from Totora to make space for the 
construction. (3)Begin and finish the “replanteo in situ” 
(preparation of the site signing the principal points 
where to put the foundation palm shoots). (4)Receive, 
check, catalogue and treat all the ordered wooden 
pieces with varnish. (5)Do all the necessary procedures 
to purchase the last needed materials. (6)Begin and 

finish the positioning of foundation palm shoots.

4.2.1
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Site preparation

The community started to clean 
up the Lake’s shore from totora 
and carrizo plants in order to 
make space for the 
construction.

Soil preparation

An auxiliary of Otavalo Munici-
pality proceeded to clean and 
level the soil with a backhoe 
making a 3x1x1 meters hollow 
in order to make space for the 
gabion of stones put by the 
community.

Wood reception

We received the order of wood 
checking that all the pieces 
were in optimal quality 
condition and we classified 
them according to dimensions.

Realized activities
In the first week of work an auxiliary of the Municipality 
of Otavalo proceeded to clean and level the soil with 
backhoe making earth movement (3x1x1m hollow) to 
place the gabion of stones; In addition the community 
proceeded to clean the Lake’s shore to make space for 
the construction; we did various procedures for purcha-
sing materials in Otavalo and the carpenters didn’t show 
up; the day 27/08/2015 arrived the ordered wood in situ 
(a day later with respect to the planned timetable) and it 
was verified that all the wooden pieces were in optimal 
quality condition and a letter of receipt of materials was 
signed by us and José Peña, representing the Cachiviru 
community (see attached document pag. 415). We 
planned to begin the wood treatment with varnish but 
we just had time to organize and divide the wooden 
pieces according to their dimensions, placing them in 
the existing wooden construction on site. The day 
28/08/2015 began the “replanteo in situ” (preparation of 
the site signing the principal points where to put the 
foundation palm shoots) but we didn’t finish it; the 
gabion of stones was placed the last day of the week 
with the help of the community.
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1° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:

WEATHER:

PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:

Responsables

Carpenters

Community         min      x2      max      x15 

Auxiliary

12

am pm

1
2

3 3

4
567

9

10
11

8

12
1

2

4
567

9

10
11

8

100% 0%0%

- Site preparation
- Soil preparation
- Wood reception

- Slow process
- Timetable not respected

C M M PA
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Photo: Maria transporting a big stone to be put into the gabion, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Community preparing the soil to put the gabion of stones, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Community preparing the soil to put the gabion of stones, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Construction site situation - week 1: community working on soil preparation, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Construction site situation - week 1: community working on soil preparation, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Hammering foundations, construction site, Cachiviru.



4.2.1
2° Week

August 31st- September 5th, 2015

Planned activities

What we planned to do in this week was (1)Complete 
the totora cleaning in the Lake shore. (2)Begin and 
finish the treatment of all the wooden pieces with 
varnish. (3)Finish the “replanteo in situ” (preparation of 
the site signing the principal points where to put the 
foundation palm shoots). (4)Begin and finish the 
positioning of foundation palm shoots. (5)Begin the 
structural beams’ bolting with the foundation palm 

shoots.

4.2.2
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Realized activities

The second week of construction started in a slow-mo-
od since the first day there were no one on site except 
for us: neither the carpenters nor the community 
showed up! 24 people of the community just came the 
third day for helping us, while the carpenters arrived the 
second day of the week. The community finished the 
Lake’s shore cleaning and we finished the “replanteo in 
situ” obtaining all the exact points where to put the 
foundation palm shoots; all the foundation palm shoots 
outside water (4) have been cut and positioned while 
just 4 over 17 have been cut and placed in the water 
(they have been hammered thanks to the floating 
prototype); the community started to treat the wood with 
varnish but didn’t finish and we began the structural 
beams’ bolting. At the end of the week we finished the 
bolting of structural beams together with the non-floa-
ting part (tot. 12 meters) even using metalic profiles and 
metal decks. Furthermore we continued the purchaise 
of additional materials that had to be ended last week 
because something was always missing.

4.3.2

4.3.3
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Foundations

We started to cut and place all 
the foundation palm shoots 
inside and outside the water 
(the ones into the water have 
been hammered thanks to the 
use of the floating prototype).

Wood treatment

The community began to treat 
the wood with varnish, starting 
from the structural beams to be 
bolt together with the founda-
tion palm shoots and the 
flooring of the 12m boardwalk.

Beams’ bolting
(floor)

We bolt the structural beams to 
the foundations starting from 
the boardwalk, also using 
metalic profiles and metal 
decks.
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Photo: Belen and Marlon varnishing wood, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Santiago and Wilson working on foundations-beams’ stabilization, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Construction site situation - week 2: carpenters working on boardwalk structure, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Measuring beams, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Measuring beams, construction site, Cachiviru.

4.2.2
3° Week

September 7th-12th, 2015

Planned activities

In the third week of construction we planned to (1)Finish 
the treatment of all the ordered wooden pieces with 
varnish. (2)Finish the carpenters’ task of build the 12 
meters of boardwalk and the Mirador with the stairs. 
(3)Finish the positioning of all the foundation palm 
shoots and go on with the beams bolting. (4)Sign all the 

joints in the floating modules’ beams. 

4.2.3
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Realized activities

In the third week of work we continued the treatment of 
wood with varnish, we finished the placement of all the 
foundation palm shoots and we continued the bolting of 
the structural beams. Furthermore we started to measu-
re, straigh off and cut the wooden pieces of 2,40m and 
0,60m to be used for the flooring; we completed the 
flooring of the first 12 meters of the boardwalk and we 
began to assemble the Mirador with stairs and steps. 
Regarding the floating part, we began to draw and cut 
the joints of the beams to be assembled for creating the 
floating modules and we calculated the missing material 
(bolts, screws etc) to make a new order at the hardware 
store (the ordered materials arrived on site the 
10/09/2015). We received the visit of a journalist of rete 
24 interviewing the community and those in charge of 
the construction. At the end of the week we were done 
with the flooring of the first 12 meters of boardwalk, the 
Mirador was 80% built up (we built the right stair, we 
started to build the left stair) but unfortunetly we had a 
discussion with carpenters for the bad work done, so we 
asked them to dismantle and assemble the stairs again.

4.3.4

4.3.3
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Flooring

After measuring and cutting the 
necessary wooden pieces 
(already treated with varnish) of 
2,40 and 0,60 meters, we 
completed the whole flooring of 
the boardwalk.

Beams’ bolting
(Mirador)

We continued the bolting of the 
beams finishing the structural 
floor and starting to build up the 
stuctural beams of the Mirador.

Mirador - started!

We began to assemble the 
Mirador with stairs and steps, 
but at the end of the week was 
80% built up, missing the left 
stair.

Realized activities

In the third week of work we continued the treatment of 
wood with varnish, we finished the placement of all the 
foundation palm shoots and we continued the bolting of 
the structural beams. Furthermore we started to measu-
re, straigh off and cut the wooden pieces of 2,40m and 
0,60m to be used for the flooring; we completed the 
flooring of the first 12 meters of the boardwalk and we 
began to assemble the Mirador with stairs and steps. 
Regarding the floating part, we began to draw and cut 
the joints of the beams to be assembled for creating the 
floating modules and we calculated the missing material 
(bolts, screws etc) to make a new order at the hardware 
store (the ordered materials arrived on site the 
10/09/2015). We received the visit of a journalist of rete 
24 interviewing the community and those in charge of 
the construction. At the end of the week we were done 
with the flooring of the first 12 meters of boardwalk, the 
Mirador was 80% built up (we built the right stair, we 
started to build the left stair) but unfortunetly we had a 
discussion with carpenters for the bad work done, so we 
asked them to dismantle and assemble the stairs again.

4.3.4

4.3.3
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3° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:

WEATHER:

PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:
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Community          min                max       x10 
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10% 80%10%

- Foundations’ placement done
- Boardwalk‘s flooring done
- Tv interview

- Slow process
- Need of buying other materials

C M M PA
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Photo: Wilson working on Mirador structure, (safe) construction site, Cachiviru.

3° Week SUM - UP!
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KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:

WEATHER:

PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:

Responsables
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10% 80%10%

- Foundations’ placement done
- Boardwalk‘s flooring done
- Tv interview

- Slow process
- Need of buying other materials

C M M PA
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Photo: Jaime, Jose and Gregorio bolting the flooring to the boardwalk structure, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Construction site situation - week 3: children enjoying the view while “Negro” is working, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Working on beams’ bolting, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Working on beams’ bolting, construction site, Cachiviru.

4.2.3
4° Week

September 14th-20th, 2015

Planned activities

In the fourth week of construction we planned to (1)Fini-
sh the treatment of all the ordered wooden pieces with 
varnish. (2)Finish the carpenters’ task of building up the 
12 meters of boardwalk and the Mirador with the stairs. 
(3)Finish the positioning of all the foundation palm 
shoots and go on with the beams bolting. (4)Sign all the 
joints in the floating modules beams. (5)Cut all the 
2,40m and 0,60m beams for flooring. (6)Cut and dry the 

carrizo for Mirador finishings. 

4.2.4
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Realized activities

In the fourth week of work carpenters dismantled and 
assembled the stairs again and the community cut and 
put to dry the carrizo for Mirador’s finishings, the 
Mirador’s railings have been assembled and four 
technicians of Ibarra Prefecture visited the work 
together with Eng. Torres of the Otavalo Municipality, 
who gave us suggestions on the stabilization of the 
structure. Moreover we received the visit of the authori-
ties of Junta Parroquial together with the students of 
Universidad Central del Ecuador interested in develo-
ping their final architectural thesis in San Rafael. We 
finished to cut all the joints in the floating modules‘ 
beams and we measured and cut all the beams of 
2,40m and 0,60m needed for floating modules’ flooring. 
In date 15/09/2015 the carpenters finished their 
contractual work (12 meters of boardwalk and Mirador 
with stairs). In date 17/09/2015 we reviewed the project 
making comments to carpenters defining faults that 
have been arranged the same day. In date 18/09/2015 
a “Acta de entrega recepcional provisional de la obra” 
(record of delivery about carpenters‘ work)  was drawn 
up (see attached document pag. 405). and the ordered 
plastic tanks arrived on site, received by the President 
of Cachiviru community Gregorio Anrango and stored in 
the adjacent football stadium. In date 20/09/2015 we 
convened the community for the following day to clean 
and varnish all the wooden pieces, seal the tanks’ caps, 
assemble the floating modules and cut more carrizo.
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Tanks reception

The order of 60 plastic tanks to 
be used in the floating modules 
arrived on site; all the tanks 
have been stored in the 
adjacent football stadium.

Floating - planning!
We measured and cut all the 
beams of 2,40 and 0,60 meters 
needed for floating modules’ 
flooring and we cut all the joints 
in the structural beams in order 
to assemble the modules. 

Mirador - done!

The carpenters finished their 
contractual work building up the 
12 meters of boardwalk and 
Mirador structure with stairs.

Realized activities

In the fourth week of work carpenters dismantled and 
assembled the stairs again and the community cut and 
put to dry the carrizo for Mirador’s finishings, the 
Mirador’s railings have been assembled and four 
technicians of Ibarra Prefecture visited the work 
together with Eng. Torres of the Otavalo Municipality, 
who gave us suggestions on the stabilization of the 
structure. Moreover we received the visit of the authori-
ties of Junta Parroquial together with the students of 
Universidad Central del Ecuador interested in develo-
ping their final architectural thesis in San Rafael. We 
finished to cut all the joints in the floating modules‘ 
beams and we measured and cut all the beams of 
2,40m and 0,60m needed for floating modules’ flooring. 
In date 15/09/2015 the carpenters finished their 
contractual work (12 meters of boardwalk and Mirador 
with stairs). In date 17/09/2015 we reviewed the project 
making comments to carpenters defining faults that 
have been arranged the same day. In date 18/09/2015 
a “Acta de entrega recepcional provisional de la obra” 
(record of delivery about carpenters‘ work)  was drawn 
up (see attached document pag. 405). and the ordered 
plastic tanks arrived on site, received by the President 
of Cachiviru community Gregorio Anrango and stored in 
the adjacent football stadium. In date 20/09/2015 we 
convened the community for the following day to clean 
and varnish all the wooden pieces, seal the tanks’ caps, 
assemble the floating modules and cut more carrizo.
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4° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:

WEATHER:

PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:

Responsables
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70% 30%0%

- Boardwalk and Mirador done
- Carrizo’s cut started
- Floating’s planning 

- Slow process

C M M PA
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4° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:

WEATHER:

PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:
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70% 30%0%

- Boardwalk and Mirador done
- Carrizo’s cut started
- Floating’s planning 

- Slow process

C M M PA

Photo: Mirador structure - lateral view, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Boardwalk - view from the Mirador, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Boardwalk - view from the Mirador, construction site, Cachiviru.Photo: Boardwalk - view from the Mirador, construction site, Cachiviru. Photo: Boardwalk and stairs- view from below, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Construction site situation - week 4: children having fun on the Mirador, Cachiviru.
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Filling the gabion with stones, construction site, Cachiviru.Photo: Cleaning the Muelle-Mirador, construction site, Cachiviru.

4.2.4
5° Week

September 21st-26th, 2015

Planned activities

In the fifth week of construction we planned to (1)Give a 
second-hand of varnish to the boardwalk and the 
Mirador. (2)Prepare and tie the carrizo finishing on the 
Mirador. (3)Assemble the structure and placing the 
flooring of all the floating modules. (4)Seal and place all 
the tanks in the floating modules putting them into the 

water. 
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4.2.4
5° Week

September 21st-26th, 2015

Planned activities

In the fifth week of construction we planned to (1)Give a 
second-hand of varnish to the boardwalk and the 
Mirador. (2)Prepare and tie the carrizo finishing on the 
Mirador. (3)Assemble the structure and placing the 
flooring of all the floating modules. (4)Seal and place all 
the tanks in the floating modules putting them into the 

water. 

 

4.2.5
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Realized activities

The fifth week of work started in a slow mood again: the 
community, convened for the first day of the week, didn’t 
show up, so we spoke to the President of the community 
to convene again a lot of people for the following days. 
We armed all the 4 floating modules bolting together all 
the beams (structural part and flooring) and we dismant-
led the old flooring of the prototype placing a new one. 
Furthermore we cut all the wooden strips where to tie up 
the carrizo finishing but due to a problem of electricity 
connection we couldn’t bolt them in the Mirador structu-
re. The community sealed and transported all the plastic 
tanks next to the Lake’s shore, put a second hand of 
varnish in the boardwalk and Mirador and cleaned all 
the dried carrizo removing its external peel. Moreover 
we needed to buy once again additional material that 
was missing. At the end of the week all the 5 floating 
modules where structurally ready but tanks were 
missing; carrizo was ready to be tied up to the Mirador 
but we missed the wooden strips where to tie it.

4.3.6

4.3.5
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Tanks’ sealing

All the tanks have been sealed 
and transported next to the 
Lake’s shore.

Floating - started!
The 4 floating modules have 
been structurally built up; we 
also dismantled the old flooring 
of the prototype placing a new 
one. 

Wood varnishment

The community cleaned and 
put a second hand of varnish in 
the boardwalk and Mirador.

Realized activities

The fifth week of work started in a slow mood again: the 
community, convened for the first day of the week, didn’t 
show up, so we spoke to the President of the community 
to convene again a lot of people for the following days. 
We armed all the 4 floating modules bolting together all 
the beams (structural part and flooring) and we dismant-
led the old flooring of the prototype placing a new one. 
Furthermore we cut all the wooden strips where to tie up 
the carrizo finishing but due to a problem of electricity 
connection we couldn’t bolt them in the Mirador structu-
re. The community sealed and transported all the plastic 
tanks next to the Lake’s shore, put a second hand of 
varnish in the boardwalk and Mirador and cleaned all 
the dried carrizo removing its external peel. Moreover 
we needed to buy once again additional material that 
was missing. At the end of the week all the 5 floating 
modules where structurally ready but tanks were 
missing; carrizo was ready to be tied up to the Mirador 
but we missed the wooden strips where to tie it.

4.3.6

4.3.5
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5° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:

WEATHER:

PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:

Responsables

Carpenters

Community          min                max       x15 
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30% 50%20%

- Floating modules started
- Carrizo ready to be tied
 

- Slow process
- Need of buying other materials
- Absence of community

C M M PA
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Photo: Mirador varnishing work in progress (Patricio not really happy about the smell!), construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Floating modules’ structure transportation, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Floating modules’ structure transportation, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Construction site situation - week 5: “wet varnish, do not enter!” , Cachiviru.
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Photo: Overturning a floating module, construction site, Cachiviru.

4.2.5
6° Week

September 28th - October 2nd, 2015

Planned activities

In the sixth week of construction we planned to (1)Tie all 
the tanks to the floating modules. (2)Built up seats 
furnitures for two floating modules and varnish all the 
modules again. (3)Position and tie all the floating modu-
les into the water. (4)Tie carrizo finishing to the Mirador 

structure.

4.2.6



4.2.5
6° Week

September 28th - October 2nd, 2015

Planned activities

In the sixth week of construction we planned to (1)Tie all 
the tanks to the floating modules. (2)Built up seats 
furnitures for two floating modules and varnish all the 
modules again. (3)Position and tie all the floating modu-
les into the water. (4)Tie carrizo finishing to the Mirador 

structure.

4.2.6
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Realized activities

In the sixth week of work we turn over the floating modu-
les, put all the tanks (12/each module) tying them with 
steel cable, turn them over again, built up two seats-fur-
nitures in two of the floating modules, give a 
second-hand varnish to all the modules and finally put 
them into the water in the correct position: to tie them in 
between each other we decided at first to use a cotton 
rope but than we decided to use a steel chain for securi-
ty reasons; in between the adjacent modules we put 
tires’ pieces to avoid friction. We bolt all the wooden 
strips to the Mirador structure and we started to tie up 
the carrizo on them. Moreover there was the need of 
buying additional material once again. We received the 
visit of Ibarra Prefecture and Junta Parroquial authori-
ties to review the advancement of the construction. At 
the end of the week all the floating modules where 
placed in the water, tied to the Mirador and in between 
each other.

4.3.6

4.3.7
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Realized activities

In the sixth week of work we turn over the floating modu-
les, put all the tanks (12/each module) tying them with 
steel cable, turn them over again, built up two seats-fur-
nitures in two of the floating modules, give a 
second-hand varnish to all the modules and finally put 
them into the water in the correct position: to tie them in 
between each other we decided at first to use a cotton 
rope but than we decided to use a steel chain for securi-
ty reasons; in between the adjacent modules we put 
tires’ pieces to avoid friction. We bolt all the wooden 
strips to the Mirador structure and we started to tie up 
the carrizo on them. Moreover there was the need of 
buying additional material once again. We received the 
visit of Ibarra Prefecture and Junta Parroquial authori-
ties to review the advancement of the construction. At 
the end of the week all the floating modules where 
placed in the water, tied to the Mirador and in between 
each other.

4.3.6

4.3.7

Tanks’ placement

All the tanks (12/each module) 
have been tied to the floating 
modules’ structure with a steel 
cable.

Carrizo - started!
After cutting and putting to dry 
the carrizo, the community 
prepared it removing its 
external peel and started to tie it 
to the Mirador structure.

Floating furnitures

We built up two seats - furnitu-
res in two of the floating modu-
les and than we placed all the 
modules into the water .
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6° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:

WEATHER:

PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:

Responsables
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Community          min      x4      max       x11 
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100% 0%0%

- Floating modules into the water
- Carrizo’s tying started
 

- Slow process
- Need of buying other materials
- Absence of community

C M M PA
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Photo: Maria, Pilar and Carmen tying tanks, construction site, Cachiviru.

6° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:
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PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:
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- Floating modules into the water
- Carrizo’s tying started
 

- Slow process
- Need of buying other materials
- Absence of community
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Photo: Maria, Pilar and Carmen tying tanks, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Maria, Pilar and Carmen tying tanks, construction site, Cachiviru. Photo: Community turning over floating modules to put the tanks, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Construction site situation - week 6: Francisca, Jose and Jaime interlacing carrizo, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Tying carrizo to the Mirador, construction site, Cachiviru.



Photo: Tying carrizo to the Mirador, construction site, Cachiviru.

4.2.6
7° Week

October 5th-12th, 2015

Planned activities

In the last week of work we planned to conclude the 
project construction checking and fixing the last details, 
also preparing the site for the inauguration scheduled 

for October, 13th.

4.2.7
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Realized activities

The last week of work started with a big general “minga” 
where 50 people of the community have been convened 
due to a problem happened during the weekend: some 
tanks detached and went out from the floating modules’ 
structure and we needed to take them off the water and 
realize a better tying (for this reason we had to buy 
additional material once again). We finished to tye all 
the carrizo to the Mirador structure and we clean the 
whole project and the site itself. We also drawn up a 
“Acta de entrega recepcion definitiva de las obras” 
(record of delivery of the whole project) to be delivered 
to the GAD Parroquial (see attached document pag. 
407). At the end of the week we were ready for the 
inauguration!
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Floating - done!

We solved the tanks’ problem 
happened in the weekend 
re-tying all the tanks to the 
floating modules and re-positio-
ning them into the water.

Carrizo - done!
The community finished to tie 
all the carrizo to the Mirador 
structure.

Site cleaning

We cleaned the construction 
site to be ready for the inaugu-
ration!

Realized activities

The last week of work started with a big general “minga” 
where 50 people of the community have been convened 
due to a problem happened during the weekend: some 
tanks detached and went out from the floating modules’ 
structure and we needed to take them off the water and 
realize a better tying (for this reason we had to buy 
additional material once again). We finished to tye all 
the carrizo to the Mirador structure and we clean the 
whole project and the site itself. We also drawn up a 
“Acta de entrega recepcion definitiva de las obras” 
(record of delivery of the whole project) to be delivered 
to the GAD Parroquial (see attached document pag. 
407). At the end of the week we were ready for the 
inauguration!
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7° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni

WORKING DAYS:

WORKING HOURS/DAY:

WEATHER:

PEOPLE WORKING ON SITE:

Responsables
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- Project construction done!
- Site cleaning for inauguration
 

- Slow process
- Need of buying other materials
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7° Week SUM - UP!

NAME: 
KAYMANTA | Muelle Mirador

OWNERS:
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael, Cachiviru 
community,  ReyMolaKucha Association

RESPONSABLES:
Arch. Marlown Cuenca with Agnese Grigis, 
Chiara Oggioni, Marta Petteni
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- Project construction done!
- Site cleaning for inauguration
 

- Slow process
- Need of buying other materials
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Photo: hands tying carrizo, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: hands tying carrizo, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: hands tying carrizo, construction site, Cachiviru. Photo: Community transporting floating modules into the water, construction site, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Construction site situation - week 7: community preparing the last carrizo to be put on Mirador, Cachiviru.
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4.3Inauguration

The 13th of October 2015 we inaugurated our project 
with the community of Cachiviru, the authorities of the 
GAD Parroquial of San Rafael  and of Universidad 
Central del Ecuador; the invitation was open to all the 
communities of San Rafael and to all the parroquias of 
San Pablo Lake. The inauguration’s schedule follow 
their traditional way of celebrating: the community 
prepared typical local food and beverage, cooking in 
the existing wooden house on the Lake’s shore and 
playing traditional music that accompanied us all day 
long. We started with thanksgiving speeches by San 
Rafael President Estela Aguilar, by Cachiviru President 
Gregorio Anrango, by FAU authorities and by us; than 
some delegates of Cachiviru community gave us thank-
sgiving presents and certificates, proceeding later with 
the traditional ribbon cutting ceremony under the 
totora’s arches they put on the project’s entrance. The 
most amazing moment of the inauguration has been the 
distribution of food ceremony: each woman of the 
community prepared and gave us a typical plate (usual-
ly made of rice, potatoes, legumes and mais) and we 
had to throw all the food together in a  big container 
where all the people were supposed to take it with their 
hands and eat it all together; they also bought pizza for 
us (knowing that rice is not our favorite food!) and we 
shared it with the whole community eating in the green 
field around our project. Finally we took a lot of photos 
enjoying the Muelle-Mirador and the amazing view, 
looking at children playing on floating modules and 

adults dreaming of expanding the project.
Taking stock of the whole process we realized that in 
few months they became our overseas big family and 
we built up (all together) something good, not without 
difficulties and not without joy. We will keep forever in 
our hearths and minds the peculiar sensation of 
realizing for the first time something that was just in our 
minds, all those happy eyes and the greatness of their 

sharing attitude
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Thanksgiving speeches and presents

Thanksgiving speeches have been done by the 

authorities of San Rafael, Cachiviru, Universi-

dad Central del Ecuador and us; some delega-

tes of Cachiviru community consigned us 

certificates and presents saying thanks for all 

the work done and all the moments spent 

together.

Ribbon cutting ceremony

Following the tradition, the Presidents Estela 

Aguilar and Gregorio Anrango cut the traditional 

inaugural ribbon under the totora’s arches put 

by the community at the Project’s entrance. The 

ribbon had the Ecuadorian flag’s colours 

(yellow, blue and red) and from the ribbon they 

obtained bracelets that were given to us.

Traditional food ceremony

All the women of the community prepared and 

gave us traditional food (mais, rice, legumes, 

potatoes) that we put in a container creating a 

huge plate of food from which all the people 

could eat sitting in the green field around the 

Muelle-Mirador.
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Photo: Rosita cooking traditional empanadas de queso in the wooden construction, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Gregorio cutting the inaugural ribbon, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Traditional food ceremony, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Eating all together!, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Muelle-Mirador - lateral view from the Lake’s shore, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Muelle-Mirador - frontal view from the Lake’s shore, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Muelle-Mirador - view from the floating modules, Cachiviru. Photo: Muelle-Mirador - view from the inside, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Muelle-Mirador - view from the floating modules, Cachiviru. Photo: Muelle-Mirador - view from the inside, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Muelle-Mirador - view from above, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Muelle-Mirador - enjoying the view, Cachiviru.
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Photo: Muelle-Mirador - view of the floating modules from the Lake’s shore, Cachiviru.
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Photo: A big family, Cachiviru.



Following Norberg-Schulz theoretical phylosophy we 
believed that a simple urban analysis was not enough 
to really understand and “listen” the spirit of the place. 
WWe wanted to catch something more, that is not percei-
ved with the eyes or readable on maps. We believe that 
an olistic and multidisciplinary approach, at which many 
voices can take part, could enrich the general analysis, 
the process and the final result. 
In pratical terms we organize our methodology in three 
big steps: what we perceive (subjective), mainly related 
to our sensations and feelings walking around the lake, 
listen to the others (subjective), in which different voices 
are listened to get a wider panorama, and an objective 
analysis (objective), based on official documents and 
interviews. 
Discovering,Discovering, walking, watching, talking and listening 
are the key words that followed us in this big adventure.

Photo: landing in Quito, 23rd of March 2015, Ecuador5Photo: landing in Quito, 23rd of March 2015, Ecuador
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It is hard to conclude something that has just born, in 
the Lake’s water but also in ourselves. 
We arrived in Ecuador with a bit of knowledge, some 
books read, an academic background and a lot of pas-
sion. We came back to Italy enriched by an amazing 
experience, many stories to tell and new eyes.
Cachiviru was not just the project site for our architectu-
ral ideas; it was a Place with a great potentiality and a 
loosing identity that needed to be rediscovered; it was a 
poor community who lives and works there, chasing city 
models of richness and progress; it was an indigenous 
Kichwa culture with its deep believing in Cosmo-vision 
and in the power of nature; it was a container of ideas, 
dreams,dreams, hopes, anxieties, passions; Cachiviru was the 
starting, developing and ending point of our process; 
we growth with it, we learnt with it, we loved it.
And here lies the real essence of Architecture that 
makes it so complex, rich and interesting. 
We realized that Architecture can’t be closed in itself 
inside rigid and impermeable borders, becoming every 
day more and more specialized and sectorial. Its rich-
ness lies in the constant research, experimentation, 
exploration, adventure but also failures and mistakes. 
For this reason the process, more than the final archi-
tectural product, is the real ability of an architect and the 
key value of this discipline.
Architecture is (and has to be) a holistic discipline able 
to explore different fields and surpass the frontiers with 
others disciplines without forgetting the centrality of 
“Man” in its application. Within our experience we tou-
ched it personally asking many time to ourselves if the 
figure of the Architect was enough in this so multidisci-
plinary dimension, where not only the “design and con
struction” aspects were involved but also the historical, 
cultural, social, economical and political ones. We un-
derstood that the Architect needs many secondary spe-
cialised figures that support him in his research and 
design.
Following this philosophical flow “Listening” become the 
key word of our approach. Listening to the Place first of 
all, that, as Architects, means to respect the place, to in-
tegrate with it, to concretize its essence. This assumes 
the believing of the Place as site with a precise identity 
always recognisable that has something to tell us. 
And listening to people. There is always the temptation, 
for an Architect, to impose his own project, his vision, 
his style; many times we fall in love too deeply with our 
ideas closed in our personal pride. Instead we believe 
that is necessary a light approach, that doesn’t mean 
superficial. Being light means being permeable like a 
sponge, able to assimilate the ideas of other and work 
likelike a team.That’s why we involved the community in all 
the steps of our project.
We believe in the participatory design and in the guided 
auto-construction method as strong tools to reinforce 
the project and make it working better. 

E’ arduo concludere qualcosa che è appena nato, nelle 
acque del Lago ma anche in noi stesse.
Siamo arrivate in Ecuador con un po’ di conoscenza, 
qualche buon libro letto, una preparazione accademica 
e tanta passione. Siamo tornate in Italia arricchite da 
un’esperienza unica, molte storie da raccontare e occhi 
nuovi per osservare il mondo.
CachiviruCachiviru non è stata solo l’area di progetto per le 
nostre idee architettoniche; è un Luogo con una grande 
potenzialità intrinseca ma non valorizzata; è una comu-
nità indigena che (soprav)vive di ciò che ha, inseguen-
do modelli di ricchezza e progresso; è una cultura 
Kichwa radicata nella Cosmo-visione e nel potere della 
Natura; è un contenitorire di idee, sogni, speranze, 
ansie e passioni; Cachiviru è stato il nostro punto di par-
tenza, di sviluppo e di arrivo; con lui siamo cresciute, 
abbiamo imparato, abbiamo sbagliato, l’abbiamo 
amato.
E qui giace la vera essenza dell’ Architettura che la 
rende cosi complessa, ricca e interessante.
Abbiamo capito che l’Architettura non può chiudersi in 
se stessa dentro bordi rigidi e impermeabili, diventando 
ogni giorno sempre più specializzata e settoriale. La 
sua ricchezza sta nella ricerca costante, nella speri-
mentazione, esplorazione, avventura ma anche negli 
errori e nei fallimenti. Per questo motivo il processo, più 
del prodotto finale, è la vera abilità di un architetto e il 
valore centrale di questa disciplina.valore centrale di questa disciplina.
L’ Architettura è (e deve essere) una disciplina olistica 
capace di esplorare campi diversi e varcare il confine 
con le altre discipline senza dimenticarsi della centralità 
dell’ Uomo nella sua applicazione. 
Durante la nostra esperienza abbiamo toccato questo 
aspetto personalmente, chiedendoci più volte se la 
figura dell’ architetto fosse abbastanza in questa di-
mensione così multidisciplinare, dove non solo gli 
aspetti progettuali e costruttivi erano coinvolti, ma 
anche quelli storici, culturali, sociali, economici e politi-
ci. Abbiamo capito che gli architetti nel loro operato ne
cessitano molte altre figure secondarie e specializzate 
che possano supportarli.
Seguendo questa linea di pensiero ascoltare diventa la 
parola chiave della nostra metodologia. 
Ascoltare il Luogo prima di tutto, cioè rispettarlo e inte-
grare il progetto con esso. 
E ascoltare le persone. C’è sempre la tentazione, da 
parte di un architetto, di imporre la propria visione, o 
peggio, il proprio stile. Riteniamo invece che sia neces-
sario un approccio leggero, che non significa superfluo. 
Essere leggeri significa essere permeablili come una 
spugna, capaci di assimilare le idee degli altri e lavorare 
come una squadra.
Ecco perchè abbiamo coinvolto la comunità in tutte le 
fasi del nostro progetto.
Crediamo che il disegno partecipato e l’auto-costruzi-
one siano validi strumenti nel processo progettuale, 

Lo scopo è che la comunità prenda possesso del pro-
getto, sentendosi co-autore dello stesso, e capace di 
prendersene cura quando la figura dell’architetto svani-
sce. Nel nostro caso, l’idea della comunità, è quella di 
far pagare al turista, per l’entrata al Muelle-mirador, un 
dollaro simbolico; non molto, ma abbastanza per racco-
gliere piccoli fondi e comprare il materiale necessario al 
suo mantenimento.
Per noi questa metodologia è universale ma non asso-
luta. E’ un equazione con alcune costanti ma molte va-
riabili che cambiano in relazione al Luogo, il tipo di pro-
getto, le persone coinvolte. Un progetto con una comu-
nità Kichwa in Ecuador sarà completamente diverso dal 
progetto realizzato con la stessa metodologia (ma va-
riabili differenti) in una piccolo paese della Sicilia.
Ed è qui il punto interessante: questa esperienza sarà 
sempre unica e irripetibile poichè le stesse variabili non 
possono essere trovate altrove; magari simili, ma mai le 
stesse. Come i risultati che otteniamo.
MaMa per il numero di variabili questo approccio è anche 
molto difficile e delicato. E’ un processo che lavora sulla 
stratificazione della storia, della cultura, della società, 
della politca, e dell’evoluzione di un popolo. Spesso, ciò 
che queste popolazioni vorrebbero, è qualcuno che 
arriva e che impone la sua idea dall’alto, in nome di ri-
chezza e prosperità; esattemente cio che vogliamo evi-
tare. La nostra metodologia pretende di lavorare prima 
sulla mentalità delle persone, rendendole coscienti del 
grande potenziale di cui dispongono e della loro identità 
e successivamente aiutandole nella loro valorizzazio-
ne. E’ un processo lungo e fragile che molte volte, nella 
nostra esperienza, ci è sembrato inutile, come una pic-
cola goccia nell’ Oceano. Ma è comunque una goccia 
che spera di generare un’onda più grande.
Ed è davvero impossibile dare una conclusione a 
questa esperienza fantastica. La varietà di attività e 
attori coinvolti l’ha resa incredibilmente unica. Sicura-
mente, il numero di ostacoli che abbiamo dovuto supe-
rare ha rafforzato la nostra determinazione come per-
sone e come architetti, rendendoci consapevoli dei pro-
blemi reali che ci aspettano. Siamo state progettiste, 
sociologhe, economiste e costruttrici, mettendo in ogni 
compito il massimo dell’impegno per portarlo a termine. 
Dall’altra parte, il grande aiuto che abbiamo ricevuto, la 
generosità di chi ha niente e ti offre tutto e il legame 
sentimentale che è nato, ci ha fatto sentir parte di una 
grande famiglia e riconoscenti per questa bellissima oc-
casione. Una volta che il progetto  si è concluso, la feli-
cità negli occhi dei bambini e di tutta la comunità è stata 
una ricompensa inestimabile: ogni sforzo era servito.
Ma Kaymanta (che letteralmente significa “da qui”), 
spera di essere solo un inizio. Per la comunità, nel mi-
glioramento delle sue condizioni di vita e nella valoriz-
zazione dei suoi paesaggi spettacolari; e per noi, spe-
ranzose che questa esperienza sia stata solo la prima 
di moltre altre incredibili avventure.

The aim is that the community takes possession of the 
project realized, feeling co-author of the outcome, able 
to take care of it in the future when the architect figure 
disappears. In our case the community idea is to make 
paying the tourist one symbolic dollar for the entrance 
into the Muelle-Mirador; not a lot, but enough for col-
lecting small budgets and buying the materials needed 
for its maintenance.for its maintenance.
For us this methodology is universal, but not absolute. 
We conceive it is an equation with some constants but 
many variables that change in relation to the Place, the 
kind of project, the people involved. A project with a 
Kichwa community in Ecuador is completely different 
from the project made with the same methodology (but 
different variables) in a small town in Sicily. And here it’s 
thethe interesting point: this experience will be always 
unique in itself because the same variables can’t be 
find somewhere else; maybe similar, but never the 
same. As the results we get.
But for the number of variables this methodology is also 
very difficult and delicate. It’s a process that aims to 
work on the stratification of history, culture, society, poli-
tics and evolution of populations. Many times what 
these people would like is someone that arrives and 
impose his idea to them in name of richness and pro-
sperous future; exactly what we are trying to avoid. 
Our methodology aims to work firstly on people mentali-
ty making them aware of their great potentiality, their 
own identity, their culture and helping them in valorising 
these features. It’s a slow and fragile process that many 
times, during our experience, seemed to be worthless 
like a small drop in the ocean. But it was always a drop, 
that we hope can power up the thinking machine of 
“who we are”.“who we are”.
It is impossible to give a real conclusion to this amazing 
experience. The variety of activities and actors involved 
in it made it incredible unique. For sure, the number of 
obstacles and difficulties we had to surpass shaped our 
never-give-up attitude as architects and as people, 
making us aware of the concrete problems in the real 
world. We have been designers, sociologists, economi-
stssts and carpenters putting in each task all own strength 
and will to make it real. 
From the other hand, the great help we received, the 
generosity of this poor community, the sentimental 
bond that born with them made us feeling part of a big 
family and really grateful for this incredible occasion.  
Once the project was finished, the happiness of chil-
dren and the community around us was a priceless sati-
sfaction: every effort was worth.
But Kaymanta (which exactly means from here), hopes 
to be just a beginning. For the community, as starting 
point for a changing mind and as tool for upgrading the 
living condition of these indigenous and enhancing their 
spectacular places; and for us, hopeful this experience 
was just the first of many other wonderful adventures.
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ne. E’ un processo lungo e fragile che molte volte, nella 
nostra esperienza, ci è sembrato inutile, come una pic-
cola goccia nell’ Oceano. Ma è comunque una goccia 
che spera di generare un’onda più grande.
Ed è davvero impossibile dare una conclusione a 
questa esperienza fantastica. La varietà di attività e 
attori coinvolti l’ha resa incredibilmente unica. Sicura-
mente, il numero di ostacoli che abbiamo dovuto supe-
rare ha rafforzato la nostra determinazione come per-
sone e come architetti, rendendoci consapevoli dei pro-
blemi reali che ci aspettano. Siamo state progettiste, 
sociologhe, economiste e costruttrici, mettendo in ogni 
compito il massimo dell’impegno per portarlo a termine. 
Dall’altra parte, il grande aiuto che abbiamo ricevuto, la 
generosità di chi ha niente e ti offre tutto e il legame 
sentimentale che è nato, ci ha fatto sentir parte di una 
grande famiglia e riconoscenti per questa bellissima oc-
casione. Una volta che il progetto  si è concluso, la feli-
cità negli occhi dei bambini e di tutta la comunità è stata 
una ricompensa inestimabile: ogni sforzo era servito.
Ma Kaymanta (che letteralmente significa “da qui”), 
spera di essere solo un inizio. Per la comunità, nel mi-
glioramento delle sue condizioni di vita e nella valoriz-
zazione dei suoi paesaggi spettacolari; e per noi, spe-
ranzose che questa esperienza sia stata solo la prima 
di moltre altre incredibili avventure.

The aim is that the community takes possession of the 
project realized, feeling co-author of the outcome, able 
to take care of it in the future when the architect figure 
disappears. In our case the community idea is to make 
paying the tourist one symbolic dollar for the entrance 
into the Muelle-Mirador; not a lot, but enough for col-
lecting small budgets and buying the materials needed 
for its maintenance.for its maintenance.
For us this methodology is universal, but not absolute. 
We conceive it is an equation with some constants but 
many variables that change in relation to the Place, the 
kind of project, the people involved. A project with a 
Kichwa community in Ecuador is completely different 
from the project made with the same methodology (but 
different variables) in a small town in Sicily. And here it’s 
thethe interesting point: this experience will be always 
unique in itself because the same variables can’t be 
find somewhere else; maybe similar, but never the 
same. As the results we get.
But for the number of variables this methodology is also 
very difficult and delicate. It’s a process that aims to 
work on the stratification of history, culture, society, poli-
tics and evolution of populations. Many times what 
these people would like is someone that arrives and 
impose his idea to them in name of richness and pro-
sperous future; exactly what we are trying to avoid. 
Our methodology aims to work firstly on people mentali-
ty making them aware of their great potentiality, their 
own identity, their culture and helping them in valorising 
these features. It’s a slow and fragile process that many 
times, during our experience, seemed to be worthless 
like a small drop in the ocean. But it was always a drop, 
that we hope can power up the thinking machine of 
“who we are”.“who we are”.
It is impossible to give a real conclusion to this amazing 
experience. The variety of activities and actors involved 
in it made it incredible unique. For sure, the number of 
obstacles and difficulties we had to surpass shaped our 
never-give-up attitude as architects and as people, 
making us aware of the concrete problems in the real 
world. We have been designers, sociologists, economi-
stssts and carpenters putting in each task all own strength 
and will to make it real. 
From the other hand, the great help we received, the 
generosity of this poor community, the sentimental 
bond that born with them made us feeling part of a big 
family and really grateful for this incredible occasion.  
Once the project was finished, the happiness of chil-
dren and the community around us was a priceless sati-
sfaction: every effort was worth.
But Kaymanta (which exactly means from here), hopes 
to be just a beginning. For the community, as starting 
point for a changing mind and as tool for upgrading the 
living condition of these indigenous and enhancing their 
spectacular places; and for us, hopeful this experience 
was just the first of many other wonderful adventures.
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Contest
Official document attesting San Rafael de la Laguna as 
winner of the “Imbabura diversa y productiva” contest, 
emanated by Ibarra Prefecture. 
In this document you can find all the information about 
the initial terms of the project to be constructed before 
Dicember, 2015: location, dimensions, volumes and 
materials of the floating cabañas. 
Furthermore in this document is specified the manage-
ment model of the future project: GAD Parroquial of 
San Rafael de la Laguna + Cachiviru community + Rey 
Mola Kucha Association.
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PERFIL	DE	LA	OBRA:	KAYMANTA|DESDE	AQUI		

	

1. DATOS GENERALES DEL PROYECTO 
 
 
 

1.1. NOMBRE	DEL	PROYECTO/OBRA/ACTIVIDAD:	KAYMANTA|DESDE	AQUI	
	
	
	

1.2. UNIDAD	 EJECUTORA:	 PROYECTO	 FIN	 DE	 CARRERA	 -	 FACULTAD	 DE	 ARQUITECTURA	
DEPARTAMENTO	DE	COORDINACIÓN	DE	RELACIONES	INTERNACIONALES.	
RESPONSABLE.		Arq.	Marlown	Cuenca	Gonzaga	
PRE	PROFESIONALES.				Agnese	Grigis	
	 	 	 										Chiara	Oggioni	
	 	 	 										Marta	Petteni	

	
	
	
1.3. TIPO	DE	CONTRATACIÓN-	FASE:	

 
TIPO	DE	CONTRACIÓN/FASE	 CONTRATACIÓN	 ADMINISTRACIÓN	DIRECTA	

Estudios	 	 	

Construcción	 	 x	

	
	
	
1.4. LOCALIZACIÓN:	

	
Provincia:	 Imbabura	
Cantón:													Otavalo	
Parroquia:									San	Rafael	de	la	Laguna	
Comunidad:								Cachiviru	
	

	 	 	 	

	

	

	



	

	
	

	

La	 obra	 en	 mención,	 se	 encuentra	 ubicado:	 La	 comunidad	 de	 Cachiviru,	 perteneciente	 a	 la	
Parroquia	de	San	Rafael	de	la	Laguna,	cerca	al	Estadio	Gustavo	Pareja.			

	

1.5. GEOREFERENCIACIÓN	DE	LA	OBRA	-		UTMWGS8417	S	
	

(El	polígono	se	encuentra	inscrito	entre	los	siguientes	Puntos	referenciados):	

Shape	 X	 Y	 Tipo	 Descripción	

1	 UTM0021936	 17N0809287	 Punto	
	

2	 UTM0021928	 17N0809305	 punto	
	

3	 UTM0021912	 17N0809274	 punto	
	

4	 UTM0021904	 17N0809289	 punto	 	

	

	

	

	



	

	
	

2.	DIAGNÓSTICO	DEL	PROBLEMA	O	NECESIDAD	

2.1.	IDENTIFICACIÓN	DEL	PROBLEMA	O	NECESIDAD:	

	

	

	
Identificación	de	la	topografia	del	terreno	

	

	
Identificación	de	la	topografia	del	terreno		

Imagen	1:	 	 	 	 Imagen	2:	

El	problema	principal	es	la	falta	de	valorización	del	Lago	San	Pablo	y	la	necesidad	de	un	espacio	
público	que	sea	para	el	turista	pero	antes	de	todo	para	la	comunidad.	

3.	MARCO	LÓGICO	DEL	PROYECTO	

3.1.	OBJETIVOS:		

General	

Dotar	 a	 la	 comunidad	 de	 Cachiviru	 y	 a	 la	 Parroquia	 de	 San	 Rafael	 de	 un	 espacio	 público	 de	
turismo	comunitario;	objetivo	primario	es	 la	valorización	del	 Lago	San	Pablo	y	de	 su	entorno	
natural.	

Específicos	

1.-	Valorizar	el	patrimonio	paisajístico,	ambiental,	cultural	del	Lago	San	Pablo		

2.-Dotar	 a	 la	 parroquia	 con	 un	 espacio	 público	 que	 sea	 antes	 de	 todo	 para	 la	 comunidad	 y	
luego	para	el	turista	

3.-	Promover	un	turismo	comunitario	y	no	de	consumo	en	un	entorno	ambiental	rural	

	

	



	

	
	

4.	DESCRIPCIÓN	DEL	PROYECTO	

Lo	que	se	propone	en	el	lago	es	un	muelle	–	mirador	cuya	única	función	es	lúdico-recreativa	y	
de	descanso.	Muelle-mirador	(3x42m,	126m2)	compuesto	de14	módulos	ensamblables	(cada	
modulo:	3x3m,	9m2)	hecho	de	madera	seike	recubierto	de	totora	y	organizado	con	mobiliario	
urbano	sobre	el	mismo.En	uno	de	los	14	módulos	hay	dos	escaleras	de	madera	(ancho:	60cm)	
que	suben	de	3m	hasta	un	mirador	que	ocupa	el	espacio	de	un	otro	modulo;	abajo	del	mirador	
se	crea	un	espacio	de	contemplación	con	vista	directa	al	lago	y	al	Imbabura.	El	muelle	flota	
sobre	tanques	de	plástico	reciclado	(55	galones);	cada	modulo	flota	sobre	8	tanques:	el	n°	tot.	
de	tanques	utilizados	es	56.	Hay	también	16	palos	de	madera	que	permiten	la	estabilidad	del	
muelle	en	el	agua.	Lo	que	se	propone	en	los	70m	es	la	creación	de	un	espacio	efímero	
compuesto	de	palos	de	madera	y	cortinas	removibles	para	el	descanso,	la	danza	y	el	juego	de	
los	niños.	Por	otro	lado		se	propone	usar		la	estructura	de	madera	ya	existente	como	un	lugar	
para	que	la	comunidad	tenga	un	espacio-taller	en	donde	puedan	enseñar	sus	capacidades	
artesanales	y	de	esta	manera	ser	una	atracción	para	el	turista,	se	lo	concibe	como	un	espacio	
abierto	que	se	relaciona	con	el	entorno	visual	y	espacialmente		en	donde	no	se	proyectan		
instalaciones	ni	sanitarias	ni	hidráulicas.	Espacio	lúdico	y	de	descanso	(6x46m,	276m2)	
organizado	de	manera	efímera	con	37	palos	de	madera	de	eucalipto	implantados	en	el	suelo	
(10x10cm,	con	altura	de	2,50m)	localizado	a	lo	largo	de	la	pasarela	(este)	y	al	sur	de	la	
estructura	existente	de	madera.	Encima	de	los	palos	se	podrá	colgar	una	cortina	hecha	de	
cabuya	o	tejidos	típicos	del	lugar,	fácilmente	removible:	el	objetivo	es	de	organizar	un	espacio	
de	descanso	donde	los	niños	puedan	jugar,	los	jóvenes	tocar	la	guitarra,	bailar	o	simplemente	
relajarse.		Re-organización	de	la	estructura	de	madera	existente	localizada	a	la	orilla	del	lago	
y	compuesta	solo	de	palos	de	madera	y	techo	de	tejas.	El	objetivo	es	de	disfrutar	de	este	
espacio	de	manera	que	pueda	ser	integrado	en	nuestro	proyecto	deviniendo	un	espacio-taller	
donde	la	comunidad	pueda	enseñar	su	trabajo	artesanal	de	la	totora	al	turista.	La	totora	
necesita	ausencia	de	viento	para	que	pueda	ser	trabajada	entonces	proponemos	simplemente	
el	posicionamiento	de	esteras	de	totora	colgadas	a	la	estructura	existente	(cuando	necesario)	
para	tener	un	reparo	del	viento.		
	

5.	ESPACIO	FÍSICO	DEL	PROYECTO	

5.1	Aérea	total	del	proyecto:	2.031	m2	

5.2	Área	de	Implantación:		666m2	

5.3.-	 Aérea	 de	 Agua	 Potable,	 red	 de	 alcantarillado	 y	 red	 de	 energía	 eléctrica:	 el	 sitio	 no	
cuenta	con	estos	servicios.		

	6.	ESPACIO	FÍSICO	DEL	PROYECTO	

6.1	 En	 la	 primera	 fase:	 se	 construirá	 un	 muelle	 mirador,	 un	 espacio	 de	 descanso	 y	 se	
readecuará	el	espacio	para	un	taller	de	totora.	

6.2	 En	 la	 segunda	 fase:	 se	 construirá	 con	 la	 construcción	 de	 una	 cafetería	 y	 un	 huerto	
comunitario.		



	

	
	

4.	DESCRIPCIÓN	DEL	PROYECTO	

Lo	que	se	propone	en	el	lago	es	un	muelle	–	mirador	cuya	única	función	es	lúdico-recreativa	y	
de	descanso.	Muelle-mirador	(3x42m,	126m2)	compuesto	de14	módulos	ensamblables	(cada	
modulo:	3x3m,	9m2)	hecho	de	madera	seike	recubierto	de	totora	y	organizado	con	mobiliario	
urbano	sobre	el	mismo.En	uno	de	los	14	módulos	hay	dos	escaleras	de	madera	(ancho:	60cm)	
que	suben	de	3m	hasta	un	mirador	que	ocupa	el	espacio	de	un	otro	modulo;	abajo	del	mirador	
se	crea	un	espacio	de	contemplación	con	vista	directa	al	lago	y	al	Imbabura.	El	muelle	flota	
sobre	tanques	de	plástico	reciclado	(55	galones);	cada	modulo	flota	sobre	8	tanques:	el	n°	tot.	
de	tanques	utilizados	es	56.	Hay	también	16	palos	de	madera	que	permiten	la	estabilidad	del	
muelle	en	el	agua.	Lo	que	se	propone	en	los	70m	es	la	creación	de	un	espacio	efímero	
compuesto	de	palos	de	madera	y	cortinas	removibles	para	el	descanso,	la	danza	y	el	juego	de	
los	niños.	Por	otro	lado		se	propone	usar		la	estructura	de	madera	ya	existente	como	un	lugar	
para	que	la	comunidad	tenga	un	espacio-taller	en	donde	puedan	enseñar	sus	capacidades	
artesanales	y	de	esta	manera	ser	una	atracción	para	el	turista,	se	lo	concibe	como	un	espacio	
abierto	que	se	relaciona	con	el	entorno	visual	y	espacialmente		en	donde	no	se	proyectan		
instalaciones	ni	sanitarias	ni	hidráulicas.	Espacio	lúdico	y	de	descanso	(6x46m,	276m2)	
organizado	de	manera	efímera	con	37	palos	de	madera	de	eucalipto	implantados	en	el	suelo	
(10x10cm,	con	altura	de	2,50m)	localizado	a	lo	largo	de	la	pasarela	(este)	y	al	sur	de	la	
estructura	existente	de	madera.	Encima	de	los	palos	se	podrá	colgar	una	cortina	hecha	de	
cabuya	o	tejidos	típicos	del	lugar,	fácilmente	removible:	el	objetivo	es	de	organizar	un	espacio	
de	descanso	donde	los	niños	puedan	jugar,	los	jóvenes	tocar	la	guitarra,	bailar	o	simplemente	
relajarse.		Re-organización	de	la	estructura	de	madera	existente	localizada	a	la	orilla	del	lago	
y	compuesta	solo	de	palos	de	madera	y	techo	de	tejas.	El	objetivo	es	de	disfrutar	de	este	
espacio	de	manera	que	pueda	ser	integrado	en	nuestro	proyecto	deviniendo	un	espacio-taller	
donde	la	comunidad	pueda	enseñar	su	trabajo	artesanal	de	la	totora	al	turista.	La	totora	
necesita	ausencia	de	viento	para	que	pueda	ser	trabajada	entonces	proponemos	simplemente	
el	posicionamiento	de	esteras	de	totora	colgadas	a	la	estructura	existente	(cuando	necesario)	
para	tener	un	reparo	del	viento.		
	

5.	ESPACIO	FÍSICO	DEL	PROYECTO	

5.1	Aérea	total	del	proyecto:	2.031	m2	

5.2	Área	de	Implantación:		666m2	

5.3.-	 Aérea	 de	 Agua	 Potable,	 red	 de	 alcantarillado	 y	 red	 de	 energía	 eléctrica:	 el	 sitio	 no	
cuenta	con	estos	servicios.		

	6.	ESPACIO	FÍSICO	DEL	PROYECTO	

6.1	 En	 la	 primera	 fase:	 se	 construirá	 un	 muelle	 mirador,	 un	 espacio	 de	 descanso	 y	 se	
readecuará	el	espacio	para	un	taller	de	totora.	

6.2	 En	 la	 segunda	 fase:	 se	 construirá	 con	 la	 construcción	 de	 una	 cafetería	 y	 un	 huerto	
comunitario.		

	

	
	

7.	DETALLE	DE	EQUIPO	Y	HERRAMIENTA		

	

	

8.	MATERIALES	E	INSUMOS	A	UTILIZARSE			

	

	

	

	

	

Elaborado	por:		 	 	 Arq.	Sandy	Muenala	

Fecha	de	elaboración:	 	 16	de	Julio	de	2015	

Revisado	y	Aprobado	por:	Ing.	Vicente	Gualsaquí	Morales.	
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Technical plans & economic budget: 

Official technical plans and economic budget of the 
project, signed by: Prof. Arch. Marlown Cuenca who 
took the technical responsability of the project, San 
Rafael GAD Parroquial President Estela Aguilar, Cachi-
viru Community President Gregorio Anrango, President 
of Rey Mola Kucha Association José Espinosa and us.
These documents have been delivered to Otavalo 
Municipality where the Director of Urban Planning 
Department Byron Velasco signed them giving the 
architectonical permit.
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Load capacity calculation: 

Official document attesting the load capacity calcula-
tion done before building up the prototype of a floating 
module 3x3meters, signed by Prof. Eng. Maurilio 
Alaba.
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Pro-formas of wood: 

Official pro-formas of wood done in three different 
places to get the lower price.
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Pro-formas of wood: 

Official pro-formas of wood done in three different 
places to get the lower price.
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Pro-formas of plastic tanks: 

Official pro-formas of plastic tanks done in three 
different places to get the lower price.
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Pro-formas of plastic tanks: 

Official pro-formas of plastic tanks done in three 
different places to get the lower price.
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Pro-formas of technical tools: 

Official pro-formas of technical tools done in three 
different places to get the lower price.
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Pro-formas of technical tools: 

Official pro-formas of technical tools done in three 
different places to get the lower price.
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Invoices of winning pro-formas: 

Official invoices of wood, plastic tanks and technical 
tools done in the three winning places.
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Official invoices of wood, plastic tanks and technical 
tools done in the three winning places.
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Records of delivery: 

Acta de entrega recepción provisional pp. 405
Official document attesting the record of delivery about 
carpenters work (boardwalk and mirador with stairs) 
signed by us and Prof. Arch. Marlown Cuenca.

Acta de entrega recepción definitiva pp. 407
Official document attesting the record of delivery about 
the whole work (floating modules included) signed by 
us and Prof. Arch. Marlown Cuenca.
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Libro de obra: 

Day-by-day construction diary where we took note of 
the people present on site, the weather conditions in 
the morning and in the afternoon, the working days, the 
instruments used and the activities done. 
It has been signed at the end of each day by us and the 
President of Cachiviru Community Gregorio Anrango.
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A1 panels: 

Collection of the 25 panels of the thesis discussion 
originally in A1 format .
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